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J I M M Y CARTER
I am flooded with inquiries as to what in the world J. Carter
is doing representing the U.S. in Korea. Well, think back a
ways, readers-all the way back to Reagan/Carter, October
Surprise, IranIContra, HOSTAGES in Iran and t h u s and so.
Mr. Carter was THE one who got, shall we say, put upon! I
think the rest can become quite clear to you. Mr. Clinton i s the
'bad boy" of the 'good boy-bad boy" team but it i s not evident
that Clinton knows it. A show of diplomacy must be put up for
the Democratic Party or there will be revelations which none of
the Elite REALLY want revealed! Everybody with me so far?
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CONSTITUTION
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-- FEDERALIST

PAPERS
Let u s s e t aside the Federalist Papers as
relate to the Constitution of the United States of
America for this interim period of time [CONTACT h a s not run any of this information yet.]
awaiting t h e disc bearing the 'papers". We are
becoming too far behind with other pertinent
a n d interesting information needing to get o u t
i n the paper and journals. We can p i c k u p t h e
load later or solicit help as with putting the
Federalist Papers to disc. I t remains magnific e n t l j important to integrate the two because
there- seems to be no way to get the public to
relate t h e two a n d unless there i s relationship
a n d 'explanation" there is no way to realize
t h e full intent of the Constitution itself.
THE FREEDOM NETWORKER

C.M. h a s s e n t u s some material from a
publication called The Freedom Networker,
420 1 5 Ford Road # 107, Canton, MI 48 187. Ph:
3 13-454-9977 (Mr. Ralph Barnes). Judging
from t h e examples s e n t to us--it is a highly
interesting journal worthy of attention. The
r a t e s are quite reasonable ($3.00 per single
issue; a n n u a l subscription i n t h e U.S.A. is
$24.00, Canadaand Mexico: $30.00; a n d o t h e r
areas: $36.00.) They DO accept advertising
a n d r a t e s c a n be obtained. Are we i n t h e
business of advertising for other publications?
EVERY TIME WE GET AN OPPORTUNITY AND
FIND ONE WORTHY OF NOTE!
BREAKING THE BACK
O F CONTACT

From upstart there h a s been a focused
effort to break t h e backs of t h e paper, CONTACT. The PHOENIX LIBERATOR WAS destroyed as was the PHOENIX EXPRESS. Do we
expect t h i s one to 'fold"? We don't know-that
remains u p to you as readers. However, we
NEVER expect to, or longer hope to, be able to
more t h a n break-even with expenses. We long
ago gave u p hope of that as a goal. We have
allowed no advertising through commercial
parties other t h a n our own monitored produ c t s a n d recommended product uses. This
h a s been to negate any measure of 'priority"
for advertisers. Any book gets advertised on
its MERITS and authors are supported on
their TRUTH I N PRESENTATION TO THE BEST
OF THEIR ABILITY. If you are able to get
copies of books from this resource-it i s because t h e author h a s already been paid a n d i t
i s for your convenience. We effort to always
have you as readers go to either the author
personally or to whatever source the author
asks-or from wherever we can get information

regarding acquisition. Will this change? We
are always open to the need for change b u t it
will be indeed s a d if the voice for t h e people
must be closed or open to any and all advertising for immediately readers of a paper look to
the type of advertising to JUDGE THE PAPER.
This i s unfortunate but true. And yet, readers,
survival is necessary for patriots and God's
people as well as Satan's bands of thugs. We
simply do not have ability to have staff to
monitor so the best we can do at present is to
offer the articles and present all the information
as to t h e publication from which it i s obtained
and hope the parties involved, from the publication itself to the friends a n d readers who
clip and share, continue to allow and share.
- ~ o v i nand
~ overburdened h a n d s put this
paper together and totally through devoted
volunteers i s it shipped to you each week. Dr.
Young, a n d editor-copy people DO NOT GO TO
BED ON MONDAY NIGHTS and volunteer handlers and mailers work into each Tuesday
night to get the paper off to you ASAP. You
want proof through miracles? Every TUESDAY
with CONTACT! The recent 88-page paper
pushes the 'miracle" just about into impossibility for even miracles.
I take the time for this for I have little
opportunity to attend our loving crew here and
l e s s opportunity to thank t h e readers who
faithfully and regularly share information,
updates, networknews-breaking'scoops", etc.
Believe me,readers,YOU DO NOT WANT MAGICAL REVELATIONS-YOU WANT TRUTH OF
WHAT IS! Any so-called 'psychic" or "channel" will feed you tons of information and you
STILL don't know what to believe if it differs
one iota from another-this is even true for
here. My own scribe constantly h a s to be
given confirmation-AND THAT IS THE WAY IT
SHOULD BE. I will later offer you a good
example of this fact: an offering [seep. 5 ) from
some 'one" calling itself Sanaka re: World
Ascension Day-12:12.
A beloved and longtime reader asks "my" comments. I have little
to offer-there is some truth a n d much total
garbage. I can only ask you to read s u c h with
great care according to the guidelines I have
taught you and you will know enough. The
first warning is the absolute offering of
DATES and, furthermore, if you don't know
about what 'ascension" actually meansyou have no way t o sort such information.
BEWARE! Especially beware of such 'similar" labels as are offered in such documents
and the use of other parties long respected
for truth. Does this mean the information
or the young man who brings information
from Sanaka i s invalid? No, it could mean
'anything" from 'misled" to 'it will happen" t o 'some truth, some garbage".
I t i s simply easier to take that which is
shown before you and look at that which has
been hidden from you-and discern for self

the possibilities. YOU have enough before
you t o begin your journey into TRUTH because the PROOF of these things i s continually being uncovered from under the rocks
where the Elite Adversaries have buried them
FROM YOU.
First of all though, I am going to offer the
three separate subject articles from The Freedom Networker.
[QUOTING:]
ATTORNEYS VS. LAWYERS

[H: This becomes more and more important t o ALL OF YOU-EVERY DAY THAT
COMES! What can be done about it? Get
your Constitution back into opention and
DEMAND truth in JUSTICE and CLEAN OUT
THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM OF CORRUPTION
AND SELF-MADE RULES AND REGULATIONS!]
There seems to be much confusion surrounding the terms ATTORNEY and LAWYER.
A lot of people misconstrue these terms to
mean the same. To determine the meaning
of an "attorneywr e looked t o Black's Law
Dictionary. Black's Law Dictionary, 4 t h
Edition defines "attorney-law": 'to turnover; to tranafer to another money orgoods;
to assign to some particular use or service.
To consent to the transfer of a rent or
reversion. To agree to become tenant to
one a s owner or landlord of an estatepreviously held of another, or t o agree t o
recognize a new owner of a p m p e r t y or a n
estate andpromise payment of rent to h i m m
[H: Emphasis i s mine. Do you see anything
in that definition that reflects on almost
anvthing you find happening in the courts
around your nation on a daily basis?]
'ATTORNEY-FEUDAL LAW": "toturn-over;
to transfer to another money or goods; t o
assign to some particular use or service.
Where a Lord aliened his seniority, he
might with the consent of the tenant, and
in some cases without, ATTORNEY or transfer the homage and seruice of the later t o
the alien or new Lord."
uAttornment": "In feudal and old English law-a turning over or transfer by a
Lord of the seruices of his tenant to the
grantee of his seniority. (Lordship-Title:
Seignior, Sir) the doctrine of an attornment
grew out of the peculiar relations existing
between the landlord and his tenant under
the feudal law, and the reasons forthe rule
never had any existence i n this country,
and i s inconsistent with our laws, customs, and institutions."
We need to take a very close look a t these
words i n order to understand the rule of a n
'ATTORNEYn where the setting is old England
a n d t h e aristocracy held the land. The lower
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A requirement to r u n for election to be a is being imposed on America from without
class tilled t h e land as tenants. When t h e land
changed h a n d s from one aristocracy Lord to judge i s t h a t an 'afildavit"
m u s t be signed andfrom withinl
another aristocracy Lord, a treaty was made under penalty of perjury. On t h i s "atlidavit" a
Know those who are foresworn to debetween the tenants and the new Lord: so that person swears under penalty of perjury that sttoy yourfamily, your beliefs, #our health,
your religion a n d your freedoms!
Civil War would not break out between t h e they 'have a LICENSE t o practice law."
Did you know there i s a secret society
t e n a n t s and t h e new Lord. This transfer of Michigan iudaes have committed meriurv by
power with treaty was called ATTORNMENT. signing t h i s "affidavit". One may confirm w &hm our Country that has m ore than three
Attornment was the method of peacefully t h i s by questioning a judge to view his 'li- million members whose secret goal is the conpassing land from one aristocrat to another cense"; NOT HIS MEMBERSHIP CARD TO HIS quest and enslavement of America? That most
aristocrat without disturbing the class struc- LAW PERSONS FRATERNAL ASSOCIATION-Bar.
of the machinery for our total subjugation is
ture. I t consisted of a peaceful method of
already s e t i n place? That these members of a
[END OF QUOTING]
Luciferic order will be worse than the Nazi SS
maintaining a noble class of citizens acceptelite troops which terrorized Germany under
able to the common people. This does not
Please see that this is immediately gotten Hitler?
mean t h a t t h e common people liked t h e
situation. but they suffered evils while evils to the Constitutional Law Center.
Sounds incredible? Can't happen here in
The next is a short little message about all America? How long have you been asleep at
were sufferable and made their 'Treaties of
Attornments. Therefore a n English law those 'BLACK" helicopters which are both seen the helm of your ship, my dear fellow American?
Did you know t h a t most of our courts are
'ATTORNMENTw was a method of marantee- a n d denied. Very interesting.
staffed with major and minor members OF
inz UNEOUAL PROTECTION OF THE LAW for
t h e rich and t h e poor. But it was one which
[QUOTING:]
THIS SECRET ORDER? Did you know that
most sheriffs and many of their deputies bewas tolerable for the poor. I t was a 'peaceful"
maintenance of the class structure.
WHAT ABOUT THOSE
long to t h i s diabolical cabal? Did you know
BLACK HELICOPTERS?
that most top law enforcement officers belong
An 'ATTORNEY'S" role i n this system was
to this clandestine order? Did you know that
to provide the ceremony of the acquiescence
Sightings of black and olive drab helicop- a substantial number of our legal profession
or giving of the poor along with the land to the
new land-Lord, and to do so in s u c h a manner t e r s without markings are coming from many belongs to t h i s order and virtually all seriously uphold it or refuse to oppose it?
(modes operand) as t o preserve and maintain areas of America.
Many are reportedly moving troops from
t h e class structure, this so called peaceful
Did you know that most of our higher
transfer is 'UNEQUAL PROTECTION OF THE secret base to secret base. Many are cargo echelon government officials belong to this or
LAW." It is crystal c l e a r THAT AN AT- haulers moving military equipment and sup- equally satanical secret orders? (Like the
unprincipled and ruthless George Bush who
TORNEY'S ROLE TODAY HAS NOT CHANGED. plies to these bases from supply points.
"Attorneysw practice "Attornmentw.
In Michigan, these helicopters have been is a member of the demonic Skull and Bones.)
Did you know that America's and Britain's
%AWYERu: "A person learned i n t h e s e e n during daylight hours but their favorite
wealthy elite are either members of and/or
law. One who understands and who loves flying times seem to be well after midnight.
Some of these black helicopters are the support t h i s unheralded secret society and a
t h e law for i t s capacity to rectify t h e evils of
society. One who professes a n d practices property of a de facto [H: There's t h a t term number of other secret societies as vehicles to
'Zibertg a n d Justice .for a l l 9 a n d therefore again, @de
factob (illegal-illegitimate).] po- effect our enslavement because they are preslice organization called Wackenhut Security ently translating their wish and blueprint for
the 'EQUAL PROTECTION OF THE LAW *".
'Lawyerss practice 'law". The U.S. Constitu- Services. When you learn t h a t Wackenhut is a O n e World Government (called the New World
tion provides over thirty guarantees of the run BY EX-CIA, FBI AND OTHER HIGH LEVEL Order) into reality?
"EQUAL PROTECTION OF THE LAW". A law- INTELLIGENCE PERSONNEL AND THAT ITS
Why do you think they're secret? To hide
yer s u ~ ~ o rthose
t s ~ r o v i s i o n of
s maranteeI PRINCIPAL STOCKHOLDERS ARE PEOPLE their good intentions? Or hide their evil intena n attornev ovposes those provisions. In LIKE THE ROTHSCHILDS A I D THE tions?
America, a lawyer obeys the U.S.Constitution, ROCKEFELLERS, you know that it, too, is
To be sure, most of t h i s order's membert h e supreme law of t h e land. An "ATTOR- very much a creature of t h e I e w World ship i n America are a t t h e lower levels and
HEYwdoes MOT obey t h e U.8. Constitution. Order. Already, Wackenhut operates p r h - not in on t h e conspiracy and actions t o
Furthermore, on August 31, 1990 i n the ons under contract t o several states. & debauch America. They merelv learn t o
case of Freedv. Martin, i n a Kalamazoo County doubtedlv. they'll be enaaaed t o operate blindla a n d u n e u e s t i o n i n ~ bobeu orders
circuit court, Judge Phillip Schaefer ruled CONCENTRATION CAMPS too!
from their superiors. The lower levels are
"that ALL Michiaan attorneys have only 'De
Military officials disclaim these helicop- commanded to do good deeds, yield selfless
Facto' licenses to practice law
Black's ters as being theirs though the U.S. Air Force service and perform acts of philanthropy.
Law Dictionary, 6th Editiondefines: 'DE FACTO" has now confirmed t h a t these mvsterious A s thev rise in t h e ranks of t h e order. their
as "ILLEGAL' or 'illegitimate". REF: 4 16.
helicopters are classified operations not service leads t o dastardlv plots and acts!
subject t o revelation.
Anv hiah level member who betmvs their
CAN YOU GET LEGITIMATE ADVICE
In short, these helicopters' mission here i s oath "to follow and commit Satanical actsw
FROM 'ILLEGITIMATE" SOURCES?
SECRET. It seems logical to assume that they in contravention of ordem usuallv meets
are preparing for t h e role of military b a c k u ~with mvsterious death.
In substitute of a legitimate license from for t h e occuvation and desecration of Amer[H: I wish t o interject a point a t this
the Executive Branch of Government, "attor- ica and Americans.
juncture of t h e article in point. It will offer
neyswhave a BAR CARD/BAR AFFILIATIOI.
t h e "oathw of a 32nd degree "Masonw. The
Through this &liation thev are agents of t h e
[END OF QUOTING]
above must be considered in order to undercourt and work FOR THE COURTS' INTERstand HOW a man can go from nice ChrisESTS. The courts' interests are FIRST and
Not too comforting, i s it? Please note that tian-like community person into a dastardly
t h e client's interest is SECOND. They all are the reason for the specific mention of Michi- organization. I t is simply not done in abrupt
operating i n a 'conflict of interest"; all are gan s o often is that is where The Freedom stages and even, as with t h e Masonic Orwithout a LICENSE. One thing Judge Phillip Networker is located.
dem, i t is not until you move BEYOND t h e
Schaefer conveniently failed to mention is t h a t
The third article i s another one you should 32nd degree of attainment t h a t t h e REAL
ALL MICHIGAN JUDGES HAVE "DE FACTO" pay SPECIAL ATTENTION to. We offer these BIG STUFF hits t h e brain and it b too late
LICENSES. (Judges also have a "BAR" ver- articles a n d call special attention because for t h e allegiance is already implanted by
s u s a legitimate "LICENSEw.)
these people are located across the nation t h e "systemw. You will note t h a t higher
from CONTACTandyet,TRUTH is'everywhere". than 32nd degrees are held only by HIGHUMICHIGAB COASTITUTIOB"
LEVEL POLITICIANS, JUDICIAL SYSTEM
Article VI
[QUOTING:]
HEADS, ETC. IN OTHER WORDS, VERY
COURTS OF RECORD, SEAL,
IMPORTANT PERSONAGES-WHO ALSO CAI
OUALIFICATIONS O F JUDGES
HOW A SECRET SATANIC
AND DO CONTROL THE MAJOR NUMBERS
ORDER I S HELPING TAKE
OF UNDERLINGS. I always appreciate t h a t
Section 19: '....Justices a n d judges of
OVER AMERICA
we can be offered these revelations from
courts of record, must be persons who are
elsewhere s o t h a t ALL parties who are inlicensed t o practice law i n this state."
A totalitarian tyrannical dictatorship volved and might have been involved are

."
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protected and can remain in their s i l e ~ c e .TOLERATE AS CITIZENS! This h a s nothing to to '....destroy frontiers, boundaries of all naOur8 i s never to get MORE trouble upon do with anything validly security-worthy-it is tions, of all industries, no less than of all
a reach for power, money and World Control families.' What is there to argue or debate?
unsuspecting heads-but LESS.]
This is the oath as administered to t h e elite which covers the SECRET DEALINGS. You You didn't realize ? Ah, so be it! But, friendarriving at an illuminized state of t h i s secret KNOW t h e difference-so debate is not worthy be honest with self even if never ye be honest
order, t h a t is, t h e 32nd degree a n d higher: here regarding this message. Further, I do not with another. It is as with the Jewish Kol
%rother thou has finished thy instruction tell you to 'drop out' or anything else-I SIM- Nidre. Most, by far, 'attorneys' are both Jewa s a chief of Freemasonry. Pronounce thy PLY TELL YOU TO REALLY LOOK AT WHAT i s h AND Masons. Where does this leave yousupreme oath. 'I swear to recognize no GOES ON (OR WENT ON AS YOU PARTICI- the-people? So are judges! We now have ones
fatherlandbut that ofthe world. Isweur to PATED) AND ARGUMENT HAS NO VALUE AND taking oath against all that stands represenwork hard euerywhere and always to de- NEITHER DOES DEBATE.
tative (you thought) of YOU a n d i n addition the
stroy frontiers, boundaries of a11 nations,
Kol Nidre is the "Vow of all Vows* taken FIRST
on Jewish Atonement annually. I t is an oath
of a l l industries, no less than of all famiG E O R G E G R E E N ARGUMENT
t h a t negates ALL OATHS and, under Talmudic
lies. I swear to dedicate my life to the
A B O U T T H E INSTITUTE
law, a J e w is to lie, cheat and steal if necessary
triumph of progress and universa2 unity
George Green continues to write to and against the Goyim-which is everyone except
and I declare. to profess the negation of
God and the negation of the Soul.' And now complain to 'everybody" about the Institute a Jew! This also indicates that there is NO
Brother, that for thee, fatherland, religion not opening all records to him and the public. OATH OF OBLIGATION TOTRUTH IN A COURTand family have disappeared forever in Why? The Institute is a corporation based on ROOM OR LEGAL BINDING FOR MORAL
the immensdtu o f the work ~f Freemason% valid cdrporate law! People participated with TRUTH IN ANY JEWISH. PRACTICING MAcome t o us and share with us the boundless t h e guarantee of PRIVACY as should be the SONIC ATTORNEY!
authoritu, the infinite power that we hold business relationships of EVERY BUSINESS
So, how are you further locked into being
The courts will NOT ALLOW anyone
over humanity. The only key to progress I N THE WORLD. The INTENT, the operations, 'had'?
and happiness, the only rules of food are method of operations and the actual circum- b u t MEMBERS IN GOOD STANDING WITH
t h y appetites and instincts."
s t a n c e s a r e PUBLIC TO EVERYONE AND THE BAR 'CLUB* (not licensing board) TO
CONTINUALLY RE-RUN PUBLICLY. IT IS BOTH
COME INTO COURT AND BE COUNSEL. IT IS
THIS S E C R E T OATH (ABOVE)
UNLAWFUL AND IMMORAL TO BREAK THE WORSE WITH A CORPORATION UNDER ATI S THAT O F THE
'PRIVACY" AGREEMENTS OF INDIVIDUALS TACK-FOR NO ONE CAN REPRESENT THE
3 2 N D DEGREE M A S O N S
BY GIVING 'THEIR" ENEMY THEIR PERSONAL CORPORATION OTHER THAN AN ATTORNEY!
Do you actually think GOD will sort t h i s
RECORDS. There is no intent or workings to
This is b u t the end product of a succession s o much as bypass the IRS or any land-lGgis- out for you? Prayer after prayer flows to GOD
of o a t h s they take upon initiation in degrees lated laws. What was set u p originally by to fix it, etc. No, YOU allowed it or did it a n d
that become progressively more Satanic or Green to later 'getcha" h a s fallen away as his YOU WILL FIX IT OR IT WILL REMAIN BROKEN
UNTIL YOU ARE BROKEN! Ask God to show
Luciferic. Masons are so secret that members dealings (and dealers) have been isolated.
So, i n this area, what is 'secret subter- you the way, give you truth and THEN, ONLY
are forbidden to write anything down-all must
fuge"? The physically taking of $350,000 in THEN, can YOU cause the mess of broken
be committed to memory.
Women and wealth are the objects of their gold coins which were s e n t to the Institute for tatters to be reconstructed upon the foundaappetites and instincts. As they realistically u s e a n d diverting it SECRETLY to his own tion of t r u t h a n d honor. No 'brothers" from
control the machinery of 'justice", they corn- personal hiding place, moving it to another space-cadet school are going to whisk you
s t a t e (still in secrecy) and burying it in his away and no angels are going to RAPTURE you
mit heinous crimes rather freely.
Of course t h e female equivalent of Freema- backyard! THAT IS ILLEGAL a n d IMMORAL. away-you are going to confront that which is
Now if you are a 32nd degree 'Mason" or yours to confront-IN TRUTH-or you are gosonry i s t h e Order of the Eastern Star.
You c a n never t r u s t a Freemason of the higher-you have literally taken an oath which ing to pay dearly the price which will be exhigher orders! Likewise, Freemasons only includes '...negation of God and the negation acted from you-UNTO THE NEW WORLD
t r u s t other Freemasons a n d are warned not to of the Soul." You have also sworn under oath KINGS1 Good morning.
trust anyone who is not a Freemason! They
are unswervingly committed to t h e satanic
ideals of t h e order. Most who are nonMasons
are regarded as inferior people-the scum of
the earth.
Know t h e Freemasons and other secret
societies for what they are-evil organizations
bent upon o u r subjugation and degradation of
the bulk of t h e American people i n mind, body
History lives on in this Treasure Chest of historical jewels and gems which
a n d Spirit.

...
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GARDEN O F ATON
By Nora Boyles
GOA $6.00 2 3 7 pages

[END QUOTING]
I suggest you QUESTION ANY A N D EVERY
"SECRET ORDER". I do not refer to simply
'privacy" i n relationships-I a m talking about
SECRET ORDERS. I do indeed mean any and
EVERY RELIGIOUS ORDER who keeps its
rituals and sanctuaries SECRET! WHAT IS
ONLY PERFORMED I N THE DARK AND SECRET PLACES-ALWAYS HAS A REAL BIG
REASON FOR DOING SO! If the organization
cannot stand t h e light of day-ON ITS INTENT-it i s hiding something from you-thepeople.
Again, I do not refer to PRIVACY of personal participation or security of business
operations-I AM TALKING ABOUT THE MORALISTIC, RITUALISTIC, INTENT OF ANYTHING.
For instance-WHY doesn't your Government
want you to know that they allowed the actual
murder of POWs and KNEW IT? [ s e e p a g e s 3739 in last week's CONTACT] Because that i s a
'secret policy" they KNOW YOU WOULD NOT

open ones' eyes to how it really was and how so much inter-connects.
Discover the clues to early recognition of the ONE Cod--Aton--and the
verification of His name. Earth histories, legends, languages and artifacts
explained, Immanuel/Esu/lssa's name and the name of Cyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
and more. Learn about the Twelve Tribes of Israel; history of "key" words;
Nostradamus' predictions; the early rise of the Anti-Christ, and many, many

Order by mail or phone: credit card phone orders to 1-800-800-5565 (Mastercard, VISA, Discover);
Mail orders to Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc., P.O. Box27353, LasVegas, Nevada 89 126. Please
send $6.00 plus $2.50 for shipping &ihmdling; Nevada residents, please add 7% sales tax.
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Up, Up And Awayeae
Here Comes Ascension Day
61 14194 # 2

HATONN

W O R L D A S C E N S I O N DAY
I promised, i n the prior writing today, to
share a writing of prophesy with you. We r a n
out of space s o we will offer it here first.
The article itself seems to be a portion of a
tape by t h e same title but we have not been
supplied with ordering information. As nearly
as we c a n discern the receiving i s from someone called "Sanaka" who, it is stated, is t h e
third s o n of t h e Kumara who came from Venus
to start t h e White Brotherhood. Among h i s
past lives were Aaron, Elijah a n d J o h n the
Baptist.
I already see one glaring error in that the White
Brotherhood was NOT started by any 'Kumara"
and, more especially, not fkom Venus.
Their receiver appears to be Steven Otero
who has been a "student of the Light for many
years". In April 1991 h e was awakened by
Master Serapis a n d Merlin through Bob Fickes.
Steven is available for group a n d private sessions, a n d house blessings. Contact him at: 3
Fair Acres Road, Central Nyack, N .Y., 10960.
The only other information I have is t h a t the
article shared here was published i n a publication called Connecting Link and is from the
issue 23.
I ask t h a t t h i s be published because the
request for comments comes from along-standing friend, Grace B. She does not lightly
presume upon our time a n d h a s been with u s
since the early onset of our own work some
four to five years ago. I don't have many
"comments" a n d s h e h a s actually answered
h e r own questions but i t is a n interesting
article a n d we are happy to share it.
[QUOTING:]
WORLD A S C E N S I O N DAY-12:
SANAKA

12

I come to speak to you of the 12: 12. There
are those of you who participated i n the 8:8
a n d the 1 1: 1 1 a n d now there i s ,the completion-the 12: 12. [H: I'm sorry, I don't know
what this means so any information would
have t o come from this person in point.]
That i s coming on the 12th day of December,
1994. Yes, that is World Ascension Day, the
time when all t h e 144,000 will ascend into the
4 t h dimension. And when those of you of this
sacred number ascend t h e n all of your brothe r s and sisters o n t h i s Earth will ascend as
well. [H: Well, unless t h a t is the planned
"ascension" program of Project BLUE BEAM
(see last week's Front Page story) ,I wouldn't
hold my etheric breath, but perhaps this
party knows more than do I-and certainly
since I don't know anything a t all about
this-it is reasonable t h a t he knows more
than do I.]

I have spoken to you previously, of a secret
organization known as the "Illuminati". In
t&th, those were the former high priests of
Atlantis, the initiates of Thoth Hermes. We
wish to report to you that t h i s order is transforming. There was a meeting which took
place i n the etheric plane between my brother
Sananda and the souls of this organization.
There was a great illuminating light which
came directly from the Great Central S u n itself, and these souls became enlightened and
realized that they, too, were merely players in
a game. Your Earth h a s been a school of
learning for many souls from many parts of the
Galaxy who come to learn, to experience. Now
these souls have truly become illuminated.
And as they continue to strive for enlightenment, they will release control of t h i s world
and it will be transformed. [H: Now this part
is not nearly as far-fetched in possibility as
it might a t first appear.]
Merely 60 years ago, the prophesy was
made by the great Master St. Germain and
recorded by one who is known as Godfre [Ray
King]-that all would transform upon this Earth
when those who were i n control would release.
I come to say to you now that this prophesy
h a s reached fruition. You will see t h a t transformation i n 1994. [H: This sort of obviates
t h e "free-willn but i t would be rather nice if
this would be so.]
As St. Germain spoke through t h i s channel on t h e 4th of July, 1993, [H: We have to
assume this t o be Steven Otero because
Godfre has been gone from your place for
quite a long while.] the key to transforming
your economy would be the takeover of the
Federal Reserve Banking System and the elimination of the IRS. This h a s occurred-those
forces which control the Federal Reserve Bank
have turned i t s assets
over to your government. This action will
eliminate your national
debt. Soon there will be
more announcements of
t h e illegality of your
1 6 t h amendment a n d
you, the people, will demand the dissolvement
and it will be the end of
the IRS. And that which
hasbeen takenawaywill
be restored to you. The
monetary s u m s which
you have paid into your
systems will be restored
to you.
This will s t a r t t h e
transition i n your form
of government-for this
will l e a d eventually,
with the 12: 12 of 1994
a n d into t h e year of
1995, a transformation

where you no longer will be i n a system of
federal government but i n a system of community.
Transformation a n d ascension into the
fourth dimension means that there can no
longer be conflict upon your world. There will
no longer be competitiveness-there will no
longer be the system of capitalism-there will
be the system of community a n d communalism. [H: I don't think this will be- verp
popular with t h e gangsterr of t h e New World
Order NOR IN THEIR PLANS! Perhaps there
is misperception here as t o meaning but the
facts are that Earth physicrl plane L for t h e
very purpose of conflict in one way or rnother so t o expect HO CONFLICT w i l l be
unlikely in its definitive meaning as rccepted in current translation. The further
confusion may well come from some assumed mispen?eption that somehow t h e removrl of "the" 144,000 ascending into the
4th dimension (whatever that means) will
take away conflict from Earth 3rd dimensional plane. This is not feasible if you
understand t h e original meaning of "the"
144,000 being..
This could, however, mean t h a t t h e
144,000 having ascended into t h e 4th dimension would no longer have conflict in
"your (their?) world". The larger problem,
however, is HOW does one JUST ASCEND?
Ascension itself means becoming lighter in
weight and frequency as t o allow for passage
through the density of Earth into higher
and less-dense atmosphere or space. This
means reaching the point and frequency of
"at t h e l e a s t n invisibility t h r o u g h
disperrrement OR the frequency of illumination (light) or faster than a speeding bullet
and only slightly slower than t h e speed of
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Latest New Releases
I
SHOCK THERAPY FOR
A BRAIN-DEAD WORLD (#85 )

"What we offer i s indeed 'shock therapy for
awakening citizens'. The assaults come so
quickly now that we have not been writing
regular columns but I note that you have
abundance to digest.. ..
"As you go through this JOURNAL you will
note t h a t you are not even nearly out of peril
b u t incredible information i s flowing a n d
through the courts ones are at least making a n
effort to fight back. This is hopeless at present
b u t when we can draw some unity into the
'attacks' through the Law Center and get some
funding flowing with which to be able to attain
legal help of the proper variety, we will make
great strides."
-Hatonn

Read about Gary Wean and his book There's
A Fish In The Courthouse exposing gangsters, crooked judges and some other very
famous people.
Learn about VOTESCAM and how our votes
are stolen.
Discover more about the Anti- Defamation
League, as you read about Eustace Mullins'
law suits, a n d the harassment h e h a s suffered for a LONG time.
Learn about true 'Christian" behavior.
Find o u t about "Dr. J o h n Coleman's" new
book, Diplomacy By Deception.

LIFEBOAT??
As you read thepages, especially the "Introduction ",you
are urged to ponder carefully the circumstances of your
world and your SELF More garbage is being flung
against the teachers from God and the bringersforrh of
the words of instruction and guidance. You are moving
rapidly into a time of chaos just as all yourprophecies of
all time have presented. The enemy is at your door even
as your "lifeboal" awaits. How many ofyou will choose
to WAITfor decisions until there are no more "saviors"?
Each will choose for there will be n o "snatch-up" o f
evil into glory-no paid-for "trips" to anywhere o f
God and, a s in the places ofphysical-YOU WILL DO
IT! N o one. not M A N n o r GOD, will d o it for you

BY
GYEORGOS CERES HATONN

A PHOEMX JOURNAL

DEDICATION

SHOCK THERAPY FOR
A BRAIN D E A D WORLD
Unfilyov "KNOW"you molfinction in any kind ofpmperforce.
mu wlvmr conraiw some of the most incredibly disturbing
in/onnation that will pass your eyes. lYhat are YOUgoing fo do
4bOUI it? If rrqvires your help. IYc am willing to continue the
W d i n g but YOU WILL HAVE lWACT/or we cannot do it FOR
you. God wfll Mess every eflorf. every step+you
but stepfirth
andserve. Infwmotion in Bu volume is SHOCKING and runs
fmm lawsuiupled by notedpersons TO THE MOST INCREDIBLY HORRIFIC CHILD ABUSE RINGS IN THE WORLD
SATANHAVE DRUMMERS-THEYAREAMONG YOU!

BY
GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
A PHOENIX JOURNAL

T o allyou who vacillate between recognitionof
TRUTH and those who search, seek and ponder.
May you be given to see and find-IN TIME."
-Hatonn
Read about Gary Wean's dynamite expos6
o n judicial corruption.
Learn about the Aborigine Treaty.
Soltec shares with u s more information
about the serious earthquakes ahead.
Discover t h e difference between patience
a n d inaction.
Read about how a mysterious death silences key informant i n the missing Fort
Knox gold controversy.
Find out about the World Constitutional
Convention and California's "opportunity"
to participate.
Learn how the National Justice Foundation Of America plans to impeach over 100
Congressmen.
Read Paul D. Wilcher's letter to J a n e t Reno
concerning WAC0 (after which he was
murdered) and many other high-lights of
t h e Branch Davidian trial.

"...I shall protect my people, bring all
information as it falls, and get our mission
done-the word, the awakening to the best of
our ability to those who desire same-and get
a remnant into understanding, survival and
'through' "I
-Hatonn
Discover Hillary's Hellcats, the women of
the New World Order (Big Sister Is Watching You).
Find out if Hillary's law partner was murdered because he knew too much.
Learn the answer to the question: Have
you a soul?
Discover the medical disaster of bacteria
evolving into potential killers.
Read about why CarbraGaia is a better
product t h a n shark cartilage and how it
can help you.
Understand that God is Light and you are
the thought of God.
Study t h e understandings of vibration,
Light, the Mother/Father One, cycles, matter i s not spirit, grace given of God, mercy,
seeking and knowing the God within, a n d
much more.
Learn how Washington State Senator Jack
Metcalf wants to restore to the U.S. Congress i t s power to create money.

IN COD'S NAME

AWAKEN!
You c o n t i n u e t o desire to quibble a n d ponder, deb a t e a n d argue-while t h e hour-glass h a s beconre
empty. H0Wi.v it t h a t y o u expect t o h a v e KNOWLEDGE? W i l l if r u b o f f o n y o u o r sonrehow all
k n o w i n g will "hit y o u over t h e h e a d i n y o u r sleep"?
No, it will not-nor will t h e winged a n g e l s snatch
y o u f r o m your deliberate s l u m b e r a n d refusal to
learn. You will c h o o s e y o u r o w n journej~-each
o n e ; e a c h i n d i v i d u a l a n d e a c h journey. HOIV-

EVER, THE BIRD-TRIBESARE BACKAND
THE PHOENIX HAS RETURNED! SO B E IT.

BY
GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
A PHOENIX JOURNAL

(Please see Last Page for ordering information.)
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changes, Earthquakes, tidal waves, of land
masses sinking, of economic disasters and
wars. All of this i s the illusion of Maya and
shall be transformed. [H: But this character
just said a minute ago that Atlantis and
Lemuria will rise again!?!?
Where will all
t h e mass go? Will it just slide and slither
away with no quakes-what about t h e ones
on top of the "slide"? This may well be an
illusioned dream-but what happens when a
dream is ended? YOU WAKE U P and face the
facts of your expression IN REASON. If a
thing is UNREASONABLE-it probably is NOT
DO-ABLE! AND, MOREOVER-WHO IN THE
DICKENS IS "MAYA" AND HER SINGULAR
DREAM? IT IS YOUR DREAM THAT HAS
MERIT-NOT MAYA'S.]
When you have entered the fourth dimension you will be immortal. [H: YOU are already immortal-what does t h e fourth dimension have t o do with that? Oh, bodily
immortal? Well you lost that in your ascen+ion! Sorry, you can't have it BOTH WAYS!]
Your bodies will transform [H: Watch outhere i t comes...]--the masses of bone will
dissolve into silica. You will be the essence of
superfluidity. [H: ?????I But this is only the
BEGINNING. In the year 2000 your planet
will ascend into t h e fifth dimension. A t
t h a t time your planet will be an etheric
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world, truly a world of Light.
walk among you again. Sananda will return,
There hasbeenmuch talkuponyourworld not as your king or messiah, but as your
about the three waves of Ascension, but this teacher. [H: ~ h ~ALL
t e
he ~
EVER WAS^
h a s been misinterpreted as three groups As~
l ones,~ I have~ laid it~ out for
~ you. d
cending at different times into the same place. N~~ it is for you to seize the moment and go
I say to you that the first wave will be a group beyond. ~
~ on thisd daily and
i prepare
~
Ascension from the third to the fourth dimen- yourselffor this date: ~~~~~b~~12, 1994. [H:
sions-this will be the 12: 12:94. [H: How dare I
happen on
do wish I knew what
this, whoever he is, nerd use t h e counsel of g:g and 11:1111 ~ h i about
~ k that date, that
t h e three migrations t o interject you tar- time, that number and FEEL i t f l o w i n g ~ r o u g h
keys onto t h e aboriginal calendar of evolve- your body. ~
lto
~
~
ment into the great eldera and Andents of
their progression. Most of you are primitive
[ENDOF QUOTING]
in soul learning and t o assume t o usurp t h e
TRUTH t o prattle about groups and lift-offs
~tmegiveyouanotheridea:'...catchafis unacceptable. YOU ones cannot seem t o star and put it in
pocket-save it for a rainy
a niceworld
learn-EVER-to
respect the truth of oral day..." sand -t
be..."
KNOWING and continue t o try t o turn the
sacred into the mundane, tampered with
~~f~~~ closing may we hear from the circle
dark ignorance. Hatonn haa passion? I AM of migrations, please:
PASSION and some of you had better get
some of that "passion" for respect, truth
~ i t t crow
l ~ on a ~ ~ ~ ~ i1 / t5 /i9 2~ ~ w
and lighted knowledge or you are going t o be
wavinggood-bye after the last ship has gone!]
[QUOTING]:
The second wave from the fourth to fifth dimension, will be in the year 2000. The third
A ~ none
~ Zof us going to hell, ainv
wave will be from the fifth to the sixth dimenofus going to heaven. What we are
sion. The sixth dimension is the level of the doing is going into the infinity of our
Christ. [H: What a bunch of hogwash gar- being, the infinity of our creation, which
bagel] That is yet to come. We share with you
this howledge for is energy--energy and that's it. Energy
the first time to has always existed, always shall exist
inspire you. [H: and always has existed and will coninspired do tinue to em'st whether w e have that realization or not...
you feel?]
In t h e y e a r
2000, your world
5-19-90:
will
become
etheric; you will
In my culture there is no hell, which is
no longer have a a p l u s . There is no damnation, which i s
phvsical body a s a plus. and there is no salvation-only
you know it
life. You transist and you live it again
Thoseofyouofthe and you tmnsist and you live it again
44*000
go and you ttmnsist and you live it again
forward at that and you tmnsist and you live it again,
time and, eventually, all of you will until one d a y you don't have to transist
your bodies anumore. [H: Please read that: "ascengowill be pure Light. *iOnnll
The Earth will be
restored to t h e
6-21-91
Lemurian vibra. Y S~
~ h
'S the
f greatest thing you
tion. [H: Heaven
help us, please. ever did that you think i s a self accomThat was a sorry plishment?' I said, 'Get out of my own
vibration if there w a y . '
I died. I got out of my w a y s o I
ever was one- could get on and do what I had to do
especially when
it left for t h e
[END OF QUOTING]
deep also.] Beginning in t h e
WHY DON'T YOU JUST GET OUT OF
y e a r 2000, al- YOUR O W WAY AND STOP ACCEPTING
though you will ALL THE GARBAGE TOSSED YOUR WAY
have t h e g r e a t TO PREVENT YOUR NOTICIXG THAT YOU
technologyforfive ARE NOT DOING YOUR PURPOSEFUL
years
( 199 5- TASK? EVERY BEING HAS A PURPOSE-2000), it will no ARE YOU FULFILLING YOURS?
longer be needed.
Thank you, brother Eagle [Little Crow]You will no longer you have kept my scribe going when there
need machines to seemed to be no way to rev the engine. I am
create-you
will honored, Sir, to serve with you a n d equally
simply create! [H: humble for t h e allowance, for 1 am gifted to
Maybe we are just be able to see beyond and into t h e reality of
not talking about YOUR responsibility and indeed, I am hont h e SAME year ored. A h o . M a y my brethren c o m e to
20003)
r e c o g n i z e truth in reality and stop
A t t h a t time, this dabbling in the break-down o f
the great enlight- illusion.
e n e d o n e s will
Salu.

,,

.
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Gunther & Rayelan Russbacher's
Latest Update And Sincere "Thank Youv
60 16 Soquel Drive
Aptos, CA 95003
408-475-7336, Fax 86 Phone
June 14, 1994

I also want to tell you how much your love and support
has meant to me. For four-and-a-half years, Gunther anu I
were kept apart because he was in prison. But he was here
in the United States, and I could talk to him every day, and
visit him several times ayear. At the time, I didn't think that
To Our Treasured Friends,
it could get any worse, but it did. You have no idea how
Please forgive me for writing a form letter, but there are helpless I feel having him incarcerated in Austria. Not only
only so many hours in a day, and lately, most of them have can't I talk with him; I can't even speak the language, so it
been devoted to trying to help Gunther. First, let me pass is almost impossible for me to find out anything regarding
on his greetings and his thanks for all the letters he has his case and his health.
received from you. You have no idea how much they mean
The hardest part h a s been 'not knowingw. I didn't receive
to him. He h a s said that the quality of life in a n Austrian a letter from him for almost six weeks, and then it was
prison i s about a t the level of a Russian gulag. There is another month before I received another one. I have now
no reading material or television, so he receives no news discovered that all letters to Gunther are translated into
except for what we send him. That is why your letters are German and read by the Judge before he is allowed to have
so important to him. Please keep sending them. I will them. He did not receive any of my letters until he had been
enclose his latest address [see box, below right].
in prison almost two months.
Let me bring you u p to date on his health. In one of the
During those first six weeks, I don't know what I would
letters I received from him he said that he was only thirty have done without the love and support that you gave me.
minutes away from death when the Austrians took him to Your letters and your monetary support kept me going a t a
a hospital. Shortly after Gunther was released from time when I was more hopeless and depressed than I have
prison in Missouri, he was slipped a slow-acting drug ever been. You have no idea how your encouraging words
which was meant to kill him. The drug caused his buoyed me up and gave me the strength I needed to write the
pancreas to s h u t down, his liver to swell and a kidney to letters, make the phone calls and put together the legal
fail. The other kidney and his heart were very close to documents requested by the Judge. Without you, I think I
total failure, when he was placed in the hospital. If he had would have stayed in bed, and prayed that the nightmare
not been arrested a t the airport in Vienna and taken would end. With your love and words of encouragement, I got
directly to the hospital, he would have died. God works out of my bed, even though I too was sick and weak, and I did
in strange ways, and even Gunther h a s admitted that everything that I could do. Now we all have to wait.
being arrested saved his life. He h a s reported that the
I am sure that you have been able to read between the
care he is receiving is very good. He is still very weak and lines of the information printed in the CONTACT, and you
realize that Gunther and Commander Hatonn are working on
in great pain, but he i s recovering.
The CONTACT reported, well over a month ago, that something VERY big. It's about the biggest thing to happen
Gunther was having many " m i c r d o t s " removed. At the in our time. When it is completed, you will know that you
time Commander Hatonn said that none of us knew for have played a part in its completion. Gunther and I will not
sure that the removals had taken place. Gunther h a s forget what you have done to help us. But more important,
verified that many "micro-dots" have been removed. He Oar Father will know what you have done to help Him.
My words of thanks come from both Gunther and I. When
h a s said that it is now impossible for his enemies to
trigger heart attacks or to monitor or control him through we are finally reunited and have the time and energy to write
all the unsaid things, you will be among the first to know ...' the
the micro-dots.
He is still in a hospital cell, with two other prisoners. rest of the story". Until then, thank you, thank you, thank
He went to court on May 17th. Judge Karl Fischer is still you. The Light and Love that you have placed on u s have
trying to piece together how long he spent incarcerated in kept u s alive and, with God's love and direction, we will fulfill
Missouri, serving a twenty-one-year sentence that was His plan for our lives. THANK YOU!
Is/ Gunther a n d Rayelan
vacated (reversed). Evidently, the Judge is willing to take
into consideration the time he h a s spent incarcerated in
the United States when he makes his ruling regarding
whether or not Gunther will be set free or if he will have
to serve a sentence in Austria. Your prayers for his quick
and speedy release are needed and welcomed. I have
spent hundreds of dollars copying and mailing all the
documents the Judge needed. If you had not sent me the
money, I would have had no way of helping Gunther.
Thank you for that. The Judge h a s now received everything, and Gunther's lawyer is meeting with Gunther and
the Judge on Wednesday of this week. I don't know how
long it will be before I know the outcome.
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The Book That Could Turn
Whitewatergate Into Bushgate
6/15/9411

HATONN

B I G G E R THAN WHITEWATER
The question continues to flow in this direction as to the status of 'Whitewater", the
Clintons and will they survive the political
thrust, and what are the details of their activities? Well, readers, I have no reason which
could be considered valid to spend such time
and space REPEATING what other people have
found to be valid information-or some invalid
information balanced against other and conclusions drawn-validly or invalidly. Being
connected with the CIA and political intrigue
and players-you can be sure the hidden truth
is both WORSE THAN GUESSED and WILL BE
UNCOVERED SOMETIME, SOMEWHERE-FOR
TRUTH WILL ALWAYS 'OUT" SOMEWHERE
ALONGTHE LINE-WHEN THE'BUCK STOPS"!
Each one who comes with information to
reveal i s gathered up and brain-drained until
it presents quite open hostility by those searching for and willing to use ANY METHOD TO
STOP THE SHOW-AND-TELL. Can 'WE" overcome? I already have done so-now it is u p to
you to make that decision.
There are trigger words, however, which I
will not permit associated with anything from
my WORK. They are the words that attract the
enemy in great swarms-subversive, insurrection, racketeering, patriot, IRS protestor,
etc. 'I" certainly have no need to use such
terms nor intend any such deeds--even if
lawfully permitted in the Constitution.
A s a " p a p e p the CONTACTmust NOT use
such advocative terms. We intend to INCITE
NOTHING except to hope that you will seek,
research, consider personal actions--and find!
We serve information that we hope our enemy
will find worthy as well as our friends-in this
way TRUTH causes the enemy to become the
friend. My d l o r a n c e as r "judge* is to n e v e r
judge the p l a y e r s - o n l y t h e i r a c t i n g w i t h i n
t h e play-BUT I CERTAINLY MUST JUDGE
THE PLAY AND DISCERN THECHARACTERS'
INTENT TO THE BEST OF MY ABILITY.
As to Whitewater-it is only a symptom, a
happening-even a distractor in the overall.
Now, you want me to give you 'connections",
etc. Well, how can you rule out one connection because it 'appears" to be a whole different play? THERE IS ONLY ONE PLAY-everything is connected. To find that Bush, for
instance, is connected with Clinton (even two
different political parties) may seem remoteBUT, WHEN YOU HAVE CONNECTIONS WITH
THE CIA, WHICH BUSH HEADED-IT BECOMES DIFFERENT???
I suggested you acquire a book a couple of
weeks back for an in-depth look into this very
specific situation. The discussion is so pertinent that the book h a s subsequently arrived
on this desk. I will again suggest you get it
even though it is quite costly compared to a
journal but cheap a t any price for the con-

tents. I s it absolutely correct? No, for no one
can have all-but these authors have done a
very good job on this subject. The book is:
COMPROMISED, Clinton, Bush And The CIA,
The bigger story behind Whitewater. By Terry
R e e d & J o h n C u m m i n g s : SPI BOOKS/
S h a p o l s k y Publishers, Inc., 136 West 2 2 n d
St., New York, NY 10011. 2121683-2022Fax. 2121633-2123.
I s this the m o s t IMPORTANT subject for
today's n e e d for information? NO, it m o s t
certainly is NOT-but it is a distractor u p o n
w h i c h myriads of y o u are focused--so let us
handle it a n d you c a n follow up.
I want to discuss other topics so I will
simply give you what is published in the April
Executive Intelligence Review. The review is
written by Edward Spannaus and he captions
his review with:
[QUOTING:]
T H E BOOK THAT COULD TURN
WHITEWATERGATE INTO
BUSHGATE
[H: Y e s I a m q u i t e c o n f i d e n t that Ronn J.
will have a LOT to s a y about these operations-but w e d o not h e a p a n d p i l e o u r eggs
into any one basket-just as w e a s k you NOT
TO DO. I choose to use this review because
you will see a familiar n a m e o r t w o w h i c h
m a y w e l l SURPRISE you as they a r e "referencedm. There k no w a y that YOU can k n o w
a l l - e s p e c i a l l y the o n e s w h o play in the
global intrigue at e v e r y turn o f t h e world.
T h i s is WHY you m u s t s t u d y all presented a t
all times-upon
less you c a n n o t base reas o n a b l e conclusions.]
From a t least 1986 on, allegations were
circulating in Arkansas that the state was
being used for Contra support operations which
involved shipments of guns and drugs, and
also involved money-laundering operations.
During the 1992 presidential election campaign, such stories began to a limited amount
of national circulation.
The story was revived on March 25, 1994,
when CBS News ran a major feature on allegations that western Arkansas had been a base
for Contra support operations involving guns
and drugs in the mid- 1980s. CBS's story was
that Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)
informant Barry Seal had set up Rich Mountain Aviation in Mena, Arkansas in 1983, and
had used the Mena airport to smuggle guns to
the Contras and to bring cocaine into the
United States. [H:I w a n t to remind you right
here: WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. I 8 A FAR MORE
IMPORTANT SITE THAN 18 MENA, ARKANSAS.] CBS also reported on various unsuccessful effortsto have the matter investigated.
Unmentioned by CBS was the recent publication of the new book on the Mena operations written by Terry Reed, a pilot who was
directly involved in the operation, and by

Newsday investigative reporter J o h n
Cummings.
No such hesitancy was shown by the London Sunday Telegraph two days later. It featured a photo of the jacket cover of the ReedCummings book with its title Clinton, Bush
and the CIA quite prominent, with a caption
reading: 'This book could topple the President." The kicker on the article read: 'After
the troubles of Whitewater, the White House
faces even more damaging charges that Arkansas' former governor was a CIA stooge."
[H: Read t h a t again, please-most
of you
didn't b e l i e v e m e w h e n I SAID AS MUCH11
After reviewing Reed's allegations on Mena,
money-laundering, Clinton's ties and disputes
with the Central Intelligence Agency and so
on, author Ambrose Evans-Pritchard wrote: 'If
the book comes to be accepted as broadly true,
President Clinton may be walking the plank
within months."
To anyone familiar with t h e ReedCummings story, Evans-Pritchard's distortions
of the book are hilarious. Pritchard assiduously avoids mention of the central thesis of
the book: that Clinton permitted these secret
CIA operations to operate in Arkansas at the
request of the Reagan-Bush Administration.
The truth i s that the Reed-Cummings book is
far more damaging to George Bush than to
Clinton; in fact Reed reports that Bush attempted a 'coup" against President Reagan.
No wonder that CBS-up until the April 20
Wall Street Journal, as we shall see below-has
been the only major national media to touch
the Mena story. Where are the neo-conservatives, who have been so quick to jump on every
imagined scandal about Clinton? Where are
the Republicans in Congress, who have been
demanding hearings to bring every detail of
the Whitewater affair into the circus atmosphere of a televised inquisition on Capitol
Hill?
I s it because Terry Reed's story, if seriously investigated, would do what the official
Iran-Contra investigations never did: show
that the Contra operation was a major source
of drug-running into the United States, run
under the direct supervision of George Bush?
I s it because Reed's story shows that the very
least of Lt. Col. Oliver North's offenses was
what he was officially charged with: lying to
Congress? I s it because Reed's story could
destroy George Bush, once and for all?

TERRY R E E D ' S STORY
Reed was trained in Air Force Intelligence
in the late 19609, and served on secret projects
in Southeast Asia from 1969 through 1975,
after which he went into the machine tool
manufacturing business in Oklahoma
Around 1980, Reed was asked by the Federal Bureau of Investigation to monitor his
Hungarian business partners in the machine
tool business. Then i n early 1982, Reed was
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handed over to what he was told was the CIA.
He was introduced to a 'John Cathey", who
identified himself as working for the CIA.
Cathey first asked Reed to gather information
on the company believed to be exporting sensitive technology to the U.S.S.R.
Then in March 1983, Cathey briefed Reed
on something called "Project Donation", which
involved private citizens 'donating" airplanes
and other items to the Contra support operation, by declaring them stolen and then filing
insurance claims. Reed says he turned down
the offer. When his plane was stolen from its
hangar i n Joplin, Missouri a few weeks later,
Reed says h e didn't make the connection. In
August 1983, when Reed and his partners
decided to move their machine tool company
to Little Rock, Arkansas, "Cathey" again contacted Reed and told him that the CIA had a
project in Little Rock, and directed Reed to
contact one Barry Seal.
Reed did so. Seal told him that Arkansas
was being turned into a CIA ' p r o p r i e t w . A
major legitimate arms manufacturer had moved
to Arkansas to produce weapons for the Contras. Other companies were being used to
provide the critical parts to convert AR- 15s to
fully automatic M- 16s, which had to be done
without federal inspection or end-user certificates.
When Seal learned that Reed had experience in flying and conducting air drops in
Southeast Asia, he brought Reed into a second
operation, which involved training Nicaraguan
Contra pilotsin precision air-drop techniques.
Two classes of Contra pilots were "graduated"
from the training program, conducted at Nella,
i n a remote area near Mena in western Arkansas.
Seal told Reed that he himself was flying
weapons from Arkansas to Central America,
and was bringing large amounts of cash back.

Weapons were shipped into Mena by barge on
the river system controlled by the Army Corps
of Engineers to Fort Smith, and then into
Mena for shipment to Central America. Many
of these weapons originated with the Army
and the Arkansas National Guard.
According to Reed, the Arkansas Development Financial Authority (ADFA), which
h a s figured in many recent Whitewater stories, would issue low-interest loans to other
companies involved i n secret military a n d
CIA production. Reed says that t h e CIA was
bringing in about $9 million a week (!) into
Arkansas. Much of t h i s money was 'laundered" through t h e ADFA, to provide the
basis for industrial development bonds iss u e d by ADFA.
MOVING T O MEXICO
Because of Reed's familiarity with manufacturing processes, he was asked by his old
friend William Cooper, who was working for
the CIA proprietary Southern Air Transport
(SAT), to draw up a business plan to build a
machine tool manufacturing plant in Mexico,
which could be used a s a n intelligence front
and a vehicle for arms shipments worldwide.
[H: I asked that "William Coopernbe emphasized here because this article was sent t o
us by a reader of CONTACTwith inquiry as t o
whether or not this is the "UFO"-focused
Cooper. Duplication of names in your world
is prevalent but I don't need t o respond t o
that question. Why? Because if you want to
find out-it is very easy and then you have
documentation. Check to see if there is
evidence of anything like this in Cooper's
businesses or seeming potential contacts.
I t is always hard to be specific in questioning with s o little input-however, this can
easily be established. I t is much like asking

me what connection Bo Grits might have in
a business circumstance with Khan Sa of
Shan. How many of yon knew that Khan
Sa's country is called "Shann? Am I making
my point? W e simpIy do not need any more
conflict or confrontation with ANY 'William
Coopern. He has already early, early on
threatened George Green and then turned
and threatened the Ekkerr, and referred to
them as "slimy little pukes" and he would
'get them with every fucking thing the law
allowed"! 1simply am not going t o get into
such discassions, please. A s a further example of how misunderstandings happen, I
would suggest that the name above, "John
Catheyn, is actually a false identification.
Certainly it is not, u asked, Bruce Cathey of
Australia.] Reed found that the CIA was particularly interested in his KGB-linked Hungarian business contacts who were already
operating in Mexico. To Reed's surprise, when
he discussed bringing in a company with East
bloc ties, his handlers, including 'Cathey",
began panting.
In August 1985, Cathey arranged for Reed
to meet a CIA agent named 'Max Gomez" in
Mexico. Gomez told Reed that h e had been
hand-picked by the White House to set up an
operation in Mexico which could be used to
transship weapons to the Contras. Gomez
admitted he didn't know anything about manufacturing, so he needed Reed's expertise.
('Gomez", as Reed later leanred, was actually Felix Rodriguez, a longtime CIA agent who
bragged of his close ties to Vice-President
George Bush. Rodriguez's boss in the old days
in Southeast Asia was the CIA official whom
Bush brought in as his national security adviser, Donald Gregg. It was Gregg who brought
Rodriguez into the White House/National Security Council apparatus which became known
as 'The Enterprise".)
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BARRY SEAL'S STORY
A few months later, Barry Seal told Reed
that the 'CIA" was getting ready to pull the
plug on the Arkansas operation. Seal also told
Reed the Agency wanted to expand his Mexico
plan to include the actual manufacturing of
weapons there for sale to Third World countries.
Seal took Reed to a meeting in Panama in
December 1985to planout the Mexico project.
Gomez had Reed's Mexico business plans in
his hand, as well as Reed's correspondence
with one 'Robert Johnson". (Johnson had
called Reed a few months earlier, identified
himself as a lawyer with Southern Air Transport, and said that he would be reviewing
Reed's plans for the Mexico operation. Only
years later was Reed to learn that 'Johnson"
was actually William P. Barr, a 'former" CIA
employee w h o l a t e r b e c a m e G e o r g e Bush's
a t t o r n e y g e n e r a l . ) [H: D o e s G u n t h e r
Russbacher, R o n n J a c k s o n , etc., KNOW a l l
t h i s ? O F COURSE! Isn't i t d a n g e r o u s , t h e n ,
to b e w o r k i n g w i t h t h e m , a n d t h e m w i t h us?
O F COURSE! Are w e going to just continue
to w o r k w i t h t h e m ? O F COURSE! Won't
t h e y eventually d o us in? O F COURSE NOT!
T H E M A J O R PROBLEM WITH T H E
ADVERSARY'S PLANNING ISTHAT HEITHEY
ARE S O FIXED ON THEIR OWB PLANS ABD
GOALS A S TO ABUSE PEOPLE WHO HAVE
SERVED THEM. MOREOVER, THEY ARE
NOT PRIVY TO J U S T "WHO" I S ON A MISSIOB "ALREADYm--FOR THE HIGHER-BIG
BOYS AND ARE J U S T IN TRAINING TO GET
TO THE BIG PARTS O F THEIR MISSIONS. IF
YOU THINK @GRANDMAAHERE KNEW HER
MISSION WHEN S H E TYPED THE FIRST TWO
PARAGRAPHS OR THE FIRST TWO DOZEN
BOOKS, YOU ARE WRONG. S H E I S STILL
WAITING FOR HER PURPOSE--AND, EACH
I S WAITING FOR INSTRUCTIONS TO SEEP
THROUGH ABOUT WHAT IN HOBKERS "WE
ARE DOING". If things s e e m vague in y o u r
o w n mission-wait, b u t check talents a n d
t r a i n i n g a n d S E E WHERE YOU MAY SERVE!
T h e r e is nothing m o r e d e d i c a t e d to truth
than a m a n coming into vision a n d comparing his p a s t w i t h that w h i c h n e e d s d o i n g .
H e already HAS THE PROOF w h i c h w e a r e
still having to f u n n e l t h r o u g h TO YOU.]
Another participant in the Panama meeting was 'a possible foreign investoi" identified
a s 'Pat Weber"-who Reed later learned was
Amiram Nir, an Israeli counterterrorism officer who figured prominently in the Iran side
of the so-called 'Iran-Contra" affair.
Flying back to Arkansas from Panama, Seal
told Reed that he had been blackmailing many
people, including, he suggested, the CIA. Seal
claimed to have gotten information from the
Medellin Cartel that Bush's sons were involved with drugs and were in the dope business. Seal went on to say that he could prove
this, that he had 'names, dates, places", and
even tape recordings and 'surveillance videos
catchin' the Bush boys red-handed."
Seal then explained that the Republicans
were trying to 'neutralize* some of the Democrats in Arkansas, and particularly the Clinton
crowd, before they could use the information
against Bush. Seal's assignment, he said, was
to 'dirty up" some people close to Clinton,
which he did by delivering drugs to Little Rock
bond dealer Dan Lasater; this resulted in drug
charges being brought against Lasater and
Roger Clinton, the governor's brother. Seal
had told Reed that his own dirty operations

CONTACT:
were part of the plan to shut down the Arkans a s secret project, and move part of it to
Mexico.
About two months later, on Feb. 19, 1986,
Seal was shot to death in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Reed believes this was because Seal
knew too much, and that he had become a
liability to Bush and the CIA.
Shortly after this, according to Reed's story,
there was a showdown between Clinton and
the White House/NSC/CIA gang. This meeting took place in a n ammunition bunker at
Camp Robinsonnear Little Rock, andincluded
Cathey/North, Gomez/Rodriguez, and 'the
man in charge", Robert Johnson, who ran the
meeting as William Casey's personal representative. Johnson's purpose was to extricate
Washington from what was becoming a messy
situation in Arkansas. There were widespread
rumors all over the place about the dirty operations; too much was becoming exposed.
Johnson promised to fu any federal investigation, but he informed Clinton that the operations were being pulled out.
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closed to Reed by his KGB-linked Hungarian
business partner, who also told him that it
had been from a Soviet KGB agent that Barry
Seal had obtained the compromising video of
Bush's children's involvement with drugs.
About this same time, because of the publicity
around the 'Iran-Contra" hearings, Reed also
learned the true identity of Cathey/North and
Gomez/ Rodriguez.
These were only a few of the surprises in
store. In late Spring 1987, Reed and his
partner discovered that unauthorized shipments were being shipped from their plant to
the United States. They then found that the
shipments in the warehouse in Guadalajara
containedlarge quantitiesof cocaine. Through
h i s contacts, Reed confirmed t h a t Felix
Rodriguez and the CIA were trafficking in
drugs, and that the KGB was also well aware of
this.
Then, one day in July 1987, Nir showed up
at Reed's warehouse, very frightened, and
claimed that the entire CIA operation was out
of control.
Nir told Reed t h a t h e believed t h a t
OPERATION 'SCREW WORM'
Rodriguez was a double agent. Rodriguez was
compromised years ago in Southeast Asia.
A s the Arkansas projects were phased out, Reed already knew that it was common knowlReed was put in charge of the Mexican manu- edge that the Communists were trying to lure
facturing project, code-named 'Operation Americans into the narcotics trade in order to
Screw Worm", and he moved his family to compromise them andconvert theminto double
Guadalajara [Mexico]. Although Reed had a agents. Nir coniirmed this, and said that when
CIA controller on the scene, the individual the CIA found that Rodriguez had been comwho seemed to be actually running the opera- promised, they decided to use him as a triple
t i o n was Bush's m a n 'Gomezn-Felix
agent. He wasinvestigated, but then released.
The reason was that Rodriguez and his superRodriguez.
The project was much bigger than the visors were all trafficking in drugs out of the
Contra operation. The intention was to create Southeast Asian Golden Triangle. [H: O h m y
aglobal arms network which would expand its g o o d n e s s ! Doesn't this o p e n a can of w o r m s
ties with East bloc arms dealers and intelli- in possibilities?]
To Reed's shock, Nir then said that he was
gence agents.
But on Oct. 5, 1986, the Contra supply convinced that Rodriguez was responsible for
operation came in for some unwanted expo- the downing of the C- 123 with Hasenfbs, Reed's
sure. A C- 123 cargo plane being operated by friend Cooper, and others on board. Months
Southern Air Transport was shot down over before that, Rodriguez had boasted that he
Nicaragua. Eugene Hasenfus, the 'kicker" was also responsible for the killing of Barry
who pushed the cargo out of the plane, was the Seal. Nir said in fact the C- 123 was not shot
only survivor; Reed's friend William Cooper, down. Cooper and Sawyer were dead before it
who was flying the C- 123, was killed along crashed. I t was probably blown up after crashwith two other crew members. (It is not men- ing, and after Hasenfus bailed out. Convetioned by Reed, but it is documented through niently, the plane had lots of CIA classified
later testimony, that the first notification of documents on board. Hasenfus had 'conthe missingplane came to Bush's office from
fessed" about his work for the CIA, he was
convicted and then released a few months
Felix Rodriguez.)
After the downing of the SAT flight, Opera- later. What was the purpose? TO SHOW
tion Screw Worm in Mexico was temporarily THAT PRESIDENT REAGAlO WOULD BREAK
put on hold, but it was soon started u p again THE LAW. AND TO FORCE HIS IMPEACHon an accelerated basis. In early December, at MENT.
Why get rid of Reagan? Here's where Nir's
a meeting with Rodriguez and 'Pat Weber"
(Amiram Nir), Rodriguez said they had the go- story, as retold by Reed, gets really interestahead to immediately jump from Phase 1of the ing. 'We think your country has had a quiet,
plan (setting up the machine-tool manufac- internal coup," said Nir. The problem, he said,
turing plant) to Phase 2 (weapons manufac- was that Reagan was ahell-bent on destroying
Communism". This might seem like a good
turing).
Nir said he could expedite matters in idea. 'But if you look deeper, as we Israelis
Mexico. 'Max and I both have friends in high have, destroying or even crippling the U.S.S.R.
places in the state of Michoacan,' Nir said, i s not a good i d e a A s we know in the Middle
and he directed Reed to go to the resort town East, you need a balance of power. Two rival
of Zirahuen for a meeting with the governor of countries, or even more than two. are much
Michoacan, Cuauhtemoc Cardenas. Rodriguez easier to manivulate and control than one. It
told Reed that Cardenas 'is in our pockets and is not intended for either the U.S. or the
I am personally paying him a lot of Agency U.S.S.R. to dominate completely."
Reagan is therefore a threat to world peace,
money to make this project happen." Reed did
meet with Cardenasand explainhis requirements, Nir continued. The Israelis see it this way, but
they think they are being set up. Bush is now
and Cardenas did make things happen.
in charge of the United States, and he is trying
to overthrow Reagan. It's a coup, plain and
AMIRAM NIR'S STORY
simple. If Reagan succeeds in destroying the
The true identity of 'Pat Weber" was dis- U.S.S.R., Nirwent on, the worldwill be amuch

...
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less stable place. Instability, s u c h as exists i n
the Middle East, will spread. Bush unders t a n d s this. The CIA is aligned with, and
agrees with, Bush.
Along comes a President who i s a Hollywood cowboy, determined to kick the Commun i s t s o u t of Nicaragua. The CIA a n d Bush
recognize they have to stop this madman. This
i s why the shoot-down ofthe C- 123was staged,
to prove to the world that Reagan will violate
t h e law a n d lie to Congress.
But, something h a s gone wrong, Nir continued. Reagan h a s not been impeached.
Attorney General Edwin Meese a n d Secretary
of State George Shultz have been able to contain t h e scandal. People close to Reagan are
trying to drag t h e Israelis in, by tying the
Contraoperation to the Iran operation, calling
it 'Iran-Contra", which p u t s the media spotlight on t h e Middle East a n d Israel.
Nir was very worried that t h e CIA was
continuing Operation Screw Worm i n Mexico
as if nothing had happened. 'And we're afraid
well now be exposed as a n accomplice i n all of
this. That wouldn't appear kosher to t h e world
for Israel to be conspiring with elements of the
CIA, KGB, a n d DFS (Cuban intelligence) to
arm the Third World."
This was Reed's last contact with Nir, who
was mysteriously killed i n a plane crash i n
November 1988.
Soon after, Reed fled to the United States
with h i s family. Once back home, h e contacted Oliver North, who told him to lay low
a n d not to come to Washington as Reed wanted
to do. In July 1988, h e learned h e a n d hiswife
J a n i s h a d been indicted by the federal government on charges of m i l fraud. TWO days
before he was to go to trial, the federal government invoked the Classified Information Procedures Act (CIPA) as a result of subpoenas h e
had issued for the CIA, FBI, DEA, FAA Intelligence Division, etc., as well as Oliver North
a n d other individuals.
A t a hearing on J u n e 1,1990, t h e prosecutor outlined areas of classified information
which were potentially involved i n responding
to Reed's subpoenas. This included information from the FBI, FAA Intelligence, DEA, a n d
'information potentially that would be brought
out o n direct or cross, particularly t h a t of
Oliver North, J a c k Blum, and Robert Johnson."
On this basis a n d after a review of all t h e
evidence, t h e judge entered a verdict of acquittal for Reed, saying that no reasonable
jury would have found him guilty.
T H E BUSH-NORTH COVER-UP
It is impossible to vouch for t h e accuracy of
everything i n Reed's account. But if one applies t h e test of consistency-that is, if what
Reed reports is consistent with known events
of that time period-it holds up. Furthermore,
Reed's story is consistent with a lot of what
was going o n in the Bush-North-Secord "Enterprise" which is not well known.
Unlike many journalistic accounts of t h e
"Iran-Contra" affair, Reed does not buy into
the myth that Oliver North was the mastermind of the whole operation. For Reed, North
was an operative running certain projects o n
behalf of others i n the CIA and the White
House. There is never any suggestion here
t h a t North took any of these initiatives o n his
own.
The Reed-Cummings account also draws a
sharp distinction between Ronald Reanan a n d
~ e o i Bush-which
~ e
is entirely accurate. In

Amiram Nir's view, as related by Reed, Oliver
North probably fell closer to Reagan t h a n to
Bush-which may be true o n the ideological
issue of bringing down the Soviet Union-but
in reality, what North did, including h i s collaboration with East bloc arms dealers and
with Central American drug runners-puts
him i n the Bush camp.
North himself h a s enjoyed perpetuating
the myth that h e was in charge of the Iran and
the Contra operations, and that h e 'took a
dive" on behalfofhis President, Ronald Reagan.
The myth of Oliver North, the 'lone cowboy", was deliberately put into circulation by
Meese in his Nov. 25,1986 press conference i n
a n effort to protect President Reagan. It was a t
this press conference that Meese linked-for
the first time-the just-exposed illegal Contra
support operations, with the Iran arms-forhostages scandal. Meese linked the two operations by revealing that money from arms
transactions between Israel and Iran h a d been
'diverted" to the Contras. (Thisiswhat Amiram
Nir had been complaining about toTerry Reed.)
'The only person i n the United States Government t h a t knew precisely about this," Meese
declared, was Oliver North. From t h a t point
on, the ever-gullible news mediajumped packrat style onto this newly-coined 'Iran-Contra"
scandal.
Meese may have thought h e was protecting
Ronald Reagan, b u t the real beneficiary of this
'diversion" was George Bush. I t was Bush
who sat o n top of the secret 'crisis management" structure within the White House, of
w h i c h North w a s
merely astaff officer.
This structure was
continuously built
u p a n d expanded
from 1982 to 1986,
so that it ultimately
controlled most of
the counterterrorism
operations and many
of the 'black" prog r a m s within t h e
government.
And this i s where
the Reed-Cummings
book presents a r e a l
d i l e m m a for t h i s
crowd. They want to
use it to bring down
Clinton, as Ambrose
Evans-Pritchard declared on March 27;
but it i s very dangero u s ground for the
Republicans and
neo-cons i n the
U n i t e d S t a t e s to
wander around on.
Therefore, t h e
Wall Street J o u n a 2
p u t out the word on
April 20: Keep away
from the Mena story.
In asigned commentary by Edward Jay
Epstein, using the
CBS broadcast referred to at the beginning of this review as a pretext,
Epstein contended
that although there
may have been illicit
activity going on at \

Mena in the 1980s, Barry Seal was t h e only
one who knew all about it, and he i s dead. [H:
OH NO, HE I 8 NOT THE OILY ONE!] 'So why
waste resources?" It i s no wonder that the
Journal wants to bury this one.
[END OF QUOTING]
No, you will not find 'new" news in t h i s
book-but it will corroborate the information
you should have already gotten [in the CONTACT] from Rodney Stich, Russbacher a n d
several others-who go into such side-trips as
"Monarch", 'Rainbow", Phoenix a n d Phoenix
11, MK-Ultra a n d on and on goes t h e listing.
You will also come to realize that two of your
newfound friends were ALSO VERY GOOD
FRIENDS OF BILL CASEY-WHO GOT VERY
DEADED OUT OF THIS OPERATION I N DISCUSSION. WHEN THE BAD GUYS START KILLING THEIR OWN BAD GUYS THE OPERATIVES
GET RESTLESS AND 1 CAN GUARANTEE YOU
IT WILL NOT BE GOOD FOR THE ONES WHO
ORDERED UP AND CARRIED OUT THOSE
MURDERS-SUCH AS CASEY. YOU CAN
'HOLD YOUR BREATH" ON THAT ONE1
As a note to Ronn Jackson as regards h i s
'groups"-I
would s u g g e s t YOU START
SUGGESTING TO ONES LIKE CHRISTOPHER,
ET AL., THAT THEY MIGHT WELL CONSIDER
DOING SOMETHING GOOD FOR THEIR OWN
GOVERNMENT AND WE WOULD BE HAPPY TO
WELCOME THEM ABOARD! GOD ALSO
WORKS I N MYSTERIOUS WAYS-HIS MISSIONS TO PERFORMI
I
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We Are Here! You Can
See Us If You Look
Now for you who
still think I am a
figment-the
first
picture you will
see, bad as it is-is
my "intermediary"
shuttle craft. I care
not who believes
this and who does
not-for I am not in
t h e "prove-anything" business.
Craft are witnessed
every day in this
location in every
form from solid as
this picture (# 1) to
"vapor" cloud in a
CLEAR sky, as in
the second picture
(#2). I t is about
time some of you
"intelligence" personages get some
of the more intelligent "grand wizards" to smell the
toast burning. Y o u
are up against the
"anti-Christ" and
the "anti-Christ" is
U P AGAINST M E
A N D MY FLEET-I
A M GOING TO
WIN! WHES YOU
CHOOSE UP FINAL " S I D E S n I
TRUST YOU WILL
KEEP THAT IN
M I N D S A Y , CARL
SAGAN, ET AL., AS
WELL AS SOME 16
''HOLD-OVERSn.

Have a
day-please.

nice
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Ronn Jackson's Latest
Inside News Bulletin
CONTACT DOES

NOT "ADVOCATE"

Editor's note: It is time, once again, to
remind all readers of CONTACT that we do not
advocate anything except that you learn the
truth. What you do with it, the actions you take,
a r e not our business. CONTACT'S focus has
been, a n d remains, the dissemination of information. There is muchinformation which comes
into our offices which we cannot use. We a r e
not in the habit of giving fodder to our enemies,
particularly in the midst of the onslaught of
attacks against our work.
With this in mind, let u s offer some legal
definitions taken directly from Black's 4th Law
Dictionary.
ADVOCATE: To speak in favor of;. defend
by argument. Exparte Bernat, D.C. Wash., 255
F. 429, 432. To support, vindicate, or recommend publicly. Butash v. State, 212 Ind. 492,
9 N.E.2d 88, 90. Not for a n educational purpose, but to disseminate controversial "propaganda, " which means plan for publication of
doctrine or system of principles. Leubuscher v.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, C.C.A., 54
F.2d 998, 999.
INSURRECTION: A rebellion, or rising of
citizens or subjects in resistance to theirgovernment. See Insurgent.
Insurrection shall consist in any combined
resistance to the lawfil authority of the state,
with intent to the denial thereof, when the same
is manifested, or intended to be manifested, by
acts of violence. Allegheny County v. Gibson,
90 Pa. 4 17,35Am.Rep. 670; Boon u. Aetna Ins.
Col, 4 0 Conn. 584; In r e Charge to Grand Jury,
D.C.Ill., 62 F. 830.
INSURGENT: One who participates in a n
insurrection; one who opposes the execution of
law by force of anns, or who rises in revolt
against the constituted authorities. Hearon v.
Calus, 178 S.C. 381, 183 S.E. 13, 20.
With t h e s e definitions in mind, Ronn
Jackson's most recent Bulletin to CONTACT
contained some material which could be construed to legally fall under the above definitions. We repeat: CONTACT does not intend to
give ammunition to those' who would shut u s
down.
So, with Dr. Jackson's permission,
some of the possibly controversial terms in his
bulletin have been deleted.
6 / 14/94

RONN JACKSON

B U L t E T I N #5
I continue to receive many letters from
readers of CONTACT t h a t are not signed and
are without a return address. Even though I
understand why people do not want their address known, this fact makes me sad; a n d then
it makes me furious. I have collected all of the
statements made a n d the requests t h a t I have
received and will respond to them through the

following issues of CONTACT. My responses honesty. And i n that sense, I agree with your
will continue either i n or out of prison and I statement. I did what I did because I believed
ask only one thing of those readers who wish i n what I was doing. I now believe that I will be
to remain anonymous-don't ask a question if judged by my actions now, a n d history will be
you don't want an answer. I will answer the the ultimate judge. Yes, I am concerned about
question if I have personal knowledge. I will many of my actions in t h e past a n d if there is
not omit things. I will also put into the re- a decision to try me, t h e n let it be before the
sponse what my personal view of that particu- citizens of t h i s country. If that be the case,
lar subject is a n d what I expect the results, if t h e n neither the Government nor the Commitany, to be of my response. Those responses tee will survive. I would suggest that you
will be based o n being connected with the revert back to trading beads a n d animal pelts.
seamier side of those whom you know and
#4: No, Hatonn does not speak for me.
hoped for i n the national elections, as well as CONTACTprints my words a n d they do so with
the members of present a n d past national my permission. I can substantiate everything
governments.
that I say and will do so when -ces
pennit.
# 1: This question h a s been asked by many No, CONTACTis
a bunch of space-cadets
readers. The person i s former Senator Charles
Yes, we [the U.S.]have several agreements
Percy of Illinois. He was being looked a t as a with others, not of t h i s world. The initial
presidential candidate for his party. H i s daugh- agreement was made i n t h e early '50s. The
ter was supposed to be a victim of foulplay, then administration was able to procure an
when i n reality she was running from her agreement that only their designees would
father who was guilty of molesting her. No, I release information. Their agreements were
did not complete t h e sanction and s h e i s alive by honorable beings and, although we as a
a n d is the character 'Janet" i n the CAMELOT race had been observed for thousands ofyears,
series. Yes, the information is known by at those beings did not know t h e meaning of selfleast two news agencies, NBC and CBS. The serving as applied by those with w h o a they
media is controlled by t h e CFR. She will come dealt. Our species is unique i n d l of this
forward a t t h e appropriate time, probably universe a n d only now am I beginning to unthrough CONTACT, a t my request.
derstand this unique position. Those who
#2: Yes, Mr. Altman is partners with Clark made agreements are starting to lose their
Clifford. Yes, h e is i n the present government; patience. Hatonn h a s voiced h i s displeasure
I believe h e is in charge of FDIC. Yes, he and several times in the last few weeks. I would
Mr. Clifford knew of what was going on with not have been as patient. That's why he is
BCCI a n d BNP [BNL?]. Yes, h e is married to doing what h e is doing; a n d that's why I a m
Linda Carter. Yes, if h e a n d Mr. Clifford had where I am. No, I do n o t consider myself to be
been tried and found guilty, they would have a deity b u t consider myself as privileged to
informed o n several o t h e r s . Yes, Alan have known one. Their names aren't imporGreenspan was involved. He was the reason tant. They are assigned to communicate to u s
that charges were dropped by the judge i n or and to give u s a p o i n t of reference i n our plane
o n the New York Supreme Court. Yes, I have of reference. We, as a species, are in the
many documents that would convict Mr. formative stages and if I, as an individual,
Clifford a n d Mr. Altman. Yes, I will release the know anything-I know nothing a n d c a n only
documents at the appropriate time. However, relate to a number of situations. I do know
with 'Butchm Reno running t h e Justice De- TRUTH a n d know it to be absolute a n d [that it]
partment, t h i s is not t h e time a n d s h e is not cannot be changed or denied. CONTACT is
the person to t r u s t t h a t d a t a with. Sameone TRUTH-and because you don't understand it
who is as confused as t h e Attorney General i s does not mean it is false. We all relate to what
cannot be expected to do what would be ex- we know or understand. Knowing a subject
pected by t h e people of t h i s country. Her and believing in something t h a t we thin& is
sexual preference is none of my business, but true, is often quite different.
when s h e flaunts it in my face then it becomes
#S: Non-positive law [is law that] has not
my business.
complied to t h e CONSTZTUTION. Positive law,
#3: Many people liked a n d believed in i n the opinion of the judicial, does apply and
Ronald Reagan. Yes, h e lied several times. is Constitutional. This is t h e crux of my lawFor example, i n January 1987, h e came before suit. I a m aware that t h e issues i n m y case are
the American people a n d stated that h e signed controlled by Government a n d controlled by
the presidential finding o n Iran-Contra in the Judicial. But the jury, as citizens, is the
December 1986. He signed the finding on July key ifmy attorney can get the point across that
13, 1986. I have the original finding a n d I took they are supreme, a n d it is they who control
it from the files of the Committee. Oliver North the proceedings and not the Court or the
is now t h e Senatorial candidate from Virginia. Government.
Yes, h e lied, as we know, i n a n effort to protect
#6: Ted Kennedy was drunk a n d was crimithe president. My opinion of Oliver North is- nally responsible for h e r death. The Sheriff
"dishonesty forfeits Divine Power". Yes, on who handled the investigation is now set for
many occasions my situation required dis- life, as is h i s family and, with fiscal responsi-
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bility, will never have any monetary problems.
Yes, money does reign supreme over justice.
Y e s , I h a v e his medical records from Congress. Yes, h e felt t h a t h e had to compete
w i t h his brothers. No, t h e female members
of t h e Kennedy family were n o t as promiscuo u s . No, I am not into giving the tabloids any
information; however, some of the smut reporters
are more accurate than the mainstream media.
#7: I would classify Bill Casey as an
honorable m a n who w a s doing h i s job. I told
h i m my opinion of a t t o r n e y s ( h e was one).
And h e reminded me of that statement many
times. He was my friend and I said. *Attornevs
are like politici&s, if you p u t them into a b&
a n d s h a k e them up--at five feet you can't tell
them apart." There are good attorneys, but I
have met only a few.
# 8 : FEMAis only an organization to further
t h e indenturing and enslavement of the citizens of this country. When Emergency Relief
is granted to any segment of our population,
t h e help is needed, and the recipients of the
relief know only that the money comes from
Government. They believe that the money is
tax money and t h a t comes from Government.
The money comes from bonds sold by government as t h e Federal Reserve prints u p new
money t h a t your children, grandchildren, and
their grandchildren will have to repay. The

CONTACT:
Government h a s no money and i s precluded
from issuing any by law. Our system of
money i s a pyramid scheme. And as you are
aware, if you or I ran a pyramid scheme, we
would go to jail. Their authority is the Federal
Reserve Act of 19 13, signed into law December
23, 1913. The Government didn't.fully enact
the law until many years later, as it was designed to enslave future generations. Our
Government started their unlawful activities
as t h e Constitution was ratified i n 1789. Actually t h e framers of the Constitution foresaw
what would happen and they wrote about the
pitfalls in THE FEDERALIST PAPERS. Read them
Land see how we have been played as fools.
#9: The Chairman of the Council on Foreign Relations, t h e CFR, i s Peter (Pete)
Peterson. Yes, I know him and have had
drinks with him. Yes, h e is an advocate of One
World Government and believes that all around
him should be subservient to the ruling Elite.
He is a traitor to the Constitution.
# 10: Yes, the Treasury i s under the direct
control of others and I do not mean oar
citizens of this country. You ask how this
c a n be a n d I must be honest with you: you
believe t h a t a n office of our Government i s
controlled by our Government. But our Government enacted laws giving away financial
control of our country, I believe, i n 1972.
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well over 1 billion human beings may be
infected with the AIDS virus. "

--

Dr. William Haseline
Chief of the Division of Relrovirology,
Harvard Universiw

- - - ---

Secrets, Lies
and Myths
Jefiey Shearer
Plus the latest alternative therapies
for AIDS and CANCER
The most complete and shocking record of political,
social, and scientific data on AIDS ever!

FINALLY.. ..
THE ASTONISHINGTRUTH,
GATHERED TOGETHER
IN ONE INCREDIBLE BOOK.

The deadly scientific facts about
condoms and saliva. The incredible rate
of HIV infection among many high school
students. The real dangers in: hospitals,
medical and dental offices, the blood supply, restaurants, schools, tanning beds,
gyms, pools, public restrooms, insects,
hospitals, and hotels. How a negative
AIDS test can mean nothing ...for years.
The truth about the political cover-up
and the major AIDS propaganda and
disinformation campaign. Incredible evidence about the origins of the AIDS virus,
the uses of EMF and biological Warfare
technologies, and much, much more.
Plus a separate AIDS Survival Guide
to show you exactly how to best protect
yourself and your family from the growing
AIDS pandemic and its many related diseases. Also, complete safety guidelines
and procedures for health professionals.
And a major section on The verv latest
alternative AIDS and Cancer therapies.
Essential information. Massive documentation. 350 pgs. Big 8 112 by 11 format.
AIDS Secrets, Lies, and Myths EXPOSED! sells for $24.95 + $3 .OO shipping
and handling.
To order write to:
BioAlert Press Suite 112,
160 N. Fairview Rd.,
Goleta, CA 93 117
(The above book is recommended
by Commander Hatonn.)
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YELTSIN WANTS RETURN O F
IMPERIAL GOLD RESERVES
I n an article from t h e May 2 5 edition of The
Gazette (Montreal), A.P. Moscow, "President

61 15/94

ED CLEARY

CULTS! CULTS! AND CULTS

unemployment percentage h a s stayed within
6 to 7% of t h e total civilian labor force. Also
claimed is a l o w of 7 million i n 1990 a n d a high
of 9 million i n 1992 i n that time s p a n since
1980.
Executive Intelligence Review, i n a simple
g r a p h (below), reveals t h e enduring falsity of
t h e s e figures. The actual unemployment figu r e s in March 1994 a r e close to 2 0 million (!)
which i s over 15% of t h e total civilian labor
force.

Boris Yeltsin's chief of staff w a n t s France a n d
J a p a n to r e t u r n millions of dollars worth of
gold bullion t h a t belonged to czarist Russia.
"Sergei Filatov said h e has detailed information a b o u t t h e imperial gold a n d will recommend creation of a government commission to s e e k i t s return, t h e Itar-Tass n e w s
agency said.
"After t h e 1917 revolution, t h e Bolsheviks
shipped 93.5 t o n n e s of gold t o Germany t o pay
for t h e landing of German troops i n Russia's
northern ports of Murmansk a n d Archangelsk,
which h a d b e e n occupied by British troops.
*After Germany's defeat, t h e gold w a s s e n t

What is a cult? What is not a cult? Who decides
the answer? Of many things you can be imperfectly certain and certainly one of these is an
honest, truthful understanding of the nature of a
cult. This follows inevitably from the babel pouring
out of the religions, the governments, the educational places and yes, yes, all televisions, radios,
cinemas, print places, oral and written
uronouncements and 'Blue Beamsw.
This item is the result of an article in
the June 1994 Modem Maturity, a manazine for seniors, entitled ' l e t u s ~ r G f
by D. Frantz and C. Collins that contributes its pence to the babel. The writing
emphasizes the trickery and money
grabbing of the Branch Davidians, the
TMs, CBJs, Ramthas and Church Universal and Triumphant. It appears that
the so-called cults are targeting the seniors (primarily the seniles) and reaping a golden harvest.
Some statistical tidbits: a fair guess
is that there are a t least 2,000 and not
more than 5,000 cults (more babel), with
three to five million members. There are
some 10 to 20 million more who have
been somehow involved. (Such accuracy.)
This presentation is offered for your
consideration in order to offer some semblance of sanity for you a s you wander
along in this obviously insane world.
Sample: like cults and anti-cults there
are Semites and anti-Semites. Now follow this closely. The genuine Semites
are forever being attacked by the fake
Semites, who claim to be the genuine
Semites, but are not. So, whenever you
see anyone attacked for being antiSemitic, do the 'switcheroo". The one or
ones attacking are the liars: whoever is
attacked is the truth teller (chickens
aren't chickens).
What the graph shows
Total unemployed and partially employed
To cut through this whole brain(1965-94)
The
U.S.
Labor
Department's
monthly
unwashing bit about the good guys and the
employment rate (U-5b) is based on a sta(in thousaMs)
bad guys in religion it is necessary to be
T0t.l
Part-time
tlstlcal sampling of approximately 57,000
above the two contending positions: prounemployed
for
households. But in order for someone to be
cult and anti-cult. This is not the quesand
counted as unempbyed, the respondent
civilian
Official
"Want a
economic
tion; nor is pro-religion or anti-religion;
underemployed
member of the household (often not the perhbor
unemployed
job now"
reanon8
nor is Christ or anti-Christ.'
son who is out of wo&) must be able to
.%
tom
%
%
%
The priority question for each one,
state whet specific effort that person made
@+c+d)h
Year
(a)
@I @h)
(c) (&a)
( 4 (a)
In the last four weeks to lind a job. If no apeand so for all, is: Pro-God or Anti-God.
74,455
3,366 4.5%
na'
- 1,928 2.6% na'
dRc effort can be cited, the jobJess person & 1965
The next six years will present the
10,172
12.3%
dassifledasnotb7theleborlbrceMdIs
developing scenario of who is not with
ignored in the official unemployment count.
16,741 17.9%
Me is against Me, and he who gathers
But
over
6
million
of
these
discarded
people
not with Me, scatters. Between now and
are also reported on the quarterty wwey Inthe year 2000, Semites and cults and
dicating that they "want a regular job
religions can be seen in proper context
now." These appear in the graph in dark
and they will not be of import or value.
gray shading. In addition, over 6 miillon
God IS and will be eternally.
more people are forced into part-time work
-

UoSoUnemployment Coverup

for economic reasons, such as slack work
or Inability to find a full-lime job. These
people show up as employedin the otiiciai
statistks. even ifthey worked only one how

Since 1980 t h e government has
b e e n publishing Bureau of Labor stat i s t i c s and claiming that t h e total

during the survey week. These appear in
the graph in lightergray shading.

EIR April 15, 1994

1. Want a job n f W catestimatedas 3,350 or 4.5% for bar graph.
2. CumulaUve average.
3.Weighted a v e m of qunrterty compiid Rgum.

Economics
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to France, said Filatov.
'AdmiralAlexanderKolchak, aczaristcommander in the civil war with the Bolsheviks,
also is believed to have sent 22 cases of gold
bullion to Japan before he was defeated by the
Red Army.
'The weight of that gold is unknown.
'Since Russia has been recognized as the
legal successor to the Soviet Union and imperial Russia, it h a s the right to demand return
of the gold, Itar-Tass said.
'Russia's gold reserves totalled 272.8
tonnes in September."

BAD FOOD COMBINIIG
The American public i s as discriminating
i n its food choices as it is in choosing servants
for public office.
Give them a choice and you may be sure
they will opt for the cheapest, least valuable
item and that which will cause the most problems in the future.
It i s obvious that the planet i s falling apart
and will continue to so do until a complete
reversal of values becomes operative.
Behold what you did choose in '931 From
the Johnson City Press:

mated to be 1.25 miles to 2.5 miles in diameter. Hubble first observed the comet on
J u l y 1, 1993. Recent images, taken using
Hubble's newly improved optics between
Jan. 24 a n d 27, have given a n even clearer
view.
'The new images, taken by the Wide
Field Planetary Camera-2, indicate the comet
will continue to fragment. Over t h e next few
months, Hubble will monitor the comet's
approach of Jupiter, which i s some 500
million miles from the S u n a n d i s t h e largest
of t h e nine planets in the solar system.
Earth, by comparison, is 9.1 million miles
from t h e S u n and is the fifth largest planet."
HIGHWAY HI-JINX

In a n article from the May 26 Modesto
Bee. Washington D.C., 'The nation's inters t a t e highways would be combined with
t h o u s a n d s of miles of secondary roads i n a
new National Highway System under legislation passed Wednesday by the House. In a
412- 12 vote, the House approved a measure
that would finance improvements to 159,000
miles of highway, three-quarters of which
a r e outside the interstate system."
DO YOU HAVE A
HEALTHY IMMUNE
SYSTEM?
TAKE YOUR
GAIANDRIANA!

1

.

--

...

T H E JULY JUPITER
COLLISIOl
In an article from the J u n e 7 edition of The
Stargazer, a Lockheed Publication, 'Several
images of fragments of the Comet P/Shoemaker-Levy 9 (1993e) were made by NASA's
Hubble Space Telescope (HST)earlier this year.
The chunks are expected to plunge into
Jupiter's atmosphere in July. The comet was
torn into numerous pieces by the massive
planet's gravitational pull as it passed by J u piter in the Summer of 1992.
"The fragments are due to hit Jupiter in a
five-and-a-half-day period about July 19, possibly producing spectacular results depending on the size of the pieces. The fragments are
expected to impact with a n energy release
many times that of nuclear warheads.
'The 11 largest comet fragments are esti-

Not so long ago, Government officials and medical
leaders all b u t pronounced
the end of infectious diseases
as a major public health
problem. Striking examples
of new emerging diseases
prove t h a t prediction wrong.
Theyjoin a list t h a t included,
among
others,
AIDS,
Legionnaire's disease, Lyme
disease, Lassa fever a n d
bleeding and fever from the
Ebola a n d Marburg viruses.
Some were unknown or minor hazards only a decade or
two ago. Others increased
significantly i n incidence
over t h e last 20 years. Still
others threaten to become
bigger hazards i n the near
future.
In the last 12 monthsdoze n s of healthy people became
acutely short of breath a n d died from a new
virus, t h e Hantavirus. The parasite,
cryptosporidium, contaminated the water
supply of Milwaukee. Result: prolonged dia r r h e a for 400,000 people a n d 4,400 hospitalizations. A toxin, produced by E.Coli bacteria, infected some hamburger eaters, a n d
some who came into contact with those who
were infected. This caused sickness for over
500, 3 0 kidney failures and four deaths.
THE N E X T PLAGUE
Continuing with t h e above theme of
plagues on we the people, a n old friend,
Dave Overton, s e n t u s this clipping from the
magazine TaiPan. I t was received by CONTACTJune 10.
'Recently a variant of one of the three
most deadly viruses e*rer discovered was

found n e a r Washington, DC in t h e well-todo-suburb of Reston, Virginia. In i t s most
deadly form, it killed 9 o u t of 10 people in
African villages in Zaire some 20 years ago.
The variant strain showed u p in monkeys
imported for medical research. Researchers
say it's j u s t d u m b luck t h a t it didn't jump to
h u m a n s a n d mutate. (The super-deadly
strain is called Ebola Zaire. Along with rabies a n d HIV, which causes AIDS, thisvirus
h a s t h e highest rate of mortality ever recorded for a h u m a n virus.)
'Mutant viruses a r e going to be one of
t h e biggest problems facing u s in the next
t e n years. Viruses are mutating now much
faster t h a n they used to. Plus, today's airline travelers will unwittingly transport these
deadly diseases all over the world ...in a
matter of weeks, days, even hours!
'A new plague strain of a common flu
virus--air-borne, acutely infectious, and far
more dangerous than AIDS-would take just
seven days to cross the world a n d kill millions of healthy people within a few days of
their becoming ill. Researchers believe it's
only a matter of time before another superdeadly strain, like the flu of 19 18, mutates
again. It i s natural a n d inevitable.
'The last flu epidemic-your
father or
grandfather may remember it-was
the
world's worst plague; suprisingly, it was
less t h a n 100 years ago. It's hard to imagine
how quickly people died t h a t summer and
fall-you could wake u p on Monday feeling
tired a n d achy, and never live to see the
week's end. The death toll was staggering: 1
out of 7 people in Philadelphia and Baltimore died. This deadly flu infected half the
world's population a n d killed 2 5 million
people within days of becoming ill.
"There was no time to develop a vaccine.
Even if a vaccine were found, it would never
have been possible to save lives. Death came
too rapidly. Will it come again, in a new
form, in t h e summer of 1994...or 19957"
Take your Gaiandriana! [seenext-to-last
p a g e s for more on Gaiandriana.]
$2.600 GOLD

I n a n article from t h e March 19
Bangkok Post, Hong Kong, AFP, 'Gold i s
coming out of a 12-year bear market and
could hit a staggering U ~ $ 2 , 6 2 5a n ounceor better-in three to six years, influential
U S analyst J a m e s Dines said yesterday.
'Gold closed in Honn Konn yesterday
(3-18) at $383, u p about 70% from a ye&
ago. Several mutual funds specializing in
precious metals have meanwhile doubled in
value in the past year.
'Dines, best known for his biweekly
investment newsletter, said that initially,
gold bullion a n d silver will lag mining stocks.
'One reason for the upturn i s strong
demand for precious metals a n d jewelry
from previously closed-and, in some cases,
highly unstable-economies such as China,
Eastern Europe and India.
"In the near term, Dines said global
stock markets are likely to experience a
'dead cat bounce'-a rally t h a t inspires brief
confidence, b u t fails to break records-before falling sharply by mid-year.
'Tokyo's Nikkei Stock Index could
peak at 25,000, while Hong Kong might
attain 11,000, h e said. The Nikkei finished
bresently] at 20,469.45 and the Hang Seng
at 9,132.3 1."
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More From Robot Henry K.
Prevarications On Diplomacy
6/17/94 11

HATONN

M O R E O N KISSINGER
And, well try to get through the most of
this subject a s focus, today. Since this man i s
so important i n his shenanigans around your
globe as pertains to YOUR NATION OF THE
U.S.A,, I MUST offer some insights into his
thought presentations to fool you and mislead
you. He h a s a 'handler' but it i s sufficient for
you to recognize the personage.
We have written from this article in
FOREIGN AFFAIRS on two prior occasions so
we will leave you readers to refer back to those
[see last week's CONTACT]. We will call this
Henry Kissinger, aReflectionson Containment",
FOREIGN AFFAIRS, PART 3.
I will remind you that this material is DIRECTLY from Henry Kissinger as i s presented
in his recent book, DIPLOMACY, Simon and
Schuster, 1994.
[QUOTING:]

T H E C R I T I O U E S OF
CONTAINMENT
As containment slowly took shape, the criticism it encountered emerged from three different schools of thought. The first came from
the "realists," exemplified by Walter Lippmann,
who argued that the containment policy led to
psychological and geopolitical overextension
while draining American resources. The
spokesman for the second school of thought
was Winston Churchill, who objected to the
postponement of negotiations until after positions of strength had been achieved. Finally,
there was Henry Wallace, who denied America
the moral right to undertake the policy of
containment i n the first place. Postulating a
fundamental moral equivalence between both
sides, Wallace argued that the Soviet sphere
of influence in Central Europe was legitimate
and that America's resistance to it only intensified tension. He urged a return to what he
viewed a s Roosevelt's policy: to end the Cold
War by American conciliation.
A s the most eloquent spokesman for the
realists, Walter Lippmann rejected Kennan's
proposition that Soviet society contained the
seeds of i t s own decay. He considered the
theory to be too speculative to serve as the
foundation of American policy: containment,
argued Lippmann, would draw America into
the hinterlands of the Soviet empire's extended
periphery, which included, in his view, many
countries that were not states in the modem
sense to begin with. Military entanglements
that far from home could not enhance American security and would weaken American resolve. Containment, according to Lippmann,
permitted the Soviet Union to choose the points
of maximum discomfiture for the United States
while retaining the diplomatic, and even the

military, initiative. Lippmann stressed the
importance of establishing criteria to define
areas in which countering Soviet expansion
was a vital American interest. Without such
criteria, the United States would be forced to
organize a "heterogeneous array of satellites,
clients, dependents and puppets," which would
permit America's newfound allies to exploit
containment for their own purposes. The
United States would be trapped into propping
up nonviable regimes, leaving Washington with
the sorry choice between "appeasement and
defeat and the loss of face, or ... support[ing]
them [U.S. allies] at incalculable cost."
[H: The most interesting thing t o note
here is t h a t t h i s man [H.A.K.] was and is a
major, major figure WITHIN t h e circles planning t h e EXACT thing he denounces above.
You see, he simply cannot resist t h i s reverse presentation t o show what he has
actually acoomplishedl Who all do you think
has already been t o North Korea recently t o
s e t up t h i s little cute ploy with Carter? Do
you REALLY believe t h e Korean leaders
didn't even "know about inspectors", etc.,
as CNN has told you? Is it possible t h a t
Carter's visit has a lot more to do with
CHINA than it did with Korea? STAY ALERT!]
I t was indeed a prophetic [H: No, like most
Uprophecieswit is exactly like it was planned
o r it would not be mentioned herein.] analysis of what lay ahead for the United States,
though the remedy Lippmann proposed was
hardly congenial to the universalist American
tradition, which was far closer to Kennan's
expectation of a n apocalyptic outcome. Lippmann asked that American foreign policy be
guided by a case-by-case analysis of American
interests rather than by general principles
presumed to be universally applicable. In his
view, American policy should have been aiming less a t overthrowing the Communist system than a t restoring the balance of power in
Europe, which had been destroyed by the war.
Containment implied the indefinite division of
Europe, whereas America's real interest should
be to banish Soviet power from the center of
the European continent: [H: Now doesn't t h i s
sound good? Well, t h e facts are t h a t t h e
U.S. and t h e Soviets-NEVER STOPPED
WORKING IN TOTAL JOINT VENTURE WITH
ONE ANOTHER. Did Kissinger know as
much? Of course, he helped structure ithow do you think he has gotten t o be SO BIG
in both nations and around t h e globe? Remember, Kissinger was a KGB q p n t l ]
For more than a hundred years all
Russian Governments have sought to
expand over Eastern Europe. But only
since the Red Army reached the Elbe
River have the rulers of Russia been
able to realize the ambitions of the Russian empire and the ideological purposes of Communism. A genuine policy
would, therefore, have as its paramount

objective a settlement which brought
about the evacuation of Europe. American power must be available, not to
'contain' the Russians a t scattered
points, but to hold the whole Russian
military machine in check, and to exert
a mounting pressure in support of a
diplomatic policy which has a s i t s concrete objective a settlement that means
withdrawal.
From among its intellectuals, America was
able to draw on the thinking of both Lippmann
and Kennan while they were at the height of
their powers. Kennan correctly understood
Communism's underlying w e a k n e s s ;
Lippmann accurately foretold the frustrations
of an essentially reactive foreign policy based
on containment. Kennan called for endurance
to permit history to display its inevitable tendencies; Lippmann called for diplomatic initiative to produce a European settlement whilc
America was still preponderant. Kennan had
a better intuitive understanding of the mainsprings of American society; Lippmann grasped
the impending strain of enduring a seemingly
endless stalemate and the ambiguous causes
that containment might lead America to support.
[H: I have recently had t o ask t h a t some
language and "proposals" for t h e treatment
of politicians be toned down s o as t o not
even remotely represent an idea of insurrection or subversion--r stance t o which we
HIGHLY OBJECT. My idea might, however,
be t o cause all politicians t o have t o sit for
some S O 0 hours in an audience and be required t o listen and give accurate accounting t o HENRY KISSINGER u he does his
typical spell-binding monologue in impassioned manner. This is a man who has
absolutely no ability t o reach o u t of his
robotic graveltone no matter if he wished t o
do so. I believe punishment should fit t h e
crime! Further, by "accurate accountingwI
mean that every one being disciplined must
give ACCURATE REPORTING OH EXACTLY
WHAT IS MEANT WHEN MR. KISSINGER
SPEAKSWITH SUCH AUTHORITY ON EVERY
SUBJECT AROUND-DO YOU REALLY THINK
THIS OLD BIRD GOT 80 HOITY-TOITY
THROUGH HIS PERSOHAL CHARISMA? THIS
MAN THROWS TANTRUMS, A I D REFUSES
TO EVEN JOIN MEETINGS (TO WHICH HE IS
ALWAYS LATE) IF SOMEONE, ESPECIALLY
A GUEST, SO MUCH AS SITS TEMPORARILY
IN HIS CHAIR. "THIS" I8 WHAT SETS YOUR
NATIONAL IMAGE AAD YOUR FOREIGN INTERCHANGE!]

THE M O S T
COMPELLING ALTERNATIVE
In the end, Lippmann's analysis found a
substantial following, though mainly among
the opponents of confrontation with the Soviet
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Union. And their approbation was based o n
only one aspect of Lippmann's argument, emphasizi ng as they did i t s critique while ignoring i t s nrescriptions. They noted Lippmann's
call for more limited objectives but overlooked
h i s recommendation for more aggressive diplomacy. T h u s it happened that i n the 1940s
the most compelling alternative strategy to
the doctrine of containment came from none
cbther than Winston Churchill, t h e n leader of
:he Opposition i n the British Parliament.
Churchill supported containment, but for
him i t was never an end i n itself. Unwilling to
wait passively for the collapse of Communism,
? e sought to shape history rather t h a n rely on
- to do h i s work for him. What h e was after
>:as a negotiated settlement. His 'iron cur: i n " speech at Fulton, Missouri h a d merely
tinted at negotiations. On October 9, 1948, a t
r h n d u d n o , Wales, Churchill returned to his
d g u m e n t t h a t the West's bargaining position
would never be better t h a n it was at that
moment. In a much-neglected speech, h e
said:
No one i n his s e n s e s can believe
t h a t we have a limitless period of time
before us. We ought to bring matters to
aheadandmakeafmalsettlement.We
ought not to go jobbing along improvident, incompetent, waiting for something to t u r n up, by which I mean waiting for something bad for u s t o t u r n up.
The Western nations will be far more
likely to reach a lasting settlement,
without bloodshed, if they formulate
their j u s t demands while they have the
atomic power a n d before t h e Russian
Communists have got it too.
Two years later, Churchill made t h e same
plea i n the House of Commons: t h e democracies were quite strong enough to negotiate,
a n d would only weaken themselves by waiting. Defending NATO rearmament on November 30, 1950, h e warned t h a t arming t h e West
would not by itself change its bargaining position, which, in the end, depended o n America's
atomic monopoly:
While it is right to build up our forces
as fast as we can, nothing in this process,
in the period I have mentioned, will deprive Russia of effectivesuperiority in what
are now called the conventional arms. All
that it will do is give us increasing unity in
Europe and magnify the deterrents against
aggression. Therefore I am in favour of
efforts to reach a settlement with Soviet
Russia as soon as a suitable opportunity
presents itself, and of making those efforts
while the immense and measureless superiority of the United States Atomic bomb
organization offsets the Soviet predominance in every other military respect.
For Churchill, a position of strength was
already i n place; for American leaders, it had
yet to be created. Churchill thought of negotiations as a way of relating power to diplomacy. And though h e was never specific, h i s
public statements strongly suggest that h e
envisioned some kind of diplomatic ultimat u m by the Western democracies. American
leaders recoiled before employing their atomic
monopoly, even as a threat. Churchill wanted
to shrink the area of Soviet influence, b u t was
prepared to coexist with Soviet power within
;ed;ced limits. The American leaders had a
nearly visceral dislike of spheres of influence.
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They wanted to destroy and not to shrink their
adversary's sphere. Their preference was to
wait for total victory and for the collapse of
Communism, however far off, to bring about a
Wilsonian solution to the problem of world
order.
The disagreement came down to a difference between the historical experiences of
Great Britain and America. Churchill's society was all too familiar with imperfect outcomes; Truman and his advisers came from a
tradition i n which, once a problem h a d been
recognized, i t was usually overcome by the
deployment of vast resources. Hence America's
preference for final resolutions a n d its distrust of the sort of compromise t h a t h a d become a British specialty. The American view
prevailed, because Americawas stronger t h a n
Great Britain, and because Churchill, as leader
of the British Opposition, was i n n o position to
press h i s strategy.
H E N R Y WALLACE A N D T H E
RADICAL TRADITION

prejudice, hatred and fearwere the root causes
of international conflict, the United States
had no moral right to intervene abroad until it
had banished these scourges from i t s own
society. The new radicalism reaffirmed the
historical vision of America as a beacon of
liberty but, in the process, turned it against
itself. Postulating the moral equivalence of
American andsoviet actions became acharacteristic of the radical critique throughout the
Cold War. The very idea of America having
international responsibilities was, in Wallace's
eyes, a n example of the arrogance of power.
The British, h e argued, were duping the -gullible Americans into doing their bidding: 'British policy clearly i s to provoke distrust between the United States and Russia and t h u s
prepare the groundwork for World War 111."
To Wallace, Truman's presentation of the
conflict as one between democracy a n d
dictatorship was pure fiction. In 1945, a time
when Soviet postwar repression was becoming
increasingly obvious a n d the brutality of collectivization was widely recognized, Wallace
declared t h a t 'the Russians today have more
of the political freedoms than they ever had."
He also discovered 'increasingly t h e signs of
religious toleration" in t h e U.S.S.R. a n d
claimed that there was a 'basic lack of conflict
between the United States and the Soviet
Union". Wallace thought t h a t Soviet policy
was driven less by expansionism than by fear.
In h i s speech at Madison Square Garden in
August 1946, Wallace laid down a direct challenge to Truman, which caused t h e president
to demand Wallace's resignation:

In the end, the most vocal and persistent
challenge to American policy came from neither t h e realist school of Lippmann n o r
Churchills's balance-of-power thinking, but
from a tradition with roots deep within Americ a n radical [H:???]thought. Where as
Lippmann a n d Churchill accepted the Truman
Administration's premise that Soviet expansionism represented a serious challenge a n d
only contested strategy for resisting it, the
radical critics rejected every aspect of containment. Henry Wallace, vice president during Roosevelt's third term, former secretary of
We may not like what Russia doea in
agriculture, a n d secretary of commerce under
Eastern Europe. Her type of land reTruman, was its principal spokesman.
form, industrial expropriation and supA product of America's populist tradition,
pression of basic liberties offends t h e
great majority of the people of the United
Wallace had an abiding Yankee distrust of
States. But whether we like it or not
Great Britain. Like most American liberals
the Russians will try to socialize their
since Jefferson, h e insisted t h a t 'the same
sphere of influence just as we try to
moral principles which governed i n private life
democratize our sphere of influence.
also should govern i n international affairs."
Russian ideas of social-economic jusIn Wallace's view, America had lost its moral
tice are going to govern nearly a third of
compass and was practicing a foreign policy of
the world. Our ideas of free enterprise
'Machiavellian principles of deceit, force and
democracy will govern much of the rest.
distrust," as he told a n audience i n Madison
The two ideas will endeavor to prove
Square Garden on September 12, 1946. [H:
which can deliver the most satisfaction
Radical? Do you see that if you had LISto the common man in their respective
TENED-you would be a zillion y e a n up on
areas of political dominance.
this bastardized deceit going on through
one8 just exactly like Henry Kissinger. The
In a curious reversal of roles, the selfstatement just made above was when? Sept.
12, 1946-almost half a century ago.] Since proclaimed defender of morality in foreign
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policy accepted a Soviet sphere of influence i n tioned t h e absence of urgency with which it 19708, t h e torch was said to be flickering and
Eastern Europe o n practical grounds, while was being pursued. [H: Surely by this time would need to be relit before America could
t h e administration h e was attacking for cyni- ALL of you readem MUST KNOW t h a t ALL of return to its historical role as an inspiration to
cal power politics rejected the Soviet sphere these players are playing t h e SAME SIDE OF the cause of freedom. The debate over cono n moral grounds.
THEGAME--ALWAYS TOGETHER WITH JUST tainment turned into a struggle for the very
Wallace's challenge collapsed after the LITTLE APPEARANCES OF DISAGREE- soul of America. [H: Well, I don't know which
Communist coup i n Czechoslovakia, the Ber- MENTS-BUT ALWAYS AGAINST YOU-3'HE- faction won-but all this surely has cost
lin blockade a n d the invasion of South Korea. PEOPLE IN FAVOR OF THE WORLD ONE America her SOUL.] As early as 1957, even
As a presidential candidate i n 1948, h e gained WORLD ORDER-AND THAT MEANS: THE George Kennan h a d come to reinterpret cononly one million votes against more than 24 FOREIGN INFLUENCE OF THE KHAZARIAN tainment i n t h i s light when h e wrote: 'To my
million for Truman, placing him fourth. Nev- ONE WORLDERS AND BANKSTER THIEVES own countrymen who have often asked me
ertheless, Wallace managed to develop themes AND ROBBERS. My own team will come out where best to apply the hand to counter the
t h a t would remain staples of the American with something like: "Wasn't Dulles pretty Soviet threat, I have accordingly had to reply:
radical critique throughout the Cold War and nice and I thought former Secretary of State to our American failings, to the things we are
move to center stage during the Vietnam con- (George) Shultz was pretty nice...!"
NICE? ashamed of in our own eyes, or that worry us;
flict. These emphasized America's moral inad- Whatever do you mean by "nicem-you are to the racial problem, to the conditions in our
equacies a n d those of the friends it was sup- talking about men who intend t o have a One big cities, to the education and environment of
porting, a basic moral equivalence between World Government and One World Order- our young people, to t h e growing gap between
America a n d i t s Communist challengers; the enslaving YOU, run by THEM. There are specialized knowledge a n d popular underproposition t h a t America had no obligation to several FACTIONS--the only question among standing."
defend any a r e a of the world against largely them is WHO WILL BE BIG DOG!!
A decade earlier, before h e had become
imaginary threats; and the view that world
Yes indeed I will negotiate "timingmwith disillusioned by what h e considered the
opinion was a better guide to foreign policy them because negotiation is not t h e same militarization ofhis invention, George Kennan
t h a n geopolitical concepts. When aid to Greece thing a s COMPROMISE. I will, for instance, would have recognized that no s u c h choice
a n d Turkey was first proposed, Wallace urged SHUT UP COMPLETELY ABOUT RONALD existed. A country that demands moral pert h e Truman Administration to put the issue REAGAN'S DASTARDLY DECEIT AND LIT- fection of itself as a test of i t s foreign policy
before the United Nations. If "the Russians ERALLY MURDEROUS MISUSE OF POWER- will achieve neither perfection nor security.
exercised their veto, t h e moral burden would until after t h e new fiscal year and t h e Gov- [H: Well, I guess Kissinger is an authority on
be o n them. When we act independently, the ernment can possibly bring stability into t h i s matter for sure.] It was a measure of
moral burden is o n us." Seizing the moral high t h e currency foundation. "I" have plenty of Kennan's achievement that, by 1957, the free
ground meant more t h a n whether American's time. In fact, "Im,"we", don't have t o talk world's parapets had been manned, his own
geopolitical interests were being safeguarded. about it a t all-but you see, game players, views having made a decisive contribution to
[H: I don't know about YOU, but every time t h e information is ALREADY RUNNING this effort. The parapets were in fact being
these slimy scum-suckers s t a r t pontificat- AROUND OUT THERE--IT IS JUST THAT manned so effectively that America permitted
ing about Ymoralsm
and "moralitywI want t o THE PEOPLE CAN'T BRING THEMSELVES itself to indulge i n a hefty dose of self-critipuke! I believe where they cover them- TO BELIEVE IT AND THE CONTROLLED cism.
selves is t h a t there are BAD morals and MEDIA HAS MANAGED TO KEEP IT BURIED.
Containment was a n extraordinary theoryGOOD morals-and they do not distinguish
It may be a bit like O.J. Simpson's prob- at once hardheaded a n d idealistic, profound
t h a t they ONLY ultimately sanction t h e BAD lems-is O.J. a s STUPID as he is beginning i n i t s assessment of Soviet motivations, yet
t o appear--OR WAS HE SET-UP? No, I'm not curiously abstract in i t s prescriptions. ThorONES!]
Though Wallace's radical critique of Ameri- going t o get into it-BUT, it may be inter- oughly American i n its utopianism, it assumed
c a n postwar foreign policy was defeated i n the esting t o you nice uninformed readers TO that the collapse of a totalitarian adversary
1940s, i t s basic tenets reflected a deep strain COME TO REALIZE THAT O.J. SIMPSON could be achieved in an essentially benign
of American idealism t h a t continued to tug at WAS RECRUITED INTO THE CIA RIGHT OUT way. Although thisdoctrine was formulated a?
t h e nation's soul. The same moral convictions OF HIGH-SCHOOL. Gosh, I "hope* he wasn't the height of America's absolute power, i:
t h a t h a d conferred s u c h energy o n America's trying t o d o anything about t h e thugs trying preached America's relative weakness. Postu international commitments also had the po- t o destroy t h e U.S.A. and all t h e political lating a grand diplomatic encounter a t the
tential to be turned inward by disillusionment intrigue revolving around the political crimi- moment of its culmination, containment alwith t h e outside world, or with America's own nals working out of t h e West Coast and lowed no role for diplomacy until the climactic
imperfections. In the 1920s, isolationism had Chicago. I t all begins t o take on a very final scene in which t h e men i n the white h a t s
caused America to withdraw o n t h e grounds different flavor, does it not? Well-perhaps
accepted t h e conversion of the men i n the
t h a t it was too good for the world; i n the "de Shadow" knows.]
black hats.
Wallace movement a n d its heirs, it revived
Even if containment did in the end succeed
With all of these qualifications, containitself i n t h e proposition t h a t America should in undermining Soviet society, these critics ment was a doctrine that saw America t hrough
withdraw because it was not good enough for argued, it would take too long a n d cost too more t h a n four decades of cons' uction,
t h e world.
much. Whatever containment might accom- struggle and, ultimately, triumph.
;: 33331
plish, a strategy of liberation would surely The victim of its ambiguities turne ~ u tot be
T H E COMPLEXITY
accelerate. By the end of Truman's presi- not the peoples America had set , u t to deO F CONTAINMENT
dency, t h e containment policy was caught in a fend-on the whole successfully [H: 33331crossfue between those who considered it too b u t the American conscience. Tormenting
[H: "Containment* is actually totally sim- bellicose (the followers of Wallace) and those itself i n its traditional quest for moral perfecplistic-not
complex. The "complexity" who thought it too passive (the conservative tion, Americawould emerge, after more t h a n a
happens ONLY when such a s Kissinger EX- Republicans).
generation of struggle, lacerated by its exerPLAINS IT i n t h e double-speak of his trained
This controversy accelerated because, as tions a n d controversies, yet having achieved
deceptive presentations. You will see t h a t Lippmann h a d predicted, international crises almost everything it h a d set out to do. [H: In
h e somehow neglects t o tell you t h a t he, increasingly moved to peripheral regions of God's name, people-if you can't see it, it
along with such as Scowcroft of t h e Mormon the globe, where the moral issues were con- becomes hopeless t o struggle. We might as
segment, etc., ARE THE ONES WHO SET fused a n d direct threats to American security well simply take our people and get t h e hell
THE FOREIGN POLICY FOR ALL THESE PAST were difficult to demonstrate. America found out! Are you NEVER going t o see and hear?
itself drawn into wars in areas not protected May GOD have mercy.]
YEARS IN POINT.]
One result of the containment policy was by alliances and on behalf ofambiguous causes
t h a t the United States relegated itself to a n and inconclusive outcomes. From Korea to
[END OF QUOTING FROM THIS ARTICLE]
essentially passive diplomacy during the pe- Vietnam, these enterprises kept alive the radiriod ofits greatest power. That is why contain- cal critique, which continued to question the
Dharma, take this off the computer so othment was increasingly challenged by yet an- moral validity of containment. Thus surfaced e r s won't be impositioned by t h e length of our
other constituency, of which J o h n Foster a new variant of American exceptionalism. writings today. Thank you. Go, also, and
Dulles became t h e most vocal spokesman. His With all of its imperfections, the America of harden u p your turn-turn with anti-acids beconstituents were the conservatives who ac- the nineteenth century had thought of itself cause t h e next one is worse. I t is written by
cepted the premises of containment b u t ques- as t h e beacon of liberty; i n the 1960s a n d 'SIRm Michael Howard who begins h i s writing:
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'Henry Kissinger h a s never written anything
less than rnagna opera, but this 1,00O+page
blockbuster (DIPLOMACY)must qualify as his
maximum opus. " This observer, however,
has some rather astute observations.

half of this century proves that it is not neces- ideologically motivated electorate. [H: That is
sarily anything of the kind. Kissinger would WHY you have to chinge the attitudes of the
have done better to have come clean and ad- electorate!] That i s the problem Kissinger
mitted that his subject was neither diplomacy faced when in office, and one to which, in the
nor geopolitics, a s those terms are generally latter part of this volume, he constantly reunderstood, but the subject that he h a s spent turns.
6 1 17194 4 2 HATONN
[H: Readers, you will have t o realize up
his life studying and much of it practicing: the
politics of power.
front here that this poor writer (reviewer)is
K I S S I N G E R ACCORDING T O
The subtext of his book, however, explains certainly unaware of the information you
'SIR" MICHAEL HOWARD
why he could not do so. Americans do not take have on HENRY KISSINGER-that Kissinget
kindly to the idea of power politics, even when was an active member of the KGB, is historiThe following is a review of Kissinger's they are most blatantly engaged in it. From cally a pretender for a throne position in the
book from which we just offered excerpts, Wilson to Clinton, the rhetoric of American New World Order and a very dangerous pupDIPLOMACY (Simon & Schuster, 1994, 9 12 foreign policy has been to deny the need for pet. You must understand that these leuned
pages, $35.00), as published in Fonegn Af- anything so crude and to denounce the very professors such u this nice man are totally
fairs-May/ J u n e 1994.
idea as a European perversion. But for UNINFORMED A 8 TO FACTS. H e will also
This i s by SIR MICHAEL HOWARD, re- Kissinger, steeped a s he i s in the European not know the REAL relationships Kissinger
cently retired from the Robert A. Lovett Chair history of the nineteenth century, power poli- has with such as Brent Scowcroft. This
of Military and Naval History at Yale Univer- ticsis both natural and necessary. The states- would not be s o appropriate an interjection
sity. Before that, he was Regius Professor of men he most respects-Richelieu, Metternich, here except for that which i.going on as we
Modem History at Oxford University. My good- Bismarck, even Stalin [H: PAY ATTENTION!]- write, in the Asian sector. These people are
nessl This will be interesting to see how this were those who recognized this and practiced recognized for exactly who they are in these
man handles the subject, which is terrible, it most openly. For power politics i s not oriental areas. You must understand that,
about a book which is totally indecipherable simply Machtpolitik, the accumulation, threat, for instance, it CANNOT BE ALLOWED TO BE
and how one can, fmally, make no credible and if need be use of armed force as a n instru- KNOWN IN CHINA, KOREA, JAPAN, etc.,
opinion at all. At any rate, however, it is so ment of policy. It is based on the recognition that Brent Scowcroft i s "MORMOH". Why?
much better to have this reviewthan to have to and acceptance of the limits of one's own Because in the oriental languages amormon*
read a thousand pages of "Kissinger" (worse power.
is "satan" or "deviln translated from Enthan listening to Kissinger for a thousand
Statecraft, from the days of Richelieu to glish. No, I am NOT a bigot--this is FACT.
hours). If, however, you are depending on this those of Nixon, has consisted in the identifica- And, the very b u i . of the New World Order
review to help you decide the value of the book tion of national interests, the realistic assess- revolves around the emerging Mormon
in point-DONT.
ment of available resources, and the align- "churchnand its secret covenants mnd docment of both in an appropriate relationship trines. Do the Mormon parishionen realize
within the context of the interests and re- this? Well, I hope not, for I hate t o think
[QUOTING:]
sources of rival states. If the resources are that all those nice church-going, tithing
REVIEW ESSAY
sufficient, a state may realistically aspire to citizens know what they are doing and do it
THE WORLD ACCORDING TO HENRY hegemony, the destruction or subordination anyway. The best wry t o hide deceit is right
FROM METTERNICH TO ME
of all rival powers. But if they are not, a s for under your noses. I t b the same with
by Michael Howard
the states of Europe ftom the seventeenth Freemasonry--only the ones USING the 'Oruntil the twentieth centuries they were not, der- KNOW THE TRUTH. The Mormons b u e
Henry Kissinger h a s never written any- the statesman must strive to enhance the theirwhole rftualcxperienceon theORDER
thing less than rnagna opera, but this 1,000- power of his own state through explicit or OFFREEMASONRY! I donstcarewhat "they*
page blockbuster must certainly qualify as his implicit alliances. [H: What you overlook is argue against. Go check it out!]
maximum opus. Its title is modestly deceptive. that KISSINGER DOES1 You just don't realThe term "diplomacy" i s normally applied to ize WHICH STATE holds his loyalty. Loyalty
1648 AND ALL THAT
the techniques and tactics employed in the k a real misdefined word I use here--for
About a third of this book is devoted to
conduct of international relations, and about Kissinger HOLDS NO LOYALTY TO AIY
these Kissinger i s well qualified to write. He i s STATE!] In Lord Palmerston's oft-quoted European politics before 1941, from the emerdealing here, however, with a great deal more words, there are no permanent friends or gence of the states system after the Thirty
than techniques and tactics. H i s topic is the permanent enemies; there are only permanent Years' War in 1648 to its collapse with the
grand strategy, indeed the philosophy, of great interests.
triumph of Hitler. Some academics may lapower relationships, from the days of Richelieu
Kissinger h a s said this often, and here he ment the absence of more rigorous analysis,
until our own times.
says it again, definitively and a t considerable others the narrow focus on political elites and
The proper title of this book would be length. For him the European practice, par- the little consideration given the social and
something like POWER POLITICS, but that i s a ticularly as defined by British nineteenth- economic transformations that provided the
term that Kissinger seldom allows to pass his century statesmen, was not a n aberration, but context for their policies, but it i s a magistepen. Instead h e refers frequently, a n d the norm for the conduct of international relabewilderingly, to 'geopolitics". He does not tions in any era. The American abjuration of
use this term as did its European inventors, power politics in the nineteenth century was a
Rudolph Kjellen, Halford Mackinder and luxury that only their oceanic isolation enAlbrecht Haushofer, to mean the influence of abled-them to akord. In the twentieth, howspatial environment on political imperatives. ever, it was adisaster, whether it took the form
For Kissinger "geopoliticsnis simply a euphe- of isolationism, a s it did in the 1920s and
mism for power relationships. His use of it i s 19309, or ideological crusade, as it did in the
reminiscent of the term 'behavioral sciences," 1950s and 1960s. Richard Nixon, claims
which was coined in the United States a gen- Kissinger, was the first American president,
eration ago to describe what had hitherto been with t h e solitary exception of Theodore
known as the social sciences, but sounded to Roosevelt, to understand power politics and
suspicious congressmen too much like social- so to guide the United ~ t i t e back
s
into the
ism to qualify for governmental support. In mainstream of international relations. (It i s a
the same way, power politics i s a concept claim to statesmanship for Nixon that could be
(though.nota practice) so blatantly un-Ameri- made as convincingly for Louis XI11 of France,
can that no foundation is likely to underwrite Francis I1 ofAustria or William I of Prussia, the
its study. [H: Indeed, so you call it "Geopoli- patrons of Richelieu, Metternich and Bismarck,
tian.]
respectively, but let that pass.) But the United
"Geopolitics", on the other hand, sounds States cannot be Europeanized. The policies
conveniently value-free, t h o u g h t h e of its statesmen, however much they may be
implementation of some of its theories by Ger- guided by a perception of the national interman and Japanese statesmen during the first est, must always be made acceptable to a n
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Churchill himself favored: a Soviet pullout not to mention those nice old banks.] and he
from Germany i n exchange for t h e destroyedthespecterof'Arabnationalism"by
GOODBYE TO ALL THAT
Finlandization of Eastern Europe. A s it was, regaining Egypt as a Western-oriented power.
the American leadership could mobilize the [H: I marvel that nobody hanged this jerk! I
But if the universalist philosophy of Wildomestic support necessary to achieve even only say this because there i s no way t o son h a s beell a n ignis fatuus, a flicker of
the most limited objective of a power balance subject him t o his own lectures as punish- marsh gas only leading deeper into the quagin Europe only by proclaiming a crusade, as it ment for his atrocities against the world mire, does that of Metternich furnish the
did in the Truman Doctrine. The global impli- population.] This he has already dealt with United States today with more reliable guidcations of this crusade were to be made sud- very fully in the two volumes of his memoirs. ance? [H: Do you see what a *professorshipw
denly explicit by the purely adventitious at- Here he summarizes the process succinctly offers one in ability to sidestep crudeness?
tack across the 38th parallel by the forces of and dispassionately, with remarkably little How many of you realize the "meaningwof
North Korea in a region in which American reference to the part he played. It was hardly ignis fatuus? Doesn't it sound better than
statesmen had explicitly and understandably his fault that the Nixon era ended in such "fartw? D o e s establishing self as an intelstated that they had no interests to defend. humiliating disaster, and neither he nor his lectual personage give right t o speak above
The United States now found itself com- successors could prevent the Russians from the heads of readers and listeners? That is
mitted to a conflict that was not only global exploiting the American loss of nerve that ALL it doer, my good friends. Kissinger, for
but to all appearances permanent. But it was resultedfrom Vietnam, Watergate and the U.S. instance never EARNED a degree in anyone, Kissinger points out, to which the .Qmeri- humiliation in Iran. [H: Oh my goodness, thing-but i s a professor *somehow" with
can people were temperamentally well suited. readers, Kissinger was as near t o "deep honorary degrees and B.8.-that k not BachThey were pledged to the defense, against the throat" a s any living being in the I k o n elor of Science. At least we can find humor
forces of an evil empire, of a world that, if left downfall and disaster set f-rth. DOyou see and understanding in this particular reto itself, would be free, harmonious and demo- how one lie piles upon another-out of the viewer.
cratic. Any administration, whether that of mouths of supposedly informed and brilI think of Kissinger and his degrees of
Truman or Eisenhower, that adopted anything liant expert authorities and they get bigger, honor. How many of you watched a s
less than a posture of total and undifferenti- deeper and more grossly expounded with Mohammed Ali (the ex-boxer) was awarded
ated hostility to the Communist world was each speaker or writer?] But not only did A# HONORARY DOCTORATE OF LAW-DEsubjected to the unremitting attacks of its Soviet triumphalism eventually provoke the GREE? This man could barely walk, could
opponents. Young John Kennedy in particu- Reaganite reaction in the United States, but, not actually talk and the brain damage of
lar, after the disastrous Bay of Pigs fiasco, had Kissinger suggests, it produced the over-ex- his honorable, but battering, career was vbto show both his domestic and Soviet adver- tension of Soviet resources that led directly to ibly upon him. Well, I'm glad the Doctorate
saries t h a t he was prepared to live u p to his economic and ultimately political collapse. In in 'LAW" (as in 'attorney') was bestowed
rhetoric and defend the frontiers of freedom spite of the Wilsonian rhetoric and the mis- upon him-because somehow this k theway
wherever they might be and whatever the cost, takes to which it led, suggests Kissinger, the I see ALMOST ALL ATTORIEYSI]
and he unwisely chose to do so in Vietnam.
United States had actually been applying a
Power politics (or, a s Kissinger insists,
I t would be h a r d to find-apart from doctrine of containment throughout the Cold geopolitics) certainly provided a necessary
Korea-a region where the Untied States War, and ultimately it worked. Whatever the framework for statecraft in Europe between its
h a d fewer interests to defend, b u t it was flights of Wilsonian poetry in presidential ad- two Thirty Years' Wars, that of the seventhere t h a t t h e Kennedy a n d Johnson Ad- dresses, fundamentally the Americans had teenth century and that of the twentieth cenministrations believed t h a t American reso- been talking the humdrum prose of power tury, but howrelevant is that experience likely
to be to the world of the twenty-first?
lution w a s being tested a n d t h a t t h e deci- politics, and the Soviets always knew it.
My own judgment is: not very. We would
Now, Kissinger believes, we are back in a
sive battle h a d to be fought. But Vietnam
was a battlefield where Wilsonian ideals multipolar world. He h a d tried to create one not bc wise to regard that limited slice of world
were as irrelevant as U.S. military power. in t h e 1970s, with China, Europe and J a p a n history as a universally applicable norm and
Realpolitikers like H a n s Morgenthau joined as potential great powers, together with the try to project its values onto the far more
h a n d s with pacific isolationists like Noam Soviet Union a n d the United States, making diverse yet interdependent world of tomorrow.
Chomsky to castigate a policy from which possible a Metternichian or Bismarckian The prescriptions of Richelieu could be as
even America's closest allies tried to dis- balancing game. Then only China h a d been irrelevant as those of Woodrow Wilson, if not
tance themselves. After five years it was willing to play, or rather China produced i n more so. During the two centuries between
clear t h a t t h e Vietnam involvement was as Chou En-lai t h e only statesman who was 1650 and 1850 Europe consisted of what pomuch a domestic as a military disaster. In willing to play; t h e Europeans were still too litical scientists call 'perfect states," whose
rulers owned no allegiance upward nor, more
consequence, t h e American people, without disunited a n d t h e Japanese too modest.
quite knowing what they were doing, elected
Today Kissinger sees better hope of true to the point, downward. They were absolute in
a president who, m u c h as h e admired multipolarity. American military supremacy, their power to conduct foreign, if not domesVoodrow Wilson, shared few of h i s ideals, though unchallenged, i s of limited value in tic, policy. In their largely self-sufficient agrara q d Nixon selected as h i s adviser Henry t h e modern world. Europe a n d J a p a n have ian economies, transnational interests were
Kissinger, who shared none of them.
drawn level as economic powers, and China minimal. The conduct of foreign policy was in
Kissinger h a s already told u s i n his mem- i s likely to do so during the coming century. the hands of small elites who, as Kissinger
oirs [H: Goodness, don't you just love a Without accepting t h e "declinist" thesis t h a t points out, were often interrelated and shared
humble person who writes his memoirs BE- some of h i s more apoplectic Harvard associ- common values; shared more with each other,
FORE the fact instead of as *memoirsAor a t e s h a v e attributed to Paul Kennedy, indeed, than they did with the peoples ruled
maybe he has rewritten the definition of Kissinger s e e s the need for the United States over by the dynasties they served. For such
that word also.] how he tried to manipulate to learn to function as one power in a com- elites power politics could be conducted as a
the balance of power to extricate his country plex system t h a t it can neither escape nor game of skill. Even if they lost, the consefrom the Vietnamese morass. [H: B.S.!! This dominate. The hopes of yet a third new quences were seldom catastrophic, and cerass was a prime participant in setting up world order in which the United States will tainly not for them.
This system was badly shaken by the wars
Vietnam a s it turned out t o be.] Although his be able to impose it pluralist-democratic
success i n doing so was, to put it mildly, ideology on a grateful world will go the way of the French Revolution, but not destroyed: it
limited, he nevertheless transformed the in- of those entertained by Woodrow Wilson staggered on for another half-century. By
ternational scene. He treated the Russians a n d Franklin Roosevelt. Once again America 1900, however, it had ceased to work. Politinot as criminals but as adults with legitimate m u s t define her interests and bring them cal developments within their own countries
interest of their own. [H: Well of all the into balance with her resources. 'The ful- had destroyed the capacity of the old elites to
things Kissinget did not have a right t o do fillment of American ideals," Kissinger con- play nicely balanced games of power politics.
was to t w a t anyone else u if HE, HIMSELF, cludes, 'will have to be sought in the patient Kissinger points out how evenwithin the most
KNEW THE DEFIRITIOR OF *ADULTw.] H e accumulation of partial successes." The autocratic of European states, the Russian
brought the Chinese into play as independent Clinton Administration, which in spite of i t s Empire, the government was running scared
actors i n the international system [H: Yes necessary rhetoric wants to involve itself as of nationalist public opinion. In Germany the
indeed, he s e t up the only accepted busi- little as possible with the anarchic world Bismarckian systemcollapsedless because of
messes in China at the time. Good old beyond t h e oceans, c a n only take comfort the lack of diplomatic skill on the part of his
successors than because of an increasingly
Kissinger Assodates and American Express, from s u c h cautious minimalism.
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t o which h e now looks back with s u c h underunmanageable Reichstag. As for Britain..
Kissinger is curiously blind t o what was standable nostalgia.
happening in Britain in t h e nineteenth cen[END OF QUOTING]
tury, a n d to its consequence. He quotes with
understandable approval t h e statements by
Castlereagh, Palmerston and Disraeli about
I do not wish to spoil the impact of such
national i n t e r e s t s and t h e balance of power, incredibly dull and say-nothing writing. However,
while regarding their nemesis, Gladstone, as I so suggest that if you are going to invest in
something of an oddball. B u t Gladstone was reading material relevant to Henry Kissinger, you
t h e voice of t h e future, his adversaries that of invest in the book through Criminal Politics called
t h e past. He w a s t h e t r u e avatar of Woodrow HENRY KISSINGER, Soviet Agent by Frank Capell.
Wilson, a n d h e w a s n o t alone. He represented $10.00 plus $1.50 postage and handling. P.O. Box
a rising tide of liberal internationalism in Brit- 37432, Cincinnati, OH 45222, or phone: 1-800-543ish public opinion, which by t h e twentieth 0486 or 513-621-7100.
Isn't Criminal Politics the group that won't allow
century was t o become dominant. Edward
Grey, Britain's liberal foreign secretary in 1914, us to print their information? Well, yes-sort of,
knew all about t h e balance of power a n d tried, but THEY DO NOT HAVE A CORNER ON TRUTHby h i s alliances with France a n d Russia, to THEY DO, I GUESS, HAVE A CORNER ON HENRY
preserve it. B u t his efforts h a d to be almost as KISSINGER .... What do I think of Criminal Politics?
covert as those of Roosevelt i n 1940: t h e par- A s a magazine or about Lawrence Patterson? A s a
liamentary majority to which h e was respon- magazine it is too expensive and covers the same
sible abjured the whole concept of a balance of thing the other journals and papers of high-calipower. When it supported British entry into bre resources, such as SPOTLIGHT cover. A s for
t h e war i n 19 14, t h e rationale was not to Larry Patterson-SPOTLIGHT recently said about
preserve t h e balance of power b u t to protect enough on the subject of Lawrence Patterson which
t h e neutrality of Belgium a n d vindicate the I am sure he would rather I not print herein.
Readers, these are small-time players-bit
rule of law. And t h e war aim of t h e British
Liberals w a s t h e creation of a League of N a - players in a game so big you cannot absorb it all.
tions, an idea proposed by t h e British philoso- J u s t when you think you can grasp a bit of it you
pher Jeremy Bentham a n d powerfully propa- will find it eluding you again and again. When you
gated in t h e United S t a t e s by emissaries of t h e speak of powerful persons, important figuresBritish Union for Democratic Control. The you don't even know the real barons of power.
idea of the League may have been, in Kissinger's How many of you know who Maurice Templesman
words, 'quintessentially American", b u t it was
far more popular i n Britain between t h e wars
than in t h e United States. If British statesm e n between w a r s failed t o p u r s u e 'the national interest" in t h e traditional fashion laid
down by their nineteenth-century predecessors, it was not simply because they were more
clumsy and shortsighted. I t was because public
opinion made it impossible for them to do so.
I make t h i s point, not o u t of a n y British
chauvinism, b u t because it indicates a deep
flaw in Kissinger's analysis. The model for t h e
conduct of international relations t h a t h e holds
u p for o u r admiration h a d simply ceased to
work by t h e beginning of this-ckntury, n o t
because of unskilled statecraft. b u t because
t h e hermetic system i n which it had been
effective h a d ceased to exist. The more democratic societies became, t h e l e s s possible it
w a s for t h e system to survive. The Wilsonian
illusions t h a t Kissinger regards as uniquely
American in fact originated outside America
a n d have now spread far beyond, a n d it is
arguable that t h e more widely they are spread,
t h e l e s s illusory they become. Further, in a
world that is now s o inter-dependent,. it i s
questionable whether t h e concept of a purely
'national" interest makes sense any longer.
Finally-but t h i s t a k e s bs into very deep waters-there is now a question m G k over t h e
primacy of the s t a t e i n the international system a n d i t s capacity to control those huge
economic, social a n d demographic movements
known as transnational flows. Given t h e prevalence of something like international anarchy,
where would a new Metternich begin?
Kissinger's own sagacious prescription is
t h a t of all wise old men: surtout, pas trop de
zele. I t cannot be said t h a t h i s book furnishes
any profound guidance to those who have to
pick their way through t h e new world disorder, b u t that was hardly its purpose.
It is
- history, o n a splendid &d massive scale: a
magnificent survey, not only of t h e world in
Kissinner's own lifetime. b u t of t h a t ancient
regimeWfrornwhich h e dkrived h i s values and

-

is? OH? Never heard of him? If Jacqueline
Kennedy Onassis hadn't just died you still wouldn't
hear of him. This man i s without a doubt one of the
most shadowy and sinister figures in your world
today. He ia a billionaire many times over and you
are not going to find him listed in any Who's Who.
However, he served a s the king-pin in operations
involving the Belgium Congo, Rockefeller, deBeers
cartel (Harry Oppenheimer), etc., etc., etc.
No indeed, good readers, I am NOT here to
restructure your world or SAVE anything or anyone-I do not even care to debate the issues with
such as Maurice Templesman and cronies. And
where can you find this man, hardly-about-town?
New York, predominantly. This is one smart businessman who never tells or shows a thing-he
doesn't need to. He will never leave a paper trail
to get in his way and you will never find public
records of his firm's holdings, transactions, revenues or profits. How is he so smart? Well, it
doesn't matter-but YOU could take lessons.
However, he learned and uses the information
to protect his privacy-LEGALLY. He was for years
an international secret agent (Oh no, not another
onel) and a top level covert operator for the
Rockefeller consortium. Well, he was genuinely
nice to Mrs. Kennedy Onassis and he had the type
of understated ego that would rather 'have' than
'tell about itD.Indeed, a lot of you could take some
lessons in management.
Ah indeed, there are a lot of infamous persons
yet for you to meet, eh what Mr. Jackson?
Salu.
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must still wait. I s it onlv because of me.
Hatonn? No-they have feltthe responsibz&
and have struggled day and night to effort to
fulfill
needs here so .
I
could move a bit
further toward goals. Why THEM? Because
they will give it all back to me and we can
sh&e the gifts among u s and build according
to talents and needs. They have been tested
UNDER FIRE and passed the testing. Now we
have ones who have strength in positions
higher-up-the-ladder of conclusion for our
needs-&d they too are having to pass testing
and come into realization of mission. In the
6118194 11 HATONN
'Elite" would rather you not transfer? How process THEY have to convince others who
many of YOU have the ability, even through hold power around them-to RELEASE acblackmail strength and knowledge, to cause cording to agreements. You bet your pinky I
P L E A S E THINK
W H E R E D O W E GO
transactions to be completed and commit- am involved-but I am not going to do it FOR
F R O M HERE?
ments turned over?
you! Sometimes I 'reason" quite diligently
Oh, you think 'I" do it? No, I serve just a s and it is most unpleasant for my adversaryAs always-we go wherever you WISH to do each of you-and it is long, hard negotia- but I will not do YOUR JOB. IfYOU will not do
go! God only provides possibilities and YOU tions and insistence on agreement-keeping YOUR job--we go to another who will serve
must fulfill the plan.
and still it takes 'longer" and more tedious according to his commitments on THIS LEVEL
'bargaining". WHY DO YOU THINK THE MEN OF PREPARATION FOR THE PLAY UNDERPLAYERS
I NEED CONTINUE TO BE I N PRISON-EVEN
WAY. MANY PLAYERS FORGETTHEIR ROLES
IF IT BE I N MEDICAL FACILITY? Did you AND THEN FORGET THE LINES. THE POINT
I am continually amazed at you readers- actually think God would pull off some MAGIC OF THE ADVERSARY IS TO FRY THE BRAINS
in opposing directions. One day you see the coup? Confound it, what good would that do AND 1NCAPACITATE HIS OPPOSITION
way of it and applaud the accomplishments. YOU?
YOU are manifest on that physical THROUGH MIND ALTERATION AND BRAINThe next you bash u s for utilizing that which stage and you will perform or you will be DRAIN. IT WORKS! THE VAST MAJORITY OF
is actually sent for your assistance-as being dropped from the cast of players--it is quite MANKIND IS MIND-DEAD, NO LONGER EVEN
somehow 'unGodly" or 'couldn't we do it some simple. If you have no more desire to fulfill THINKING FOR SELF-PAST THE NEXT HIT
YOUR task and play in YOUR role, then I OF DRUGS OR WELFARE, OR, OR, OR.
other way?"
You are massively helpful in your mailing suggest you take a reasonable look and conI t takes TIME and massive effort to weed
campaign. We a r e told by Buckley 's sider why any other cast of workers would out the thieves and consorts in every transacTreasurygate group, for instance, that some desire your company just to use up their time tion under way. But you will find the
7000 letters are going to the Governor of Ne- and energy? I sincerely suggest you ALL go adversarial thieves are falling to left and to the
vada. Couple that with the hundreds sent in back and read about BLUE BEAM [see Front right and right out of the loop.
For instance, there is something like awad
by you people and you two reading audiences Page of last week's CONTACT].Your enemy is
will swamp that office in behalf of Ronn Jack- getting ready to shoot a whole bunch of you of 1.4 million TONS of gold to be 'moved".
religious persons right out into never-ever- Does anyone want to calculate the massive
son.
I s Ronn Jackson 'one of mine"? No-he is again land! Exciting? NOT OUT THERE!
amount of loot that represents? This, in a time
HIMSELF-one of God's. Now, what do I mean
when thugs will kill for $1.SO. Can you even
MONEY
fathom how any tiny handful of men can get
by this? I mean that no man is a n island unto
himself and EVERY man, to grow, must have a
this accomplished-even with the help of an
place of service in which to grow. We don't just
The question was posed last evening, W h y entire alien fleet? BE PATIENT!
swing down on our rope (beingyour ancestors, do we have to so topically consider money for
Next, we have to WAIT while you outgrow
we must by definition, be apes) and grab a our work-can't we 'just do it?" Why? Be- your need to KILL IN ORDERTO WIN. 'Deatha
'sucker" out of the people. We don't snatch, cause you are in a physical world where every- i s too good for some adversaries. There are far
bully or BRIBE. We present opportunity to fit thing you touch requires the transfer of that more and better punishments than is a tranthe circumstance and need of both service and which you call money (barter-something). In sient 'death"; but that is neither here nor
THE MAN. Sometimes it i s SERVICE FOR your own instance here you can only collect there-depending on the presentation of the
'THE" MAN! The last thing you will find from great law-suits and bashing and bits of money personage as expressed. You have so many
any we touch i s a rolling around on the floor well managed to barely survive. Our mission duplications running around who are prochanting and donning flowing robes to put on needs more assets to simply get our funda- grammed for this or that-that often times the
a pious face and sit in a lotus position and mental structure built to offer passage. I t involved parties know who they are and their
stare at the stars the rest of his journeyMUST be done in an acceptable, reasonable absence is a massive improvement. For inNEVER! So, if you are doing this-you are NOT manner-with no magical side-shows. M a n stance, if you have a little child's robot toy
serving in potential-you are waiting for God must see that, if given opportunity and using which keeps climbing the stairs and you can't
or lightning to strike you-possibly BOTH. I t integrity and talent, he can live a Godly-based get down the stairs-what are you going to do?
won't happen! A man must present himself in life. It must be presented in the physical Aren't you going to remove, a t the least, the
the proper place even for lightning to strike realm and experienced in the physical realm, batteries and park the critter? Lucifer has a
him-USUALLY 1N.A GOLF GAME?
and accomplished in the physical realm lest it lot more players in "quantity" without any
I t i s TRUE-there i s no living creature, have no VALUE at all! You have been t o m soul expression than there are you who are
including man, that can't be touched by God DOWN i n the physical expression-you must souled beings--at least two-thirds of the gloand changed or given to 'see". When this i s a t BUILD UP in the physical expression. Once bal population, as a matter of fact. So, the
ready for service, we the messengers are sent you LEAVE the physical expression you no Elite can simply kill off the undesirables and,
to give the message. YOU HAVE TO HAVE longer are a part of it except in possible guid- believe me, that includes the ones he will also
ONES LIKE GUNTHER RUSSBACHER, RONN ance capacity-most move on and do not even tout for fair treatment-the homosexuals who
JACKSON, BO GRITZ, AND OTHERS WHO participate in that role. CHECK YOUR OWN practice physical expression of certain acts.
SEEM AS 'UNLIKELYa TO GETYOUTHROUGH SOUL.
He will urge them on and CREATE MORE just
THE MISSION. How many of YOU have conLet u s take the Ekkers for instance. They to insure the demise of them all-ultimately,
tacts and strength to move Austria? How have NOTHING. But still it i s considered by one way or another. The only group he CANmany of you who can't, by working diligently, their enemies that they have millions of dol- NOT get rid of-are the true creations of CREchange a single thing i n the circles of power- lars. Further, they are attackedat every turn- ATOR. He can kill the body-but HE CANNOT
politics and force? How many of you by your but STILL IT IS THROUGH THEM I N ONE WAY GET RID OFTHE SOUL. Well, he thinks he has
own journey t h u s far can do very much of OR ANOTHER THAT CONTACTS ARE MADE found a way to do that-and it will get rid of a
anything to evenTOUCH the game being played AND POSSIBILITIES GROW. It is now getting lot of annoying interference--by simply transby the adversary? How many of YOU can go better as others see and realize their own lating bunches through his new ability for one
forth and command gold transfers that the capabilities and participation-while others world religion and simply whooshing bunches
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into outer nothing. They, the ones making the
journey, will have no idea they aren't going to
e n d u p i n the pearly City of Light with God to
their left. Those souled beings will take eons
of sequence passage to reassemble their soul
essence into energy functioning form again.
You don't get anywhere for believing o n anything 'PHYSICAL" to save you-no MAN can do
anything FOR YOUR SALVATION OF SOUL.
The 'RAPTURE'wasmanufactured for thisVERY
DAY OF SATAN!
Why do you think the Bible warns of the
latter days being so hard o n the 'Christians"?
Well, that means any who BELIEVE they are to
be transferred as human expression i n some
God's manifestation. 'Christ" i s a STATE OF
'BEING". It i s a state of soul-energy expression. BUT, you have chosen to lay t h e label
onto MAN a n d dance a "man's" dream, and
t h e n you will follow the piper who will be paid
handsomely. The very EXPRESSION OF
CHRIST is based o n the fulfillment of journey
i n t h e expression of goodness--not hop, skip
a n d jump o n the first RAPTURE presented i n
holographic form. Oh, at onset it will APPEAR
valid enough-for a holograph is nothing more
or l e s s t h a n mechanical expression of thought
coalescence. So, what will be assumed by the
masses is t h a t somehow 'their" God, or whatever, h a s s e n t a rescue team of some kind to
bring you to t h e land of lounging around with
milk a n d honey. Darlings, it will simply NOT
BE SO. All that will happen is that you will get
whisked AWAY! No milk and honey-evaporation into a time warp of NOTHING.
Will many listen to me? The o n e s who wish
to hear, will hear. Now, we can talk about the
TRUE mark of the beast. That is the ultimate
separation, my friends. The BEAST, himself,
will send you out-there some-where! Oh yes
h e CAN! He h a s been practicing!

BUT W H A T OF
GODLY ALIENS?
What about us? We are to bring the 'message", the WORD and show you t h e way. We
will work WITH you-not FOR you. There is
nobody going to be forced to do anythingincluding choosing the correct bunch of aliens
to watch out for you. We will present i n colors
to identify-openly.
~ e l i e v iiis~YOUR problem, not ours. So don't expect magic shows to
prove to t h e unbelieving-although t h e proof
will be magnificent for the searching brothers.
Perfection i s not your goal, good friends; working TOWARD perfection is your task as you
experience your journey. Reclaiming a n d creating balance a n d harmony i n a global sense
a n d society i s your responsibility. I did not
s a y y o u r 'gifta-I SAID:, YOUR RESPOIIISIBILITY! You c a n n o t d o t h a t by sitting o n
y o u r a s s e t s holding u n t o t h e physical t h e
t h i n g s of t h e physical. S e e m s like an u n likely s t a t e m e n t ? No, because t h e goal is
beyond t h e physical illusion holograph you
h a v e manufactured-into expression of s o u l
creation.
RAPTURE AND BEYOND
It is important t h a t you understand something-just because a 'Project" s u c h as Blue
Beam is utilized and fulfilled effectivelydoesn't mean t h i s old world is gone. That i s
only a PHASE operation to get to PLAN 2000.
There will still be plenty of things needing
overcoming-nations to be reclaimed, wars to
be encountered a n d on and on. As long as
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there is physical expression man will have to
eat, sleep, have shelter and make passagethrough living-and living i s the accepted
manner of physical expression.
This is not a game of who's on first and
what's o n second-it is a journey i n lessons of
how to make growth in soul projection that
you might ascend through wondrous dimensions of expression. Human physical experience is simply ONE of those experiences-but
one perceived as "only" or "all" there is-while
expressing. The adversarial buddies are
testers, bullies, bribers and enticers-to get
you to swap that nice soul for their physical
'goodies", playing to the physical "senses".
O.J.

BRANCH DAVIDIANS
I s t h i s a distraction from what happened
yesterday to the Branch Davidians who were
brought back into court and a JUDGE resentenced the participants-while no one watched
a n d after a fully-completed jury trial. Are you
free? Are you sick as a nation? How is it that
Clark Clifford can destroy the lives of millions
of people through the banking frauds, steal
a n d divert trillions of dollars while destroying
a nation a n d not even be reprimanded-and
ones defending their very lives-be sent away
for life sentences into prison? PEOPLE, your
world is SICK! How can you HEAL IT? Well,
not through MORE SICKNESS!! So be it.

SIMPSON

BACK TO O . J .
Always t h e y a r e m a k i n g y o u m a k e
CHOICES. You just witnessed the extreme of
choice making-one O.J. Simpson. Did he 'do
it"? Was h e 'set-up"? Does it matter? It was
DONE! What were, are, are now forming as
"will be" h i s intent a n d acceptance of his
position? Whoever KILLED-brutally killed
a n d they are not now considered except as
secondary blood spots on a sidewalk. What
were THEY doing that caused s u c h hatred,
accident or intent? Worthy of murder? Who
judged and executed? Did O.J. have a bad
childhood with emotional, physical or
indigestive abuse? Come on people, two young
people were slain i n a most tortuous and
hideous manner and it attracts the curious
like flies and allows another fine specimen of
black image to become a n image of horror and
misfit. Satan recognizes no boundaries on
evil. Was the man insane a t the time? I s that
reason? I s that reason more t h a n premeditated intent? These are questions for YOUnot for me! I am already progressed beyond
those decisions-YOU ARE NOT! I will tell you
one thing: if ideals were not already screwed
u p beyond recourse, you would not have these
occasions for violence i n the first place. You
are trained i n the LIE of expression and through
those expressions the reactions of "another"
are as predictable as rain in a rain-forest.
Even t h a t rain pattern is changing as does the
forest.

SIMPSON

Now for the good part-as regards, for instance, O.J. Simpson personally. YOU DON'T
HAVE TO JUDGE THE MAN. Only ACTIONS
c a n be judged and intent DISCERNED. Then
JUSTICE needs serving, whatever t h a t might
be. And then, brethren-you have to find the
healing course-AND USE IT. AND NOBODY
WILL DO THAT FOR YOU-IT TAKES SELF TO
HEAL SELF-AND IF YOUR NATION IS DYING-SO TOO ARE YOU! Think about it. Ifyou
think you a r e going to wait until someone
ELSE comes along and cures things--WRONG.
Every man has equal opportunity to think,
reason a n d know the sickness-and find the
cure. YOU may perish or survive-it is solely
u p to YOU. The first thing I suggest is that
YOU consider the possibilities of that which
we offer a n d through those who can effect
change. And then, I suggest you get the
burdens off the backs of those who a r e diligently making those changes. Service comes
i n as many ways as there are fragments of
expression.
May God be uppermost i n your intent-for
therein lies the ability to ALWAYS KNOW WHAT
TO DO AND HOW TO DO IT!
I salute you who are daring yet wise, for
WISDOM is t h e way to the kingdom a n d love is
the state of being within the kingdom. May we
always s h a r e BOTH.
Salu.
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believed liberty to be the secret of happiness and courage to be the secret of
liberty. They believed that freedom to
think as you will and to speak as you
think are means indispensable to the
discovery and spread of political truth;
that without free speech-and assembly
discussion would be futile; that with
them, discussion affords ordinarily adq
equate protection against the dissemi/
nation o f noxious doctrine; that the
greatest menace to freedom is an inert
61 17/94 RICK MARTIN
licity. The press cannot be barred from people; that public discussion is a pocriminal trials, however, and it cannot litical duty; and that this should be a
With the ongoing lawsuits and at- be restrained from reporting what is fundamental principle of the American
tacks against the TRUTH over these last observed there except in extraordinary Government.
'They recognized the risks to which
few years, I thought it would be a good circumstances. The broadcast media
idea to look into some of the more techni- are permitted to cover criminal pro- all human institutions are subject. But
cal legal aspects of a free press in our ceedings provided they do so with no they knew that order cannot be secured
"modern" society. As generally hap- adverse consequences to the accused. merely through fear of punishment for
pens with these things, one thing led to
'Several forms of published expres- its infraction; that it is hazardous to
another and a picture began emerging. sion remain unprotected by the First discourage thought, hope and imaginaThis article begins with the current Amendment. Obscenity, for example, tion; that fear breeds repression; that
legal status of a free press. Then some has consistently been held to be sub- - repression breeds hate; that hate menhistoricalperspective ispresented, mov- ject to government regulation. Another aces stable government; that the path
ing once again forward i n time to the area outside free press clause protec- of safety lies in the opportunity to dispresent day. You will see very clearly tion i s libel, which i s printed material cuss freely supposed grievances and
how things have changed over time.
that falsely and maliciously defames a proposed remedies; and that the fitting
1st Amendment: Congress shall person. Despite its unprotected char- remedy for evil counsels is good ones.
make no Zaw respecting an estab- acter, libel h a s been narrowly defined, Believing in the power of reason as
lishment of religion, or prohibiting especially where public officials are in- applied through public discussion, they
the free exercise thereof; or abridg- volved, because it is believed that de- eschewed silence coerced by law-the
ing the freedom of speech, or of the bate on controversial public issues argument of force in its worst form.
press; orthe right of thepeople peace- should not be inhibited by threats of Recognizing the occasional tyrannies of
ably to assemble, a d topetition the libel actions." (Peter G. Renstrom, Con- governing majorities, they amended the
government for a redress of griev- stitutional Law and Young Adults.)
Constitution so that free speech and
ances.
Liberty of the Press is defined in assembly should be guaranteed." [Jus'The free press clause of the First Black's 4th Law Dictionary as: The right tice Brandeis, 1927, concurring opinion
Amendment prohibits both Congress to print and publish the truth, from in Whitney u. California, 274 U.S. 357,
and the States from enacting any law good motives and for justifiable ends. 375-6.1
UFreedomof speech and press are
abridging the freedom of the press. First [People v. Croswell, 3 Johns. Cas. 394.
1
1
not
absolute rights and were never
and foremost, this protects the press Kline u. Robert M. McBride Ba Co.,
intended to be so. They are relative,
from prior or previous restraint. A N. Y.S.2d 674, 679, 170 Misc. 974.1
Truth is defined in Black's 4th Law in the sense that they are limited by
prior restraint i s a restriction on publication before it takes place or before Dictionary as: There are three concep- the coexisting rights of others (as in
published material can be circulated. tions as to what constitutes 'truth": the matter of libel) and by the deSuch restraint typically occurs through Agreement of thought and reality; even- mands of national security and publicensure or censorship procedures. The tual verification; and consistency of lic decency. A s Justice Holmes put
First Amendment prohibits such regu- thought with itself. [MemphisTelephone it, 'The most stringent protection of
lation because of the gravity of the Co. u. Cumberland Telephone & Tele- free speech would not protect a man
threat it imposes on expression. Ex- graph Co., C.C.A. Tenn., 231 F. 835, in falsely shouting fire in a theatre
ception to the 'prohibition on prior re- 842.1
and causing a panic.' Free-speech
straint may be justified if publication
'The liberty of the press is indeed and free-press cases present to the
threatens national security, incites essential to the nature of a free state; courts difficult questions of degree:
overthrow of the government, is ob- but this consists in laying no previous questions involved in drawing the line
scene, or seriously interferes with the restraints upon publications, and not that separates the speech and publicat
private rights of other persons.
in freedom from censure for criminal tion which government n ~ u s suppress
'The free press clause also protects matter when published." [Blackstone, in order to be safe and decent from that
which it must allow and protect in orthe information gathering function of Commentaries, bk. 4, 151
the press, although a n absolute right of
'Those who won our independence der to be free and democratic.
'Perhaps the most conspicuous and
access and confidentiality does not ex- believed that the final end of the State
ist. Freedom of the press occasionally was to make men free to develop their interesting instance in our history of
collides with the fair trial interests of faculties; and that in its government interference with freedom of exprescriminal defendants. Some limitations the deliberative forces should prevail sion never came before the Supreme
may therefore be imposed on the press over the arbitrary. They valued liberty Court of the United States. The Sedito minimize prejudicial pre-trial pub- both as a n end and as a means. They tion Act of 1798 provided among other
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things for the severe punishment of cumstances and are of such a nature as freedom gives the right, a t all times, to
false, scandalous, and malicious writ- to create a clear and present danger every ciAizento lay his sentiments, in a
ings against the Government, either that they will bring about the substan- decent manner, before the people. If he
house of Congress, or the President if tive evils that Congress h a s a right to will take that trouble upon himself,
published with intent to defame any of prevent. It is a question of proximity whether they are in point or not, his
them, or to excite against them the and degree." [Gitlow v. New York 268 countrymen are obliged to him for so
hatred of the people, or to stir u p sedi- U.S. 652; 4 5 S. Ct. 625; 6 9 L. Ed. 1138 doing; for, a t least, they lead to an
examination of the subject upon which
tion. It was limited in operation to two (1925).]
"The Smith Act of 1940, which in he writes." [John DeWitt, Essay III,
years. Ten persons were convicted under it, and many others were indicted 1948 because #2385 of Title 18 of the 1787.1
'The basis of our governments being
but not tried. Its enactment and en- United Code, directs a five-pronged atforcement called forth great popular tack against subversion. First, it pun- the opinion of people, the very first
indignation, and President Jefferson ishes anyone who 'knowingly or will- object should be to keep that right; and
upon assuming office pardoned all per- fully advocates-or teaches the duty- were it left to me to decide whether we
sons still imprisoned under its provi- or propriety of overthrowing-the Gov- should have a government without
sions. Many years later Congress re- ernment of the United States-by force newspapers, or newspapers without a
funded with interest the fines which or violence.' Second, it punishes the government, I should not hesitate a
dissemination of literature advocating moment to prefer the latter. But I
had been imposed.
"The relative character of the right of such overthrow 'with intent to cause should mean that every man should
free speech becomes particularly obvi- such overthrow.' Third, it punishes receive those papers, and be capable of
society, reading them." [Thomas Jefferson, Leto u s in time of war. Where i s the line to anyone who 'organizes-any
be drawn between legitimate and salu- group or assembly of persons to teach, ter to Nathaniel Macon, 1819.1
"The Constitution specifically selected
tary freedom of discussion and utter- advocate or encourage'such overthrow.
ances which, by reason of their disloyal Fourth, it punishes anyone who 'be- the press, which included not only newsor seditious character, must be deemed comes or is a member of-any such papers, books, and magazines, but also
incompatible with the public safety? society, group or assembly-knowing humble leaflets and circulars, to play
This is a delicate and important ques- the purposes thereof.' Finally, it makes a n important role in the discussion of
tion. during the Civil War such inter- it a separate offense to conspire to do public affairs. Thus, the press served
ferences with freedom of speech and any of the above things.*"[Robert F. and was designed to serve as a powerful
press as occurred were perpetrated by Cushman, Leading Constitutional Deci- antidote to any abuses of power by
governmental officials, and as a constimilitary officers under the sanction of sions.]
"What signifies a declaration that tutionally chosen means for keeping
martial law, and no question of the
validity of these acts of repression ever 'liberty of the press shall be inviolably officials elected by the people responcame squarely before the Supreme preserved' ? What is the liberty of the sible for all the people whom they were
Court. World War I brought forth a press? Who can give it any definition selected to serve." [16A Am J u r 2d.large grist of restrictive legislation, both which would not leave the utmost lati- Mills v. Alabama, 384 US 214, 16 L Ed
state and federal, and numerous judi- tude for evasion? I hold it to be imprac- 2d 484, 86 S Ct 1434.1
'The constitutional guaranty of a
cia1 questions arose as to the validity of ticable; and from this I infer that its
these a c t s and their application to spe- security, whatever fine declarations may free press assures the maintenance of
cific cases. Most conspicuous of these be inserted in any constitution respect- our political system and a n open socilaws were the Espionage Act of 19 17- ing it, must altogether depend on pub- ety, and secures the paramount public
which penalized any circulation of false lic opinion, and on the general spirit of interest in a free flow of information to
statements made with intent to inter- the people and of the government." the people concerning public officials."
fere with military success, as well as [Alexander Hamilton, The Federalist [16A Am J u r 2d-Pel1 v. Procunier, 41 7
US 817, 41 L e d 2d 495, 94 S Ct 2800,
any attempt to cause disloyalty in the Papers #84.]
"For instance, the liberty of the press, 71 Ohio Ops 2d 195.1
Army or Navy or to obstruct recruit"Freedom of the press extends to
ing-and the Sedition Act of 1918- which h a s been a copious source of
which made it a crime to say or do declamation and opposition-what con- almost all reporting of recent events. It
anything which could obstruct the sale trol can proceed from the Federal gov- is not confined to comment on public
of government bonds, or to utter or ernment to shackle or destroy that sa- affairs and those persons who have
publish words intended to bring into cred palladium of national freedom? If, voluntarily sought the public spotlight,
contempt or disrepute the form of indeed, a power similar to that which but covers, as well, the publication of a
government of the United States, the has been granted for the regulation of surely private individual's name or likeConstitution, flag, uniform, etc., or to commerce had been granted to regulate ness. Particularly deserving of First
incite resistance to the government or literary publications, it would have been Amendment protection are reports of
promote the cause of its enemies. Nearly as necessary to stipulate that the lib- hot news, that is, items of possible
a thousand persons were convicted erty of the press should be preserved immediate public concern or interest."
under these two acts. Their validity inviolate, as that the impost should be [16A Am J u r 2d-Briscoe v. Reader's
was sustained in six cases coming to general in its operation." [Speech of Digest Asso. (1971) 4 C4d 529, 93 Cal
Rptr 866,483 P2d 3 4 , l Media L R 1845,
the Supreme Court after the close of the James Wilson, 1787.1
war. Schenck v. United States (191 9)
"Civil liberty, in all countries, hath 5 7 ALR3d I . ]
"The safeguarding of free speech and
was the first of these cases, and in it been promoted by a free discussion of
Justice Holmes announced the now fa- public measures, and the conduct of a free press is a national constitutional
mous 'clear and present danger' test. public men. The freedom of the press policy. [ I6A Am Jur2d-New York Times
T h e question in every case is whether hath, in consequence thereof, been es- Co. v. Sullivan, 376 US 254, 11 L Ed 2d
the words used are used in such cir- teemed one of its safe guards. That 686, 84 S Ct 710, 95 ALR2d 1412;
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Bridges v. California, 31 4 US 252, 86 L ana e x rel. Gremillion v. NAACP, 366 US 1 1 93; United Press Assoc. v. Valente,
Ed 192, 6 2 S Ct 190, 159 ALR 1346.1 293,6 L Ed 2d 301,81 S Ct 1333; Bates 308 NY 71,123 NE2d 7773 nor does the
There is a profound national commit- v. Little Rock, 361 US 516, 4 L Ed 2d right to speak and publish carry with it
ment to the principle that debate on 480, 80 S Ct 412; P.A.M. News Corp. v. the unrestrained right to gather inforpublic issues should be uninhibited, h t z , 168 App DC 376, 51 4 F2d 272.1 mation. [ 16A Am Jur 2d-Pel1 v.
robust, and wide open, and that it may Above all else, the First Amendment Procunier, 41 7 US 81 7, 41 L Ed 2d 495,
well include vehement, caustic, and means that government has no power 94 S Ct 2800, 71 Ohio Ops 2d 195;
sometimes unpleasantly sharp attacks to restrict expression because of its Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 US 665, 33 L
on government and public officials. [ I 6A message, its ideas, its subject matter, Ed 2d 626, 92 S Ct 2646; Zemel v. Rusk,
Am Jur 2d-Rosenbloom v. Metromedia, or i t s content. [ I 6A Am Jur 2d- 381 US 1,14 L Ed 2d 1 79,85 S Ct 1271,
Inc., 403 U S 29,291, Ed 2d 296, 91 S Ct Hudgens v. NLRB, 424 US 507, 47 L Ed reh den 382 US 873, 15 L Ed 2d 1 1 4,86
181 1 (disapproved on other grounds 2d 196, 96 S Ct 1029, on remand (CA5) S Ct 17.1
Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc. 418 US323, 531 F2d 1342; Grayned v. Rockford,
"The press does not possess any
41 L. Ed 2d 789, 94 S Ct2997);Watts v. 408 US 104, 33 L. Ed 2d 222, 92 S Ct immunities not shared by every indiUnited States, 394 US 705, 22 L Ed 26 2294; Police Dept. of Chicago v. Mosley, vidual, [ l 6 A Am Jur 2d-Edwards v.
664, 89 S Ct 1399; Bond v. Floyd, 385 408 US 92, 3 3 L Ed 2d 212, 92 S Ct San Jose Printing 8 3 Publishing Soc., 99
US 1 1 6, 1 7 L Ed 2d 235, 87 S Ct 339; 2286.1 The First Amendment creates a Cal 431, 34 P 128; Shavers v. Duval
Linn v. United Plant Guard Workers, 383 preserve where the views and beliefs of County (Flu) 73 So 2d 684; Layne v.
U S 53, 15 L Ed 2d 582, 86 S Ct 657; the individual are made inviolate, [ I 6A Tribune Co, 108 Fla 177, 146 So 234,86
Garrison v. Louisiana, 3 79 US 64, 13 L Am Jur 2d-Baird v. State Bar of An- ALR 466; Levert v. Daily States Pub. Co.,
Ed 2d 125,85 S Ct 209; New York Times zona, 401 US 1 , 2 7 L Ed 2d 639, 91 S Ct 123 La 594, 4 9 So 206; Aldrich v. Press
Co. v. Sullivan, 376 US 254, 11 L ED 2d 702; Schneider v. Smith, 390 US 17, 19 Printing Co., 9 Minn 133; State ex rel.
686, 84 S Ct 710, 95 ALR2d 1412.1
L Ed 2d 799, 88 S Ct 682; American Crow v. Shepherd, 177 Mo 205, 76 SW
"In its broadest sense, the phrase Communications Asso. v. Douds. 339 79 (ovrld on other grounds Ex parte
'freedom of the press' includes not only US 382, 94 L Ed 925, 70 S Ct 674, Creasy 2 4 3 Mo 679, 148 S W 91 4 ) ;
exemption from censorship, [16A Am rehden339 US 990, 94 L Ed 1391, 70 S Sweeney v. Baker, 1 3 W Va 1581 and
Jur 2d-Giragi v. Moore, 48 Ariz. 33, 58 Ct 101 7.1 Indeed, the First Amendment's newspapers are not generally affected
P2d 1249, 1 10 ALR 3 1 4, adhered to 49 basic guaranty is that of freedom to with a public interest so as to stand on
Ariz 74, 64 P2d 81 9, 110 ALR 320, app advocate ideas, [ 16A Am Jur 2d- adifferent ground with respect to statudismd 301 US 670, 81 L Ed 1334, 57 s Kingsley International Pictures COT. v. tory regulation than do ordinary perCt 946; Coleman v. MacLeenan, 78 Kan Regents of University of N. Y., 360 US sons. Thus, the publisher of a newspa711, 98 P 281; Pentuff v. Park, 194 NC 684, 3 L Ed 2d 1512, 79 S Ct 13623 and per h a s no special privilege to invade
146, 138 SE 61 6, 53 ALR 626, later app freedom to engage in association for the the rights and liberties of others; he
195 NC 621, 143 SE 140; Cowan u. advancement of beliefs and ideas in an must answer for libel, and may be punFairbrother, 1 18 NC 406, 24 SE 21 2.1 inseparable aspect of freedom of speech. ished for contempt of court. Moreover,
but security against laws enacted by [16A Am Jur 2d-NAACP v. Alabama, the press, to the extent that it i s a
the legislative department of the gov- 357 US 449, 2 L Ed 2d 1488, 78 S Ct business activity, is not immunized from
all regulation to which other business
ernment or measures resorted to by 1163.1
either of the other branches for the
"The protection of the First Amend- activities are subject, [ I 6A Am Jur 2dpurpose of stifling just criticism or ment, mirrored in the Fourteenth, is Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 US 665, 33 L
muzzling public opinion. [ I 6A Am Jur not limited to the Blackstonian idea Ed 2d 626, 92 S Ct 2646; Rosenbloom v.
2d-Giragi v. Moore, 48 Ariz 33, 58 P2d that freedom of the press means only Metromedia, Inc., 403 U S 29, L Ed 2d
1249, 11 0 ALR 3 1 4, adhered to 4 9 Ariz freedom from restraint prior to publica- 296, 91 S Ct 181 1 (disapproved on other
74,64 P2d 81 9,11 OALR 320, app dismd tion." [ I 6A Am Jur 2d-Chaplinsky v. grounds Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc. 41 8
301 US 670,81 L Ed 1334,57 s Ct 946; New Hampshire, 31 5 US 568, 86 L Ed US 323,41 L Ed 2d 787, 94 S Ct 2997);
Lorain Journal Co. v. United States, 342
Coleman v. MacLenmn, 78 Kan 711, 98 103 1, 6 2 S Ct 766.1
'Even
the
great
general
interest
in
US 143,96 L Ed 162, 7 2 S Ct 181; Mabee
P 281; Pentuff u. Park, 194 NC 146, 138
SE 616, 5 3 ALR 626, later app 195 NC a n unfettered press may a t times be v. White Plains Publishing Co., 327 US
621, 143 SE 140; Cowan v. Fairbrother, outweighed by other great societal in- 178, 90 L. Ed 607, 66 S Ct 51 1, con118 NC 406,24 SE 212.1 The freedoms terests, [ I 6A Am Jur 2d-Briscoe v. formed to 271 App Div 1026, 68 NYS2d
of speech and press are such intimate Reader's Digest Asso., 4 Cal3d 529, 93 906; Associated Press v. NLRB, 301 US
elements of liberty that there is a n Cal Rptr 866, 483 P2d 34, 57ALR3d 1 .] 103, 81 L Ed 953, 5 7 S Ct 6501 and the
instinctive and instant revolt from any and, therefore, the press is not immune publication of newspapers is subject to
limitation of them, either by law o r a from restrictions or regulations. For the same obligations placed upon other
charge under the law. [ I 6A Am Jur 2d- example, the First Amendment does businesses. [16AAm Jur a d d o n e s u.
Schaefer v. United States, 251 US 466, not guarantee to the press a constitu- Opelika, 3 1 6 US 584, 86 L Ed 1691, 92
6 4 L Ed 360, 40 S Ct 259. The exercise tional right of special access to infor- S Ct 1231, 141 ALR 51 4, vacated on
of the right of free speech cannot be mation or places not available to the other grounds 3 1 9 US 103, 87 L Ed
made a crime.] And such freedoms general public, [ I 6A Am Jur 2d-Pell v. 1290, 6 3 S Ct 890.1
constitutionally protected not only Procunier, 41 7 US 81 7, 41 L Ed 2d 495,
'Although freedom of speech or of
against heavy-handed frontal attack, 94 S Ct 2800, 71 Ohio Ops 2d 195; the press under constitutional guaranbut also from being stifled by a more Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 US 665, 3 3 L tees may not be altogether restrained,
subtle governmental interference. [16A Ed 2d 626, 92 S Ct 2646; Los Angeles he who abuses the right may nevertheAm Jur 2d-Gibson v. Florida Legisla- Free Press, Inc. v. Los Angeles (2d Dist) less be held to liability therefor. [16A
tive Investigation Committee, 372 U S 9 Cal App 3d 448, 88 Cal Rptr 605, cert Am Jur 2d-Caldwell v. Crowell-Collier
539, 9 L Ed 2d 929,83 S Ct 889; Louisi- den 401 US 982,28 L Ed 2d 334, 91 S Ct Pub. Co. (CA5Fla) 161 F2d 333, cert den
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332 US 766, 92 L. Ed 351, 68 S Ct 74; [ I 3 Cal Jur 3d-Huntley u. Public Utili- sions of the state and federal constituAnnenberg V. Coleman, 121 Fla 133, ties Com ( 1968) 69 C2d 67, 69 Cal Rptr tions do not permit the prior restraint of
163 So 405; Leuert u. Daily States Pub. 605, 442 P2d 685-holding that free- the priuate publication of libelous mateCo. 123 La 594, 4 9 So 206; Common- dom of speech extends to communica- rial. If there is a remedy for libel in a
wealth u. Blanding, 20 Mass 304; State tion in its most fundamental sense and particular setting, it is a n actionfor damex rel. Crow v. Shepherd, 177 Mo 205, embraces both the right to disseminate ages afierpublication. Leeb u. DeLong
76 SW 7 9 (ourld on other grounds Ex information and necessarily the right to ( 1988, 4 t h dist.) 198 CA3d 47, 243 Cal
parte Creasy 243 Mo 679, 148 SW 91 4); receive it; Mandel v. Municipal Court for rptr 494.1
State ex rel. Ragan u. Junkin, 8 5 Neb I , Oakland-Piedmont Judicial Dist. ( 1969,
'Freedom of speech and press is not
122 NW 473; Rockwell u. Morris (1st 1st Dist) 276 CA2d 649, 81 Cal Rptr unlimited and, in certain cases, may be
Dept) 12 App Diu 2d 2 72,211 NYS2d 25, 1 731 and read [ I 3 Cal Jur 3d - Weaver subject to governmental regulation. The
app dismd 9 NY2d 791,215 NYS2d 502, u. Jordan ( 1966) 64 C2d 235, 49 Cal time, place, and manner of speech may
175 NE2d 162 and affd 10 NY2d 721, Rptr 537,411 P2d 289, cert den 385 US be regulated, and types of speech may
2 1 9 NYS2d 2 6 8 , 1 7 6 NE2d 8 3 6 , 844, 1 7 L Ed 2d 75, 8 7 S Ct 49; People be either regulated or prohibited. When
remittitur amd 10 NY2d 749,219 NYS2d u. Orser ( 1973, 1st Dist.) 3 1 CA3d 528, conduct becomes intermixed with
605, 1 77 NE2d 48, certden 368 U S 91 3, 107 Cal Rptr 4581 literature that is dis- speech, the right to regulate becomes
7 L Ed 2d 131, 82 S Ct 1 94.1 The First tributed.
greater. The police power, when used
"The right of freedom of speech and to regulate commercial activity, may
Amendment does not confer a n absolute right to speak or publish, without press includes not only the right to justify incidental limitations on free
responsibility, whatever one may utter or to print, but also the right to expression. In certain circumstances,
choose. [ I 6A Am Jur 2d-Branzburg u. distribute, the right to receive, the right the right to privacy may outweigh the
Hayes, 408 US 665, 33 L Ed 2d 626, 92 to read, and freedom of inquiry, free- right to free speech and press when
S Ct 2646; Miami Herald Publishing Co. dom of thought, and freedom to teachsuch rights conflict. In order to justify
V. Brautigam (Fla App D3) 127 So 2d indeed the freedom of the entire univer- a n impairment of the constitutional
718, cert den (Flu) 135 So 2d 741 and sity community. [ 1 3 Cal Jur 3d- guarantees of freedom of speech and
cert den 369 US 821, 7 L Ed 2d 786, 82 Griswold u. Connecticut ( 1965) 381 US press, there must be a compelling govS Ct 828; Peoplc u. Geiner, 300 NY 391, 479, 14 L Ed 2d 51 0, 8 5 S Ct 1678.1
ernmental interest, and in determining
"The constitutional guarantees of free the validity of such a n impairment, the
91 NE2d 3 1 6, affd 340 US 3 1 5, 95 L Ed
295, 71 S Ct 303; Dauis u. State, 118 speech and press clearly prohibit re- courts must weigh the extent of the
Ohio St25, 6 Ohio LAbs 61, 160 NE 473, straints on publication or speech, thus impairment and the substantiality of
error dismd 277 US 571, 72 L Ed 993,48 preventing censorship or prohibition the threat that the forbidden speech or
S Ct 432.1 The extraordinary protec- by injunction. ( 1 3 Cal Jur 3d-Near u. related activity poses to that interest.
tions afforded by the First Amendment's Minnesota ( 1931) 283 US 697, 75 L Ed Such a threat must generally pose a
guaranty of free speech and press carry 1357, 51 S Ct 625, 1 Media L R 1001; clear and present danger of a substanwith them something in the nature of a Louell u. Griffin ( 1938) 303 US 444, 82 L tive evil that the state has a right to
fiduciary duty to exercise the protected Ed 949, 58 S Ct 666; Dailey u. Superior prevent." [ 1 3 Cal Jur 3d (Rev)Part I.]
'Freedom contains within itself the
rights responsibly, a duty widely ac- Court of San Francisco ( 1896) 112 C 94,
knowledged but not always observed by 44 P 458; Wrather-Aluarez Broadcast- possibility of irresponsibility. No man
editors a n d publishers." ( 16A Am Jur ing, Inc. u. Hewicker ( 1957, 4th Dist) is truly free who is not permitted occa2d-Nebraska Press Asso. u. Stuart, 427 147 CA2d 509, 305 P2d 236.1 The right sionally to be irresponsible; nor is any
US 539, 4 9 L Ed 2d 683, 96 S Ct 2791. to speak, write, and print cannot be institution. Responsibility,itgoeswithThe right of freedom of the press is abused until it is exercised, and before out saying, i s profoundly important;
limited by the obligation to observe re- it is exercised there can be no respon- and the highest freedom of all may well
spect fortmth and fairness. Pennekamp sibility. One purpose of the constitu- be the freedom to conduct one's life and
v. State, 156 Fla 227,22 So 2d 875, reud tional guarantees i s the abolition of affairs responsibly-but
by one's own
on other grounds 328 US 331, 90 L Ed censorship. Therefore, neither courts standards of responsibility. It's a mean
1295, 66 S Ct 1029; Re Hayes, 72 Fla norjudges are authorized to take notice freedom in which a mere failure of reof writings merely intended for the sponsibility brings a jail term or a fine
558, 7 3 So 362.1
'The freedom of speech and press press, but both are confined to those or some other societally imposed penprotected by the First Amendment rests which are actually published. [ 1 3 Cal alty-and no freedom a t all if standards
on the assumption that the widest pos- Jur 3d-Dailey u. Superior Court of San of responsibility are uniform, designed
sible dissemination of information from Francisco (1896) 112 C 94, 44 P 458- to prevent rather than to punish faildiverse and antagonistic sources is es- ruling that equity has no jzuisdiction to ures, and set by some higher authority.
'Yet some of the most sweeping resential to public welfare, and that a free restrain any publication of a literary
press is a condition of a free society. work on the mere ground that it i s of a strictions on the freedom of the press
[ I 3 Cal Jur 3d- Weaver u. Jordan ( 1966) libelous character and tends to the deg- have been proposed in the name of
6 4 C2d 235, 4 9 Cal Rptr 537, 41 1 P2d radation or injury of the reputation or preventingpressirresponsibility. What
289, cert den 385 US 844, 17 L Ed 2d business of the complaining party, and is lost sight of i s that if responsibility
75, 87 S Ct 49.1
that a n injunction will be denied even can be imposed, freedom must be lost;
"The freedom of speech and press though a libel sought to be restrained and of those who advocate various
embraces the right to circulate and tends to interfere with the administra- means of ensuring the responsibility of
distribute, as well as to publish, [ 1 3Cal tion ofjustice and to depnue aparty of a a supposedly free press, two questions
Jur 3d-Young u. Municipal Court for fair trial.
should be asked: Who defines responWhile defamatory speech i s often sibility? And, who endorses responsiSacramento Judicial Dist. ( 19 71, 3rd
Dist) 1 6 CA 3d 766, 94 Cal Rptr 33 11 and described a s 'not worthy of constitu- bility?" [FirstAmendment in a Free Socinecessarily protects the right to receive tionalprotection, ' the free speechproui- ety, edited by Jonathan Bartlett.]
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Agreements.
(Continued from Front Page)
The Clintonistas need W A R a n d Korea was to
have been one of t h e BIG ones. Other bigger
a n d stronger factions of the Elite Committees
have come to s e e t h a t a w a r at this time is, let's
say, inadvisable. So be it, well see how it
s h a k e s down-I mean-out.

WHAT A B O U T CLINTON?
The handwriting i s pretty much o n the wall
for the young man-having about outlived his
usefulness. The most recent "get you ready" i s
"...Rare Brain Disease Will Force Clinton to
Quit ..." And, nice people-just
a s we are
talking about this very issue this week, some
nice reader points out that there i s actually an
article about t h i s i n April 4 t h ' ~Spotlight. So,
let's share and tell.
[QUOTING:]
BRAIN D I S E A S E
Noting peculiarities in the president's
actions for more than a year, a scientist i s
asking: Will Clinton's health force him out
of the White House?
Rumors have been circulating about Bill
Clinton being forced to resign. [H:Now who
do you think would cause starting of such
urumors"?] The Spotlight h a s finally managed
to locate the source of a t least one of t h e tales.
Scandals will not force Clinton out of office, according to the Virginia-based Freedom
Research Foundation (FRF),[H: Go check out
WHO this group is a part of.] instead, a rare
brain disease threatens to incapacitate tne
president before the year ends.
FRF i s headed by Dr. Jack Wheeler, a n
alleged political insider who is thought to
have ties with television evangelist and former
presidential candidate Pat Robertson. [H:
Smell a dead fish yet? Don't forget Project
Blue Beam { s e e last week's Front Page story
and this week's story o n p . 3 9 ) and evangelical
interaction t o pull it off-just a reminder.]

h i s neuro-chemical condition," FRF said i n a
May 25, 1993 report. [H: Are you rolling on
the floor yet? I could have sworn that those
"scandals" happened long ago and far away
from Washington or "president's day". All
the other symptoms are indicative of some
"social drug" intake or participation-not
unlike marijuana non-inhaling-maybe in
the brownies?]
The report concluded Clinton is headed for
a nervous breakdown. FRF scientists, however, said they needed urine and blood tests to
nail down their claims. [H: I'm sure they'll be
able to get BOTH from Camp David!] The
organization did not say if it had requested the
president to make these samples available to
them for further study.
I n addition, FRF claims the president
"strongly displays" symptoms of a psychological syndrome: hysteroid dysphoria.
Hysteroid dysphorics are pathologically dependent upon external approval, spending
much of their time seeking applause, attention a n d praise, while having an extreme intolerance of personal rejection, according to
medical research.
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JOHN SWINTON,THEFORMER CHIEF
O F STAFF OF THE NEW YORK TXMES,
CALLED BY HIS PEERS, "THEDEAN O F
HIS PROFESSIONn, WAS ASKEDIN 1953

INFIGHTING

A political battle royale i s expected to determine the direction of the remainder of the
Clinton
term.
.
The FRF predicts 'a stupendous battle
looms" between Hillary Clinton and her cronies o n the intellectual left and Vice President
A1 Gore a n d the Democratic Party leadership
as Bil: ails.
"Mrs. Clinton will wish to govern in her
incapacitated husband's s t e a d , much as
Eleanor Roosevelt or Edith Wilson i n the last
days of their sick husbands' presidencies," an
FRF spokesman said.
'Not willing to lose the Senate outright and
effectively the House (with enough new Republicans to have a majority where combined
with conservative Democrats), George Mitchell,
Tom Foley, and other party leaders will want to
C H E M I C A L IMBALANCE
dump the Clinton albatross and have A1 Gore
assume the presidency, offering new leaderA member of thd FRF advisory committee ship to the nation," h e added.
who specializes i n brain chemistry [H: What
would a "specialist in brain chemistry" be
[END OF QUOTING]
doing in such a political group as Freedom
Research Foundation?] h a s reportedly told
There are a couple of pictures of a brainselect lawmakers Clinton shows every sign o f with no caption-so we don't know what that
severe neurotransmitter depletion, affecting may indicate, but we are happy to offer them
primarily noradrenaline a n d dopamine.
for your viewing.
Noradrenaline i s used i n the brain to make
quick decisions. Dopamine is required for
Editor's note: If you would like a
non-autonomic memory.
copy of t h e article on "Freedom Of
"Clinton's insomnia a n d flights of ideas
The Press" (starting on p. 28) please
that keep him u p all night, his bouts of manic
s
e n d $ 1 -00 p l u s a l a r g e s e l f energy, his micro-managing all decisions in
adressed,
stamped envelope ( w i t h
h i s administration, his increasingly fractured
syntax when speaking a n d the obvious and
$0.52 postage) to CONTACT (see
growing impairment of h i s judgment causing
Back Page for complete address).
non-stop blunders and scandals, all indicate
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periodically, both a s a caution to those still
naive enough to think t h e is a free M s
out therein thecommercialworld controlled
by theElite, and a s a special kind of "thank j
you" to our many, many readers who so
consistently support and encourage CONTACT and, before that, THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR. W e are deeply gmtefil for your
constant and sincere messages of encouragement. Those often highly emotional
"thankyou" notes pouring into the o@ces
every day are what give us the necessary
boost to keep on IceepP'ng
on.

TO GIVE A TOAST BEFORE THE NEW
YORK PRESS CLUB. HE RESPONDED
WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT:
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to write your honest opinions, and if you
did, you know beforehand that it would
never appear in print.
* I am paid weekly for keeping my
honest opinions out of the paper I am
connected with. Others of you are paid
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facts regarding Russbacher that have yet to be ignorance by articles in the establishment
printed anywhere. The reason, because if media. One most often repeated was a story by
even a fraction of what he says i s true, then Frank Snepp of the Village Voice, which claimed
this is yet more evidence of secret agendas that Russbacher had to be a fraud because of
that are being executed without accountabil- his claims and lack of knowledge of the SR-71
ity to the American people. These actions subject.
often result in covert foreign policy without
Rodney Stich, author of the Defrauding
the input from our elected officials and is America book, and a veteran pilot himself,
funded by illegal narcotics and looting of your investigated Snepp's claims. After acquiring a
nation's banks. With this kind of cancer grow- formerly secret one-thousand page manual on
RUSSBACHER
ing right in front of us, it's easy to see why the operation of the SR-71, Stich queried
Probably it is time to again annoy the Elite there are those who see this country as termi- Russbacher. A s a former FAA flight safety
official Stich routinely conducted pilot comwith a reminder about Russbacher-now to nal.
petency
checks of jet airline pilots and it's
have a nice new name and identity.
That
is
pretty safe to say h i is well quaiified toevalufine-I KNOW WHO HE IS!
LET T H E READER BEWARE
ate Russbacher. A s this was sometime after
So, in that position for a nice Sunday morning recognizing 'Father's Day" perhaps I11
Before adventuring into the murky venues being hospitalized, Russbacher answered
speak of some of mv children. Were they of the identity and operations of Gunther Russ- Stich's questions. Stich states, 'Russbacher
good idea to stop and certainly knew how to start the engines on the
'dways" my childre& Yes, but they just bacher ( G R ~it is
didn't realize it1 We'll leave it there...l
examine the common pitfalls of probing se- SR-71. The start-up procedures are quite
The following well-done write-up about crets. First, ifyou do seek to uncover ahidden different than any other jet aircraft, but amazGunther was presented in THE PROBE, a'quar- truth, you should expect diversions, misinfor- ingly simple."
terlf journal. This comes from Vol. 1, Issue 4. mation and be skeptical of what anyone tells
Snepp's motivation for the misinformation?
Subscriptioninformation: The Argus Research you. The discovery that state and federal Stich and other insiders believe Snepp is now
Foundation, P.O. Box 1082, St. Charles, MO officials often give cooperation in a variety of or h a s been a CIA asset and was just doing his
63302. Rayelan Russbacher h a s provided this ways to allow these illegal CIA type operations job to throw smoke on an already clouded
reprint and asked that CONTACT also publish would not surprise anyone. Keep i n mind that subject.
it. I will ask that they do so. Surprising as it on occasion it is the viewpoints of corrupted
may be to George Green and his cohorts-I DO officials that are given prominence by the
GUNTHER KARL RUSSBACHER
NOT RUN CONTACT!
press as they conveniently keep the powerful
IN T H E BEGINNING
I do wish to thank you readers for doing in a positive light, not usually upsetting the
GR's lineage takes him directly back to
your service--the Austrian facility and Gunther status quo. In the submissive journalism of
have been receiving bunches of mail @lease today it appears they are very careful of what Austria. His father was Baron Karl Gunther
Russbacher of Salzburg who served with the
see related article onp. 9 by Rayelan Russbacher] targets they pick to pursue.
-please keep u p the work, we need him OUT
Investigatorsneed to be wary of misleading SS during WW 11. The senior Russbacher was
and FREE to move and do his job. The VOICE statements such a s those made by reporters part of a camp that opposed Hitler in many
OF THE PEOPLE WILL PREVAIL if you con- Bob Adams and Phil Linsalata of the St. Louis ways including working with assassination
tinue to send it forth.
Post Dispatch regarding GR's case. In April attempts on sder Fuhrer". In conversations
1992 these reporters wrote of Ross Perot's with GR he said his father had been part of
interest in Russbacher's case and the sched- Admiral Canaris' group and the Admiral him[QUOTING:]
uled visit of two of his top aids. David Bryant self covered for Gunther's father when it was
DIRTY TRICKS. BANK FRAUD,
(Perot's counsel) and h i s legal.assistant-~obfound out that Canaris was in on the attempt
S E C R E T AGENTS AND
Peck and two pilots familiar with the operation to kill Hitler.
GUNTHER KARL R U S S B A C H E R
of a n SR-7 1. The April Post Dispatch story
When it was certain that Germany was
claimed one of their (unnamed) reporters in- going to lose the war, many in the SS knew
In the 1992 premiere issue of THE PROBE terviewed Russbacher in 199 1 and found nu- they had to make an alternative career choice.
we opened the fde on a Gunther Karl Russ- merous contradictions to his (GR's) story. Perot The leader i n this effort was General Reinhard
bacher. The establishment media labeled him is quoted as saying he believes 'the allega- Gehlen, a t one time head of Eastern Intelligence for the SS. Gehlen waited in comfort
a 'great pretender and a n impersonator". On tions made by Russbacher were a farce."
February 7, 1992 his probation was revoked
What were these contradictions? And why near Bavaria and surrendered to U.S. military
and he was sentenced to a whopping twenty- would Ross Perot send his top aids if h e didn't authorities well after the war ended. Eventuone years in prison, not on the impersonation believe a word of Russbacher's story?
ally, he would convince the post-war military
of being a naval captain as much of medialand
To complicate matters further, on the day intelligence that the USSR was a major threat
still insists, but on three charges of stealing of the scheduled visit to Russbacher's prison and that he and his network of 2,000 or more
by deceit.
location in Fulton, Missouri, Russbacher suf- loyal SS agents could provide the U.S. with an
Enter a serious element of intrigue as fered a heart attack. The interview had to be existing network of detailed information on
Russbacher, his second and present wife, delayed two days. During this time Russbacher Soviet troops, strengths, displacements and
Rayelan, and several others who have investi- and his present wife, Rayelan, claim that two capabilities.
gated this claim say he really h a s another men paid him avisit. The threat was simple:
Did we buy into that? You bet we did.
identity. Gunther Russbacher was a top co- if Russbacher said too much to Perot's aids Possibly with the justification that the USSR
vert agent for the CIA who had been engaged in one of his children would die. One of the was a mutual enemy and any German would
everything from arms shipping to bank fraud. methods that was to be used to validate gladly help in keeping them penned up.
He operated under a t least a dozen aliases Russbacher's background was the verification
Whatever the obtuse logic was to justify
during these operations. Maybe you've heard of his knowledge of the start-up procedure of using this SS group as our intelligence source
of him as: Robert Andrew Walker, Robert Kail the SR-7 1.
would result in giving credibility to their inforRiggs, James C. Kincaid, Robert L. Inman,
Russbacher had claimed to have flown the mation. This means a measure of influence.
Emery Joseph Peden, Tom West or Gunther aircraft on several occasions, aside from the This was felt in the U.S. in two critical areas:
Karl Riggs (to name a few that have been 'October Surprise" mission. On July 2 1, 1990 intelligence and science. Operation 'Paperclip"
identified). While using the name Robert An- Russbacher said he had been sent on a mis- gave new identities to several hundred Gerdrew Walker he says he was the pilot who sion to Moscow to pick u p a n agreement from man and Nazi scientists. During their Third
brought backGeorge Bush from Paris on Octo- Gorbachev insuring the Soviet Union would Reich employment many of them would rouber 19, 1980 after he concluded the deal with not get involved in the Persian Gulf mess. The tinely use human subjects in hazardous exIranians to delay the release of the American inquiry into Russbacher's SR-7 1 expertise by periments.
hostages until after the presidential election. Perot's pilots was met by resistance as he
In retrospect we now know that SS estiIn past interviews Russbacher h a s echoed his feared retribution to his family still living in mates of the Soviets were often exaggerated,
resentment of his involvement in what i s often St. Charles, Missouri. "I flat out told them I in some cases grossly overstated. This recalled 'The October Surprise", saying, 'That's wasn't going to discuss that stuff," Russbacher sulted in the increase of cold war tensions and
how I got in here (prison) in the first place." said when asked about SR-71 start-up proce- enormous expansions of the world-wide miliIn this article well be submitting many dures. This reluctance was translated into tary industrial complex ...and we all paid for

Speaking of brains--how many of you realize t h a t J o h n Kennedy's b r a i n s i t s on
"someone's" fireplace mantle? How about
Hoffa's? It resides on a mantle also-in sunny
California.
How much more will I have to tell before
the Elite nerdniks keep their agreements? I
really don't yet knowl

a
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that, with our lives or taxes.
Gunther described his father as very pragmatic. This i s an attitude I would expect
would be needed to play the 'spy" game. It
could also have been the attitude that inspired Gehlen's exaggerations a s it would have
meant a very practical result: job security.
Creating fearful bogie-men will continue to
inspire a military build-up. It can certainly
keep the need for Gehlen or any other intelligence network alive.
This was a world of secrecy, treachery and
powerful people that young Gunther was born
to in 1942. By 1954 Gunther was 12 and his
father was said to have died in 1955 i n Montana. I asked him about his career decision
while visiting him in the prison in Pacific,
Missouri. With mixed emotions he replied, "I
never really had a choice." On the other hand,
having the kind of influence and power also
inspired Gunther in his career, "It's like an
adrenalin r u s h every day," was one casual
remark made about his endeavors.
Rest assured he still has strong ties to
Austria. H i s present wife Rayelan h a s visited
Austria a t least once during his imprisonment
and was no doubt treated well. Gunther's
Godfather i s none other than the former Austrian President Kurt Waldheim.
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Viennettenne was heavily populated. This defunct National Brokerage Company (NBC).
could have both helped and hindered this Seed money for it came through another CIA
mission. However, the greatest obstacle to proprietary, the Red Hill Savings and Loan,
successfully completing their mission came and also Hill Financial in Pennsylvania during
from Paris. 'Kissinget and company rere the early-80s. The next step i s a good sound
cutting deals with everyone, the Vietcong, c r e d i t r a t i n g from Dun & Bradst ree t.
the Khymer Rouge, the Pathet Lao, you Russbacher claimed to be able to create his
name it," said Russbacher, adding acomment own credit rating by controlling the informaabout a condition of this mission, 'Once we tion that D & B would look at. A call to the
were sent out, we couldn't be recalled, be- Missouri D & B ofice revealed that most incause you wouldn't know if there was a guy quiries about credit comes from the sellers,
holding a .45 to the commander at headquar- not buyers. D B B routinely checks suppliers'
ters."
banks to establish a credit rating. If you can
The attempted rescue ended in disaster as control your references, then why couldn't
the team's destination was given away to the one establishawonderful boguscredit rating?
camp, possibly a s a token of good faith in
Russbacher elaborated further on how to
negotiations.
The result: Russbacher and take the credit rating and get a lot out of a
crew must have felt like Butch Cassidy and little: 'Let's say I have 30 million dollars. The
the S u ~ d a n c eKid once they pulled into the moment I take this 30 million dollars of my
deposit base and pledge it back to the Federal
Camp 253.
Unlike Hollywood, there was no happy end- Reserve, I end up with a seven-to-one loan
ing. They were waiting for them a t Camp 253 ratio. The loans are secured by the F.D.I.C.
and the Hell that broke loose killed all but and, in turn, are reinsured by private insurRussbacher. Disgusted with the situation, ance companies. We also have insurance
Russbacher says he did his best to join his companies we work with; so we write, or unteam by continuing to point his weapon a t derwrite, what we call a fiduciary package and
everyone. H i s weapon was running on empty I11 write a 500-million-dollar fiduciary packand he ended up suffering for seventeen age," asserted Russbacher.
months. During this time Russbacher would
It is clearly the illusion of wealth that is
have his fingernails repeatedly pulled and being put together by these operations. This
MILITARY C A R E E R AND
bamboo would be used to exploit previous facade i s enhanced by official letters of credit
C A P T U R E IN LAOS
stomach wounds. Having examined the traces from the Federal Reserve. The next step, says
of these wounds in both Jefferson City and Russbacher: "I show these letters a s a n asset,
GR's military career began in 196 1. Ac- Pacific, Missouri prisons, we can only de- not a liability, because it hasn't been used.
cording to Russbacher and others interviewed scribe the stomach wounds as very large, deep, After that, I create limited partnerships and
by THE PROBE, he entered the covert world of unsightly and permanent. Russbacher then buy like crazy. You end up robbing Peter to
the CIA in 1962. His first test of fire came placed my hand on an area in his lower back, pay Paul and then you pay neither."
Those affected include people buying into
when he infiltrated the Brigade Rosaand Lotto 'Feel that?" he said. Yeah, it's a very pointed
Contua in Italy. Using a n alias of Giuseppe obtrusion, like something trying to work its these bogus partnerships, those expecting to
Pedene his goal was the removal of these way out," I replied. *That's an AK-47 round be employed or get something out of it. 'Many
they never took out of me; it's coming to the times a business is bought for a particular
organizations.
operation and afterwards disposed of through
Following additional training Russbacher surface," was Russbacher's explanation.
was dropped from the official military records
The fingernail pulling t o r t u r e gave Chapter 11 or bankruptcy, given back to the
and was given what he claims is a 'bogusn Russbacher a condition that haunts him to banks and Government," said Russbacher.
criminal record to help facilitate entry into 'this day. When exposed to water, soap or However, even these plans can go astray. 'Evbleach for proloeed perioils of time, his fin- ery once in a while the damn thing won't die;
many undercover activities.
T h i s practice i s refereed to as gers erupt, they swell and break open with an it takes on alife of its own and we'll split a few
'sheepdipping". This, coupled with a criminal ooze of blood and pus. During his stay in dividends," commented GR as he smiled while
record, bogus or otherwise, allows the CIA to Pacific, Missouri GR was subjected to duty in telling me how these actions can really screw
effectively deny they even know the agent ifhe the Galley; What normally is pretty desirable up the brokers on Wall Street. [H: Still with
gets caught. Another side benefit to those .in duty for an inmate was torture for GR, his us, you good people r h o lost in the bogus
charge i s that it allows them to keep field fingers swelled and broke open again. Com- markets and SbLIBanking debacles?]
agents on a tight leash. If the field agents do plaints were registered and GR was eventually
M I S S O U R I OPERATIONS
something that the ones in charge don't care taken off that duty about two weeks before we
for, then the ones in charge always have those interviewed him on August 17, 1993. (Video
Once you have a lot of money or credit to
criminal charges to put them away for awhile. and photos of his fingers are available.) The
Russbacher has been put away several official explanation for his condition i s that he deposit, you can easily become a friend of the
bank. This means special privileges, interest
times by both sides in his career. In 1970 bites his fingernails[l?l].
rates, a seat on the board of directors and
Russbacher says he was part of the Phoenix
Project i n Vietnam. This project was a
***#
22**
maybe having representation in deciding loan
policies. The latter i s needed to influence how
counterinsurgency program designed to eliminate any suspected enemies. I t was directed
"YOU R O B P E T E R T O
the money can be taken out of that bank.
by Robert Gates and many believe it was carPAY PAUL AND T H E N
When that control i s gained, then legal bank
ried out with a n over zealous attitude. The
YOU PAY NEITHER"
robbing takes place. The money i s pulled out
for what appears to be legitimate purposes
estimated death toll from this program is in
One of the aspects of GR's service i s his and then is covertly used for a variety of
the neighborhoodof20-40,000 Vietcong, North
Vietnamese and many innocent civilians. But involvement in financial affairs. He was as- operations or is salted away for later personal
some would say, hey, that's just war. "It was signed to acquire funding for covert opera- or professional use.
Russbacher talked about two such operabrutal and didn't really further any of our tions not approved by an elected body. While
it would seem that dealing in illegal drugs and tions in Missouri: Carondolet Savings and Loan
goals," said Russbacher.
Part of Russbacher's war was a clever ruse arms would give the CIA or anyone else enough and the now-defunct Germania Savings and
to rescue agroup ofAmerican POWs at Camp money for anything, it appears there were Loan. In order to grease the skids of the
current or departing bank officials, GR stated,
253 in Viennettenne, Laos. I t was July, 1970 other needs and agendas.
A s he described the methodology behind "They are given a five million dollar golden
and Russbacher and 16 members of his Seal
team were outfitted in captured Soviet uni- the bank fraud actions, there i s a discernible parachute, a couple of suitcases and a new
forms and equipment and were to parade right quiet confidence, maybe even a pride about passport, if needed."
Russbacher makes it seem so routine, even
being able to pull it off.
in and out with the prisoners.
Russbacher stated that the initial funding simple, that one could corrupt banking in this
According to other sources with special
forces experience, t h e a r e a a r o u n d for the CIA in St. Louis came through the now manner. Could it be possible to motivate bank
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presidents with a few million dollars or blackmail approval from Russbacher's boss for their August h m misuse of Government property. In the event
to get them to move on? The case concerning 1989 maniage. Rayelan stated, 'In June 1989, it could be proven that Russbacher was acting on
Germania S%L is before the courts at this time. Gunther had signed a two-year agreement not to behalfofthe U.S. Government that couldvindicate
Although doubtful that questions concerning CIA marry." His superior, a four star admiral, told him. This almost happened when FBI agent Rich
operations will be answered, THE PROBE can pro- Russbacher he had to honor the contract and that Robley testified that Russbacher was working for
vide a few interesting tracks through yesterday's major security leaks would be created if a top the U.S. Government. Acquittal was not forthcomnews.
operative married an activist. Russbacher had ing as Judge Leonard Pierce used a variety of legal
1. A January 15, 1986 St.Louis Post Dispatch mentioned that by this time he had been weary of tactics to keep Russbacher imprisoned while his
(STLPD) headline stated, 'EXECUTIVE AT the CIA for years, as they had degenerated into family was harassed.
All chargeswouldeventuallybe droppedjust in
GERMANIA MOVING OW. The story was about competingW o n s actingmorelike rogue elephants
David Kilduffwho left Germania S % L in Alton, Ill. than an intelligence arm of the U.S. Government. time to be released back to St. Charles County,
Two days after the marriage Russbacher was Missouri to face stealing-by-deceit charges. On
after four years as its Chief Operating Officer. He
was to take a position at another S&L, Economy arrestedformisappropriatingtheGovernmentLear February 7,1992 Russbacher was sentenced to 7
Federal. The parting was described as 'amicable", jet he used to fly h m Seattle to Reno for the years on each of the three charges, a total of 2 1
by Chairman and President William Osborne. The wedding. Gunther Russbacher would be in pris- years.
Russbacher'sdefenseattorneywasTim Farrell.
article also mentions a suit filed by a part owner of ons from then on, with the exception of 15 days in
an apartment complex alleging fraud, breach of July 1990. Russbacher had been shipped back to He was at best inadequate and at worst a total
fiduciary duty and racketeering. Amongst those Missouri on old charges of stealing $20,000 in fiaud. Watching the hearing was FBI agent Rich
the suit was filed with [against]was Germania, a funds from NBC [NabbnaZ Brokerage Co.] in 1986. Robley. HewasnotallowedtotestifyandRayelan's
former officer David Stelbrink, and what was now Although no longer in business, charters, checks, testimonywouldbe stridcenhmthe court records.
a former officer, David Kilduff.
corporate documentsandeven stationarytestify to The prosecuting attorney in the case, Phillip
2. May lst, 1986 (ST-:
'GERMANIA AC- its existence.
Groenweghe, believed Rayelan's testimony as to
As a conduit for all kinds of CIA monkey busi- who she saw. But what she sawwasnot admissible
QUIRES MISSOURI S&L". The Missouri S&Lmentionedwas Washington First Federal with assets of ness, NBC was used to serve as a funnel for as she had no expertise for identiijhg people like
$58.7 million andloans of$47.4 million. Gerrnania weapons shipments to Nicaragua Russbacher William Webster who had associated with GR durstated they had assets of $559 million and loans of has previouslymentionedthe 1986mission of pilot ing his stay at high security SAC bases like Castle
$453 million during this acquisition. A key part of Eugene Hasenfus as an arms shipment funded by AFB. It appears that establishingher credibility as
a witness would have been needed before she
this wheeling and dealing was construction mag- NBC in Missouri.
nate Joe L. Mason, President of the J.L. Mason
In July 1990, Russbacher was told he only testified; Farrell never did.
Attorney Paul Wilcher then entered the
Group. Mason held 21% of Germania at the time. needed to sign awrittenplea agreement (whichhe
3. June 21,1986 (STLPD):'GERMANIAOUSTS had not seen) to be released. This may sound picture, taking the case pro-bono. Paul would
CHAIRMAN AFI'ER LOSS". William Osbome was stupid to many, but keep in mind we're talking spend months with Russbacher taking depobooted after 22 years as CEO and following losses about amanwho haslivedoutside the lawfor most sitions and hundreds of hours of testimony.
which were said to affect a tifth of Germania's net of his life; we shouldn't be so amazed he could be Against Russbacher's better wishes Wilcher
worth, The new chairman, Ed Moms, said, T h e abused by it. The plea agreement would be re- wanted to subject all available evidence to Lee
problems were primarily commercial loans and versed by Judge Lester Duggan Jr. in St. Charles Hamilton's October Surprise Congressional
purchased loans outside of our market area" Joe County and an official plea of 'Guilty",stemming Committee. The evidence and other witnesses
Mason was named the new Vice Chairman.
from the $20,000 stealingcharge h m NBC, would willing to testify in Russbacher's behalf were
ignored or routinely debunked. Avideo tape is
4. One of Joe Mason's associates in home be entered.
old Donald Chilton, an exdeveloping -45-year
Part of the plea agreement was designed to said to exist showing George Bush in the back
Marine Captain who was Chairman of the Cape keep Russbacher from snitching to any official seat of the special two-seater SR-7 1 when GR
Girardeau, Missouri-based First Exchange Banks. investigatory body. Another instruction of this brought him back from Paris. Wilcher wanted
Bad loans would catch up to Chilton, too, and by agreement prohibited GR h m leaving St. Louis this video and, although Russbacher says he
May 7, 1992 all five First Exchange Banks went without written permission and to make weekly did it against his better judgment, it was arunder. Areportinthe Marcheditionofthe St. Louis reports to the probation officer. Due to GR's CIA ranged for him to have it. Delivery of this tape
Business Jounzal said of First Exchange's demise, duties he did neither of these. This snitch agree- was intercepted and a gun battle occurred.
T h e FDIC is in charge of trying to collect $250 ment and his mission worked like two sides of a The tape didn't make it and Wilcher continued
million in bad loans and other troubled assets. vise to later keep him incarcerated.
unsuccessfully to gain political support for
When the collection process is complete, the FDIC
On July 31,1990 Russbacher had finished his Russbacher's case by disclosing what he had,
estimatesit willlose $46 million inwhat isbelieved third day of debriefing at Castle AFB. Numerous not willing to understand that some of these
to be the largest failure of a bank in Missouri FBI agents surrounded and descended on people were playing both sides for political
history."
Russbacher's living quarters like a hurricane. The power and influence.
On the day indictments were to be announced offense: impersonating a naval officer. Rayelan
[Rodney]Stich told THE PROBE that he had
against Chilton, he was found dead. Chilton and and GR say all evidence indicating his rank or CIA warned Wilcher of the dangers of keeping the
his new bride of eighteen months, 37-year-old involvement were removed.
information he had in too small a circle.
Patricia, were discovered in the lap of luxury at a
The FBI agent in charge was no stranger to Wilcher discarded many words of warning in
Palm Springs, California hotel. Their deaths offi- Russbacher; he was George Vincent. During the his investigations and in July 1993, shortly
ciallywent down asdouble-suicides. Could some- --Soviet
War, Russbacher says Vincent and after beginning to look into the Waco mess, he
one just have been tying up loose ends?
he were taking an arms shipment into the was found DEAD in his apartment. The official
5. By May 1993, Joe Mason, Ed Moms, Steve Mujahadeen-at least 700,000 rounds of ammo, reason for his death is listed as natural causes.
Gardner and another major home builder and RPGs (rocket propelled grenades) along with an Wilcher joined a known list of six other attorfounder of CommunityTitle Company in Missouri, assortment ofotherweaponssupplies. Russbacher neys who have died while investigating either
James Davis, were facing eighteen counts o f h u d said of Vincent, 'He had a habit of playing both Chapter 11 corruption, Inslaw, or the October
relating to their GeImania S&L activities. The ends for monetary gain or political clout." This Surprise.
accusation was that they knew of loan losses and proved to be nearly fatal, as an ambush awaited
Wilcher's body was founcf naked,_uncerconspired to cover them up with false financial this horse and mule train of supplies. As GR puts emoniously on the commode. Russbacher
reports and audits.
it, 'We somehow managed to extricate ourselves says that he had some of his 'connections" on
The scenario outlined by GR fits the reality if and discovered that Vincent had betrayed the the outside in the apartment before a swarm of
you knowwhat you're hunting. You have changes delivery. The reward for Vincent's treachery was FBI, CIA types came in. Wilcher was a sizeof leadership, acquisition of more banks and sub- notdeathbuttwocarefullyplacedpistolshotsfiom able, very healthy six-foot-five-inch or more
stantiallossesfiom loans'out of our market area". a .45 caliber behind each of Vincent's kneecaps. person a n d Ru s s b a c h e r was told t h a t
Along with a few casualties.
He was left for dead, but didn't die. The Soviets rigormortis had already set in and there was
picked him up, fixed him up and later traded him no indication that death had occurred in his
MARRIAGE, CIA DISSENTIONS
back to the U.S. Vincent would end up in the FBI's apartment. Notes, tapes and computer files
AND JUDICIAL HIJINX
Fresno office and no doubt appreciated the oppor- had already been removed. Sara McClendon
tunity for a payback to GR.
of the McClendon News Servicewould arrive at
In 1989, Russbacher would marry a second
When it came time for trial, the 'impersonation Wilcher's apartment only to be told that it was
time to a woman who has actively investigated of a naval officer" charge was dropped by U.S. sealed off; it was now a Federal crime scene.
covert CIA activities. Rayelan would not draw Attorney David Levi. Remainingcharges stemmed Wilcher joined agrowing list of those who tried
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to pry open the door of secrets that others will
kill to keep closed.
By September of 1993 Russbacher had received quite a tour of the Missouri Penal system: Fulton, Jefferson City, Pacific and St.
Charles County. After nearly aye- of deliberating on the issue, Franklin County Judge
Michael Brown finally ruled in favor of his
present attorney's motion, that Russbacher
had received "ineffectiveness of trial assistance". In a conversation with Judge Brown
after his rendering, Brown said, 'Farrell should
have investigated if the statute had expired
and the defendant (Russbacher) had been advised." The Missouri statute on these particular stealing-by-deceit charges i s only 18
months. The date of the penalty i s July 16,
1990.
The m a t h definitely w o r k s o u t i n
Russbacher's favor. His continued imprisonment did not and during this time his heart
condition worsened.
On September 20,1993 Rayelan and a n exbarrister named Jim Vassilos visited the St.
Charles County Courthouse to verify the remaining charges against him. When GR was
transferred from the Pacific, Missouri prison,
some of the charges were dropped. Rayelan
and Vassilos merely wanted to get copies of
what he was being held on.
They received documentation on one bad
check charge. This was count # 1and it stated
the check was passed at Commerce Bank in
St. Charles, Mo. This same check was also
said to have been passed a t First Bank and yet
there was more conflicting information to these
documents that said it was a different branch
of First Bank.
A s you can only pass a single check, bad or
otherwise, a t one b a n k a t a time, which one
was it? Even the court didn't know.
The other two counts were not in the file
and, as the clerk had no explanation for this
oddity, began a search by asking the judge,
then the prosecuting attorney Groenweghe if
he had them. Groenweghe did, and this simple
legal request prompted a major confrontation.
According to Rayelan and Vassilos, the
portly Groenweghe came down from his lofty
perch like a raging bull. 'What are you doing
here? Where is your attorney?" And finally,
'I'm not going to give you anything. Get outl"
These were a few of the vocal blasts emitted
by the enraged Groenweghe. A n additional
request from another clerk in a different courthouse location drew threats of a call to security to have both Rayelan and Vassilos arrested. All this for requesting what they had
every right to request. What are they so afraid
of? Why the secrecy? Why the overreaction?
Russbacher's .present attorney is Rob
Fleming, a public defender from Columbia,
Missouri. Fleming feels the charges against
Russbacher are an example of making a mountain out of a mole hill.
Regarding the nature, severity and evidence of the charges, Fleming says, "In twentyone years of practicing law I've never seen
anything like it." Fleming is fully aware of
Russbacher's contentions linking him to the
intelligence community and covert operations,
but insists he i s doing his best to avoid that
issue and concentrate solely on the charges
that were used to keep him imprisoned.
Fleming and others who have investigated
this case provide a tangible key to the problem
i n the lap of St. Charles County prosecutors.
When Russbacher is released he will likely
have good cause to bring about a massive
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lawsuit against St. Charles County and the
State of Missouri and numerous attorneys
who have been involved.
The expired statute used to imprison him
is only one of several bricks that could be
thrown a t this thin paper wall.
One of the thorns in the side of St. Charles
Countyprosecutorsis that Russbacherlanded
back in their laps. This resulted in badly
needed heart bypass surgery on November
loth, 1993. The surgery had been scheduled
numerous times and cancelled, possibly because no one prison system or county wanted
to be stuck with the $80,000, or more, bill.
The county did get stuck and the taxpayers
will pay. No doubt there are a lot of watchful
eyes around the globe focused on this case.
To further verify Russbacher's identity,
author Rodney Stich h a s allowed THE PROBE
to publish documentation on a fellow CIA/
ON11Seal connection to Russbacher. H i s name
is Robert Hunt and as of late 1992 he was a
Lieutenant Commander in charge of Seal Team
#2 and Executive Officer of Seal Team #6.
Hunt's case is similar to Russbacher's as
both men have been sheepdipped and both are
being pursued with charges of running con
games, womanizing and other fraudulent activities.
Looking a t the total picture available on
Gunther Russbacher, it is safe to say he is
definitely connected with covert operations
and CIA involvement. At present, having access to this information can only serve to
heighten your awarenessof what unseen forces
shape our daily lives.
A s far as Russbacher is concerned, he will
be likely shipped out of the U.S. when released. Although they have found his U.S.
citizenship, it is possible he will either leave
the country or step back into his old working
'habitw.
At this time a gag order i s on Russbacher
and March 28th, 1994 was scheduled as the
next court date, one which he did not make.
According to Fleming, Rayelan said it was due
to his health. Naturally, verification is in
process.
I t could be that a lot of powerful people
have a lot to lose if Russbacher gets out and

keeps talking. Only through knowing can we
hope to understand what is best for u s in the
future. Men like Russbacher and Hunt can
help as they allow u s a glimpse into a true
'cult", that of the intelligence world.
[END OF QUOTING]
Well, we all know that Gunther did get out
only to be sent to Austria (his old home-town)
where he was taken at the airport-to further
incarceration. This is not a s bad as it may at
first appear because he was in immediate and
terribly important need of medical attention.
He had been so compromised and the surgery
to his heart so badly insulted that he needed
extensive repair. I, Hatonn, had shattered
more than five major implants (programming)
that had been placed within Gunther at the
time of surgery and later repairs of one sort or
another. The obvious intent was that the man
NOT make it through surgery and certainly
not for any length of time following surgery. I
personally had to SEND A PHYSICIAN into the
operating room where they were 'supposedly
repairing" damaged surgical connections. The
teamurepairing"were ACTUALLY 'BLEEDING"
Gunther. Gunther recognized the 'caller" and
the surgeons-in-attending about dropped their
britches. My man suggested the bleeding
STOP INSTANTLY. The gentlemen in point
were most happy to comply! We don't take to
this kind of behavior practiced on our team.
When undergoing repair surgery in Austria
TEN MORE MICROCHIPS (DOTS) W E R E REMOVED, ALSO. It appears that quite a few
people DO NOT want this man to surviveWELL, I Doll Furthermore, I can be a most
annoying adversary! I just can't seem to make
ALL the players in this game understand-ALL
AT THE SAME TIME1 A s a matter of fact, it
seems that since the adversarial Satanic committee h a s its own favorite %lienwteams, that
the Committee of 17 and, at the least, MJ-12
would want to be on MY side. I'm a nice guy
and I ALWAYS-ULTIMATELY-WIN1
YOU BIG
HONCHOS NEED AWORLD, TOO, YOU KNOW!
I think this i s enough, Dharma, to allow
the 'good buddies" to remember that WE HAVE
NOT FORGOTTEN! Good day.
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Easter Island
Editor's note: Thefollowing h a s been shared
w t h CONTACT by a subscriber w h o h a s been
corresponding with Ronn Jackson. She i s quotIng Jackson's letter to her of J u n e I , 1994:
Zaster Island: First, all books on Easter
Island deal with speculation. Since no documentation exists on the island, all books go in
many directions. The most popular idea is
that tribes from sunken islands went there
and placed images of their god or gods. Another suggests that an alien group of beings
placed their own images as a reminder of them
having visited t h i s world. The problem is, we,
as humans, place all subjects into our plane of
reference. In other words, we believe t h a t
certain things exist and our explanation is the
only one. That is not true. That point will be
the most difficult to overcome. As I stated, t h e
stone faces o n Easter Island are a series of
beacons. We understand only that t h e faces
are carved o u t of stone; t h a t each one is very

heavy a n d several people could not lift each
one; that the material that the faces was carved
out of does not exist o n the Island a n d would
have h a d to be transported to the Island.
Although we have the technology to transport
them now, the knowledge isn't t h a t old and
was recently discovered. Our minds are closed
to other than what we know and can relate to.
The answers to all of your questions are in
our records and will have to be traced a long
way back i n the history of this planet. The key
is the estimated age of the faces o n the island:
2-3 billion years! Although we u s e our measurement of time and, to us, those measurements a r e accurate as far as we know; there is
much that is not known.
The faces were placed o n Easter Island,
using o u r reference of time, 65,000 years ago.
They were removed from the Sahara Desert.
That is about the time water was diverted from
that area. The area was fertile b u t was essen-

Branch Davidians
Sentenced By "Butch99

I 8antenehgBRAD BRANCH, 34. Witnesses reported he was upstairs in the cult's

On February 26, 1994 the Jury cleared all 11 defendants of murder and murder conspiracy charges. Three
were acquitted of all charges, five were convicted of
voluntary manslaughter and three of weapons charges.
J u s t this past week, U.S.District Judge Walter Smith
imposed these sentences:
[See box to right for the
sentencing details presented in the Bakersfield
Californian for Saturday, June 18, 1994.1
We have here another example of how 'Butch" Reno
runs the U.S. Department of Justice. If you don't "get
'em" (citizens) one way, then make sure the presider in
the court "gets 'em' another way. If the American public
accepts this outrage of justice, the inevitable tyranny
approaches ever more surely and quickly. Please see the
next page for a fax from APFN titled (the) "Incredible
Branch Davidian Chapter" with some additional information on this unbelievable miscarriage of justice.

compound with a gun during the shootout. Convicted of voluntary
manslaughter. Sentenced to maximum 40-year sentence, with 10 years for
manslaughter and 30 for using a firearm during a crime. Fined $2,000.
KEVIN WHITECLIFF, 32. Trial testimony indicated he had a gun and
shot at federal agents. Convicted of vohtary manslaughter. Sentenced to
maximum 40-year sentence, with 10 years for manslaughter and 30 for
using a firearm during a crime. He was fined $2,000.
JAIME CASTILLO, 25. He got involved with Koresh because of his love
of music, then got hooked on the religion, his attorney said. Convicted of
voluntary manslaughter. Sentenced to maximum 40 years; 10 for
manshughter,30 for using a firearm during a crime. Fined $2,000.
LIVINGSTONE FAGAN, 34. The former British social worker with a
master's degree in theology shot federal agents, witnesses said. Convicted {
of voluntary manslaughter. Lost wife and mother in fire. Sentenced to
maximum 40-year sentence, with 10 years for manslaughter and 30 for
i
using a firearm during a crime. He was fined $5,000.
GRAEME CRADDOCK, 32. Survived fire. Witnesses testified Craddock had a grenade at the end of the 51-day siege. Convicted of using or i
carrying a firearm during a crime. Sentenced to 20 years and fined $2,000
for possessing a grenade and using or possessing a firearm during a crime.
RENOS AVRAAM, 29. A witness testified the former British businessman was shooting during the gun battle. Convicted of voluntary manslaughter. Sentenced to maximum 40 years; 10 for manslaughter, 30 for using i
f i r e m during a crime. Fined $10,000.
:
RUTH OlTMAN RIDDLE, 30. Survived the fire by jumping from second I
story ledge, breaking her ankle. Husband, James Riddle, died in the fire. f
The only woman defendant in the trial. Convicted of using or carrying a
,firmduring a crime. Sentenced to five years and a $2,500 fine for using
or carrying a weapon during a crime.
PAUL FATTA, 35. Federal agents believe he provided the Branch
D a v i d i with a cache of weapons. He wasn't at the compound the day of
the raid. Convicted of conspiracy to unlawfully manufacture and possess
machime guns and aiding and abetting Koresb in unlawfully possessing
machine guns. He was sentenced to 15 years and fined $50,000. . ,
%
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"Our problem, once solar energy is in operation, is to
find a way to have the citizens whose homes are heated
by the sun continue to pay w every month."

tially wiped out by a disease similar to AIDS.
There is much of our history that is not recorded and i s not known by historians. The
faces were placed on the island by others
whom you would not know. However, I will tell
you something that only a few ~ e o p l eknow:
There have been visitors-to our world, and t h ~ s
i s known to some of your ancestors who are
referred to as Native Americans. There are
many visitors now, but those visitors have
been coming to our world. the same ones. for
millions of years. Thev are able to manipulate
time. interdimensionaily. However, using our
reference of measurement of time, they are only
200-300 thousand years old. Time to others does
not have the same meaning as it has to us.
The faces were placed in such a manner
that a t certain times of the year, light from our
s u n hits them at a certain angle and an energy
is produced that gives a signal that is imperceptible by any measurement device that we
possess. That signal i s transmitted to an
entity, using our measurement of distance,
115,000 light years fiom us. This was, at the time
placed here by others, what we classify as 'state of
the art" communication. However, those entities
have evolved and that technology is now archaic.
The faces resembled the physical characteristics of those who placed them there, and
still do. They pose no threat to us and are
nothing more t h a n curious. They are not
permitted to interfere i n any manner with our
evolutionaxy process, as the same Supreme
Being exists for u s as it does for them.
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Incredible Branch Davidian Chapter

APFN HOTTEST

The eight defendents were elequent in their allocution. Not for their great oratory, but for their gnat
smngh of character. The attorneys, too, have done an outstandingjob of presenting their defenses and their
reasons for reasonable sentences,
What became abundantly clear at sentencing was that there has been, all along, a conspiracy against
THE PEOPLE of the united States of America, and to further destabilize the Constitution as a recitation of
the people's rights and the limits of government. Those in power will establish tyranny by a treasonous
oligarchy, one world or national, which seeks to exercise total control over this nation of gutless sheep.
A description of the entin proceedings of these two days of sentencing will follow shortly detailing
the actions and decisions of the tyrant. For now,let me tell you only the precise sentences which the
innocent defenders of Mt. Carmd were nailed with:

RENOS AVRAAM

40 YEARS WlTH 5 YEARS OF SUPERVISED RELEASE
$10,000.00 FINES; $1,200,000 RESllTUTION

BRAD BRANCH

40 YEARS WITH 5 YEARS OF SU]PERVISEDEELEASE
$2000.00m s ;$1,200,000 RESITI[IJTION

JAMB CAS'TLLO

40 YEARS WITH 5 YEARS OF SUPERVISED RELEASE
$zoOo.oo m s : $1,200,000 R E S r n O N

LKVlNGSTON FAGAN 40 YEARS WITH 5 YEARS OF SUPERVISED RELEASE
$5000.00 FINES;$1,200,000 R E S r n O N

KEVIN W H I T E W

40 YEARS WITH 5 YEARS OF SUPERVISED RELEASE
$zooo.oo FINES;$1,200,000 R l E S r n O N

GRAEME CRADDOCK 20 YEARS WlTH 5 YEARS OF SUPERVISED RELEASE
$2000.00 FINES; $1,200,000 W S m O N
PAUL F A n A

RUTH RIDDLE

15 YEARS WITH 3 YEARS OF SUPERVISED RELEASE

$so,ooo.oo OF FINES; $1,200,oOo RESl(rrn0N
5 YEARS WlTH 5 YEARS OF SUPERVISED RELEASE
$2500.00 OF FINES; $1,200,000 RESTITUTfON

All of the above required restitution is to be paid from movie or book earnings. No wages or other income an
to be attached. The prisoners an now in the Hayes county Jail awaiting m s f m to OWahoma City where they
will be processed for permaamt imprisonment. The story which I hope to get out t o m o w is beyond belief. A
rumor circulating among the attorneys indicates that Judge Smith was compromi.sd by his behaviour and had
to do what the FBI wanted at sentencing. Judge Walter smith is at 817-75041519 fax 750-1516
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Latest JOURNAL Goes To Press

Blue Beam's Flying School
H 1 Rapt re 0f H t Air
Editor's note: Readers, please keep in mind
that it takes a good 8-1 0 weeks of publication
a n d printing activities between the time that we
announce the latest JOURNAL here, only
GOING to press, and when that new JOURNAL
i s actually completed and available for
purchase through Phoenix Source Distributors.
Always look to the Back Page of CONTACT for
JOURNAL availability information.

LIGHT? You had better get your feet and your
definitions under you.
I a m going to give you some definitions to
consider s o that you might hook a few words
together a n d get a better description of what is
going o n here.
RAPTURE: 1. Ecstatic joy or delight; joyful
ecstasy. 2. (raptures) a n expression of joy or
ecstasy. 3. [H: Now comes the HEW definition for you:] The carrying of a person to
6120194 Y 1 HATONN
another place or sphere of existence. 4. ARCHAIC: The carrying off.
U P FRONT
RAPTORIAL: 1. Preying upon other animals; predatory. 2. Adapted for seizing
RAPTURE??
M I N D GAMES!!
prey. (As i n raptors.)
These definitions are from your old friend,
As the days pass a n d you get closer to t h e Webster's EncyclopedicDidionary, 1989. (With
time of t h e operative fulfillment you will wit- updates of accepted terminology.)
n e s s the frantic efforts to 'save" you i n the
name of t h i s one a n d that one. The evangeW H A T W A S S E E N IN
lists, especially those having gained recogniTHE SCRIPTURES?
tion through multiple books, TV, Radio, etc.,
will be i n almost panic expression-to get you
Aswith EzekiaZ-spacecraft. (Wheelswithin
'SAVED" for your RAPTURE (as now used). wheels, wheels of fire-etc.)
Now, HOW did
This, they will tell you, is to keep all goodly the evangelists come to BASE THEIR DEFINI(but you m u s t believe on J e s u s ) Christians TIONS OF SUCH AS RAPTURE ON THE OLD
from going through the TRIBULATION.
TESTAMENT WHEN THEY WILL CLAIM YOU
J u s t yester-eve Hal Lindsey was o n TV MUST FOLLOW THE NEW TESTAMENT IF
(Trinity Broadcasting Network) with Paul YOU ARE TO BE SAVED? Is this not strange?
Crouch discussing this matter. There was If, further, the evangelists of the CHRISTIAN
franticness i n Paul to get h i s TV stations and "faith" base everything they need on the NEW
satellite arrangements made so h e can SAVE TESTAMENT and utilize the 'Jewish" (misnothe people of Israel and Palestine. Hal h a s mer) tradition (who did not believe J e s u s was the
written a new book-WHICH IS, BY THE WAY, Christ or Messiah) how do they come u p with
EXCELLENT. It will deal with 'these times", WRONG answers? Because they are desperetc. The ONLY THING WRONG is t h a t it will ately offeringyou AWAY OUT OFYOUR MESS
ARRANGE FOR YOU TO HAVE A MASSIVE SO THEY LOOK GOOD! AND, WHO ON EARTH
RAPTURE SO THAT THE PEOPLE OF JESUS WILL BE LEFT TO COUNT THEM WRONG?
DO NOT HAVE TO EXPERIENCE THE TRIBULA- WELL, LOTS OF PEOPLE;--STANDING AROUND
TION. What in the world are they talking SNICKERING AT YOUR STUPIDITY.
about? YOU HAVE BUILT THIS WORLD INTO
Will there be some kind of a lift-off, possiWHAT IT IS-DO YOU ACTUALLY THINK YOU bly? Yes, probably-but it will not be like you
WILL BE WHISKED AWAY IN PHYSICAL FORM are told here. I t will NOT BE A RAPTURE.
TO SOME CLOUDS SO YOU DON'T HAVE RE- Rapture, by its definition, means a state of
SPONSIBILITY? I WARN YOU THAT THIS IS emotionalbeingness. ItdoesNOTmeanphysiINCORRECT INFORMATION AND IF YOU cal lift-off to another sphere of wondrous deCLING T O THIS IRRESPONSIBLE APPROACH light with God-unless, of course, you are
T O YOUR PASSAGE (OR YOUR REMRININGL DEAD-which you WILL BE, in physical conYOU WILL BE MOST SORRY IN THE AFTER- sideration! Dead as t h e proverbial doornail!!
MATH! There i s a RAPTURE PLANNED FOR The point is to get you God-respecting, ChrisYOU W H O ARE SO FOOLISH-AND IT IS tian-believers OFF THE PLANET SO THERE IS
CALLED OPERATIONBLUE BEAMll! [See last NO FURTHER CONFRONTATION WITH THAT
week's Front Page story for more on this crazy, WHICH I S TAKING YOUR WORLD. I N OTHER
movie-magic Project Blue Beam.]
WORDS, KILLTWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONEI don't care WHO tells you the Bibleis filled GET RID O F USELESS FEEDERS AND
with promises of lift-off, raptures and such. It TROUBLEMAKERS.
It is your privilege to believe anything you
is NOT SO. "RAPTURE" i s not even a word i n
the Bible. That h a s been conjured, by those wish, good brethren-ANYTHING YOU WISH.
who would want you to believe them, that you I am, however, grossly remiss in my own task if I
will be stupid enough to line u p to be whisked refrain from telling you TRUTH about it. The
into never-ever-land and GET RID OF GOD'S evangelical team is being put i n place RIGHT
POTENTIAL PEOPLE FROM THE EARTH NOW AS WE WRITE-to pull this dastardly
PLANET. Where do you thinkmight have come deed off-they, too, being mostly i n ignorance.
the IDEA of some kind of a RAPTQRAL DE- THEY ARE PROGRAMMED TO DO THIS JOB!
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RAPTORIAL RAPTURE
This is what they are really working toward. It will have two meanings-to you. lrit is
interrupted-they
will tell you those nasty
space cadets (the bird people) have done this
to you. If not, and something goes wrong, you
will be told t h e 'aliens" did it. Next, if it goes
right-the evil merchants of death, preying
upon you-the-people, will kill you a n d pick
your bones. The magic S ~ O - - - t e l l will not
be so entertaining AND it will be TOO LATE.
Will t h e plan be changed? Perhaps-but
obviously the only thing that will be changed
is the interim magic show-because what is
planned is not a human physical exchange to
another place. It will be a physical changeout
into particle form into another timeispace
warp--not God's wondrous place of continuing life of perfection. You will, however, be
'perfectly" out of the way.
Do I mind if this happens? NO-if that is
what you wish, go for it. I am only telling
those who will have WISDOM-that it is
another lie of the adversary. A physical body
cannot remain atop a cloud-friends.
I t is
heavier t h a n the cloud formation-and will
FALL immediately upon release from the power
structure holding it there. It will fall back
down to Earth i n search of i t s own density i n
'matter". Then, being that you might well
have soul, t h e soul is released the same as in
any other MURDER situation.
IFYOU CONTINUE TO DENY WE-THE-MESSENGERS-HOW WILL YOU EVER KNOW?
HOW CAN YOU FIND YOUR PATH I N THE
DARKNESS WITHOUT THE LAMP OF TRUTH?
SO BE IT.
O . J . S I M P S O N . MURDERER???

I s h e a murderer? He says h e 'did it". Oh?
But h e also says h e was somehow insane??
How is it that two people are brutally stalked
and MURDERED and the only attention is
given to t h e party who i s claimed to be guilty?
Even t h e good Reverend Billy Graham is in
touch to ENCOURAGE this man. How many of
your own, even in the case of total innocence,
are treated s o well? Did h e do it? That, people,
is for a jury (even in your unjust system) to
decide AFTER A FAIR TRIAL ON ALL CIRCUMSTANCES.
People wept WlTH 0.J. yesterday as h e
'wished" h e could be with h i s children for
Father's Day. (333) WHO DEPRIVED HIM OF
THAT OPTION? It is NOT O.J. that SHOWS
INSANITY-it is you-the-people. This is another testing of your readiness to take whatever is dished out at you without even the
ability to THINK rationally about it. Whatever
happened, the man was totally and absolutely PROGRAMMED to do exactly what he
did--or had done. He was brought into the
'service" of 'intelligence cultwfromhigh school
and h e h a s been trained to accomplish the
heinous circumstance t h a t would be presented. I t i s the same as the young man who
goes onto a school ground and kills. 'They"
did flub, though-he did not u s e a 'gun"!
But how would 'the handlers" KNOW a
circumstance would happen in thisway? They
didn't have to. All they h a d to do was precipitate the circumstances and 'ring the bell".
Was he, if he did it, temporarily insane? OF
COURSE-he likely does not even REMEMBER THE INCIDENT. J u s t as the killer of the
Klaas child-the perpetrator cannot so much
as remember the action AT ALL. YOU ARE I#
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THE FINAL STAGES O F TOTAL MIND CONTROL, CHELAS-DO YOU NOT HEAR ME?!
THE SUSCEPTIBLE MASSES WILL MARCH TO
THE BROADCAST INSTRUCTIONS AND EACH
INDIVIDUALLY TRAINED AND CONTROLLED
BEING WILL DO EXACTLY WHAT HEISHE I S
TOLD TO DO. IT IS THROUGH PULSED FREQUENCIES WHICH BEAR INSTRUCTIONS
WHICH THE MIND HEARS AND TRANSLATES.
You wonder how Dharma "hears" a n d
'translates"? The same basic method of frequency signals. The DIFFERENCE IS that I am
in service ONLY to God of Light-CREATOR. It
is u p to h e r to keep her space CLEAR a n d
through t h e understanding of t h e shielding
BY GOD of selfand reception-we have protection. Let us j u s t say, for simplicity, that I have
t h e higher signal network. But, if YOU wish
t o have that protection, you must ASK and
you must accept that our mission is of
goodness for w e do NOT SERVE SATAN.
Now comes t h e punch-line: 'Well, I don't
like that. Moreover I will not do what you
want, whoever you are." Fine-it is YOUR
experience, not mine. What IS mine, I control
a n d protect-and I can offer the same to o n e s
who choose my path. No sweat-go your way
with my blessings, if you will. Not only do I
bless you to go your way-but I petition you to
go your way a n d leave u s be to ours.

DEPOPULATION
'But," t h e practical person asks, 'isn't it a
good way to c u t down on the population?*
Yep, a n d what a nice world it will be. You who
a r e left a n d are pretty good guys will get to
serve the masters (who are NOT very nice).
And, as t h e seeming sands of time pass-t h e head-honchos of each of the remaining
adversarial parties of physical expression clash
for the s t a t u s of OVERLORD. It will get nastyVERY NASTY!
Remember that 'tribulationa which t h e
goodly evangelists promise the Christians a n d
believers to MISS?? In other words, go in t h e
'blast off or t h e 'blast outm-your choice,
sleepy-head.
Well, good buddies, I DO NOT WISH MY
FRIENDS AND FAMILY TO DO EITHER. So, we
stand t h e flack a n d offer you TRUTH. It is
your RESPONSIBILITY to act o n that Truthor do whatever you choose elsewise.
Dharma, get Gerry Spence's book,
FROM FREEDOM TO SLAVERY, turn to Page
128, and let u s offer a few thoughts.
GERRY SPENCE'S OBSERVATIONS

woman. As man became fured i n village and
field a n d abdicated his place in the Natural
Order, h i s separation created for him a new
a n d wholly defective vista of the world.
Dissociated from the Natural Whole, and
estranged from his Mother Earth, man, once
free a n d easy, became paranoid and delusional. Where once h e saw himself as part of
the Earth, now h e saw the Earth, his mother,
and all h e r inhabitants as dangerous and hostile. By h i s separation from Nature, he was
also separated from other members of his species with whom h e now competed for food, for
shelter, for territory, for women, and for power.
Where once man enjoyed aperfect wisdom
because, as part of Nature, h e shared Nature's
perfect knowledge and abided by her laws,
now, ignorant and foolish and panicked, h e
did as ignorant a n d foolish men do when panicked-he struck out against all that lived,
bringing war and starvation, suffering and
death.
[END OF QUOTING]
I j u s t wanted to share a thought or two
about 'what went wrong" and how the circumstances have increased in pressure to bury
you in t h e entropy of experience. It i s not
'good" o r 'bada-it simply IS! You can make of
it that which you will for God gave FREE-WILL
unto m a n ALONG WITH THE CAPABILITY OF
'REASON". Therefore, ' m a d is allowed (IS
ALLOWED) to do that which h e will-guided by
whatever s e t of rules he chooses. BUT, the
downside of 'wrong" choices will merit him
great success in "wrong" things. I don't have
any definition for 'right" or 'wrong"-for i n all
things t h e GOAL of accomplishment is the
only deciding factor. For instance, if O.J. did
i n fact brutally murder his wife and her friendh e may well be considered to have done the
'wrong" thing-IF HE WANTED TO REMAIN
FREE, HAVE HONOR AND FANS BOW IN RESPECT, ETC.,ETC. However, if h e wanted to
be in prison, fighting for his own life-he certainly did the 'right" thing to accomplish as
much. If you consider "righe a n d 'wrong" by
legal defhtion-he did the 'wrong" thing. If,
however, h e lived with the tribes who murder,
in legal approval, an unfaithful wife and her
lover-he would be honored and applauded for
h i s actions as a husband. Chelas, IT IS ALL,
EVERY BIT OF IT--CHOICES!
Why didn't 'God stop h i d ? H e was not
acting according to God's laws s o why would
vou draa God into h i s corruvted behavior?
b o d has given you rules, instructions a n d

This may seem s o o u t of context as to be
isolated thought-it is not:
[QUOTING:]
Although t h e h u m a n male's evil may have
been chemically induced, it was also the product of culture. Women's domination by men
began with the birth of civilization, with man's
departure from Nature. As man took u p agriculture a n d established himself in villages
instead of wandering a n d gathering, as h e
domesticated animals instead of hunting them,
indeed, as h e separated himself from Nature,
man began to s e e himself at odds with t h e
Earth. S u c h early isolationism created t h e
forces of 'them a n d mea-man against t h e
Earth, man's village against other villages,
man's territory against other territories, man
against other men, and, of course, man against
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LAWS. HE allows you to break every one of
them-BUT FRIENDS, THE PIPER WILL BE
PAID FORTHE BREAKING OFTHEM. O.J. was
not acting WITHIN OR FOR GOD as (4h e
brutally stabbed repeatedly the two people'Thou shalt not kill-sayeth the Lord".
Next you a s k God to, well, 'have mercy o n
him". Why? God h a s always hadmercy on him
a n d made available all rules, instructions and
consequences of such action. The 'man's"
actions now merit the judgment a n d discernment of MAN. Whatever i s between the man
and God-is not your business. By acting
against t h e laws of God in a human settingcauses a human to be thrust upon by the
activities of MAN human. Still, i n all thingshave no judgment upon the man i n pointonly compassion. BUT JUDGE THE ACTIONS
IN INTENT AND ACT UPONTHE LAW-IN JUSTNESS. These are your own testings, my
friends--YOUROWN. I CANpromiseyouthatthis
one 'case" will be an interesting testing of every
element of your 'society" and your own measurement of 'You've come a long way, Baby."
Gyeorgos Ceres H a t o m
J u n e 20, 1994
This journal shall be identified:
ASCENSION O R NEVER-EVER LAND?
BLUE BEAM FLIGHT SCHOOL
Can you learn to ascend by t a k e s 8 day?
Will you 'rapture* or 'rupture* your fantasy?
Who plans all the wondrous adventures to suck
you in? Well, it takes a lot of discerning and a
heck of a lot of WISE JUDGING! Players a r e
important-but not as important as RECOGNIZING TRUTH! The Satanic players still have
some very interesting games to play with youand the curtain's rising is even a bit delayed.
Ah, but Satan's promised land is not being
denied to you-just delayed by inconvenience.
Good luck. May the GLORY OF W D be shoum
before you in truthofexpression-NOTBE USED
TO SUCKER YOU INTO A HOLOGRAPHIC HOLOCAUST OF THE ME1 The time is a t hand for
the testing-how will you fare?

DEDICATION

This, as all our work, is dedicated to you
who would seek a n d find TRUTH. Recognizing
the LIE a n d sorting away the 'magic" are
worthy of your efforts to become informed.
May your c u -p overflow with WISDOM, not
bitterness.
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you see i n the difference i n the currencies is a
facade, generated for our benefit. For a 'One
World Order" to succeed, three things must
occur. First, all currencies must be equal.
Second, you must have parity within t h e working class o n a global basis. Third, you must
disarm the citizens of t h i s country. Each day,
our country comes a little closer. I t is your
this-

More HOT News
From R onn J ackson ; ~ z s ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ , g
Editor's note: These next two News Bulletins from Ronn Jackson came into the CONTACT
offSce a t the last minute. His previous entry is
on Page 15but we could not, a t this late point in
the newspaper layout, keep them all together.

circle to almost the speed of light, 186,400
miles per second, and t h e n fire a n atom i n the
opposite direction to collide with the hydrogen
atom. The particles of the collision would be
dispersed i n a muon chamber a n d the particles would be traced after the collision by
Ronn Jackson
computer giving (supposedly) scientists the
Bulletin #6
origin of matter, the big-bang theory. I t was a
pork-barrel project that has, i n fact, no bearSome of t h e questions that I am receiving ing o n t h e reality of life as it now exists. I
pertain to current events. I can only answer could have explained the outcome of the Suthose inquiries with what I know on that sub- per-Collider project to scientists in thirty minject b u t I have to admit, some of my informa- utes. The entire project was just a 'ruse" by
tion may be dated as I have been incarcerated the monopoly known as Government to exfor 3- 1/ 2 years.
pand itself; Government will die if it does not
1. Yes, our lawmakers circumvent t h e continue to expand. I t is like the Federal
Constitution i n many ways. One of the most Reserve System i n that respect. A pyramid
flagrant of these violations i s the ownership of scheme designed only to deceive you.
property. The Constitution specifically s t a t e s
4. This is the point most people don't
that the Federal Government cannot own or understand. Your question infers that only
take title to property. What the Government one United States exists. That is incorrect
does is create unconstitutional agencies, s u c h according to positive law, Title 28 USC. There
as t h e Bureau of Land Management a n d t h e are two. They are: united states, which means
and United States of
Park Service. They employ thousands of people Federal territory
to control vast pieces of real estate a n d have America, which means the sovereign 50 Union
gone as far as to kill citizens of this country for States. When Government passes law that
violating their rules. Under the guise of say- does not conform to the Constitution, it is
ing the property i s for the use of all, when you positive law. Then, Government infers that
control land, that, to me, means you own it. the law applies to all of us. When you accept
Government is nothing more t h a n a monopoly a rule or law, then you become adhesioned to
and i s bloated a n d growing. The falsehoods t h a t rule or law, and t h e n it applies to you.
given to us every day about the reduction of This is t h e n Government by deceit, deception
Government a r e out-right lies a n d if you be- or trickery. Almost o n a daily basis, the Govlieve any politician on a Federal level, you are ernment flagrantly violates the Constitution
a fool. Government can only give what it has a n d t h e n they justify their actions by saying,
first taken awav. Think about it. Your Gov- 'the people want itw. I have never asked the
ernment is fraudulent.
Government to violate the Constitution. Have
2. The condition of t h e economy is stated you?
5. This is the largest fraud ever that h a s
by Government in many ways, primarily designed to confuse you, a n d those reports are been perpetrated on the American citizens.
given to you via the mainstream media. They Your question states or u s e s the words: '...Soare: gross domestic product; inflation levels cial Security Trust Fund ..." There is not now,
geared towards their levels and figures; money nor h a s there ever been, a trust fund for Social
rates; interest rates; bond rates; prime rates Security. F.D.R. lied to you when h e signed
and many others. Then you have employment t h a t legislation. The money that is taken a n d
a n d unemployment rates a n d the information has been taken from your paycheck goes digiven out by the Federal Reserve system. (Our rectly into the Treasury. Since Government
Central Bank which is not o u r s b u t privately cannot accumulate money, they spend it. Every
owned by 12 families.) What you are told is day, you and I are laid away. The Government
what those special interests want you to hear, h a s promised too much to too many, a n d their
only. Most figures given to you are false. For collective bubble is about to burst. The last
example, the national debt that you hear about bail-out of Social Security should make it
is at 4- 114 trillion dollars. What they mean is solvent until 1999, and then under the guise
4- 1/ 4 trillion Federal Reserve notes. If Gov- t h a t they are 'a-helpin' u s folks out here". The
ernment were to be honest with you, t h e na- Government will have another problem with
tional debt is: 143,000,000,000,000.00; one- Social Security. Your letter states you are i n
hundred-forty-three trillion as of 6-1-94. your later 609, so you should make it until
Whether or not I use the terms 'Dollars" or your time to move on. If nothing is changed by
'Federal Reserve Notesa h a s no meaning. What then, we will be where the 'One World Order*
the Government is saying to u s is: Y o u , citi- wants us. Don't count on me just sitting back
zen of t h i s country, a r e stupid." I am person- a n d seeing my country destroyed.
6. Yes, I have been reading the Wall Street
ally going to make many of those people i n
Journal, for many years. I am familiar with the
Government e a t those words.
3. 'George Bushwas President was respon- money market accounts and that all currensible for t h e 'Super-Collider " project going to cies are geared towards ours. Since all CenTexas. The Super-Collider's function is to tral Banks of the major countries are a moaccelerate a hydrogen atom around a 52-mile nopoly and owned by the same people, what

a;

7. 'MJ-12" i s not 'who" and 'what" you
believe them to be. They are only doing what
is necessary to perpetuate our species i n their
judgement. All of our lives are a series of
judgements and/or decisions. What are the
right ones, 1 can only speculate on. Yes, I will
go into more detail a n d it will be through
CONTACT. There are no disguises in t h e ranks
of M J - 12. Yes, I do know them.
8. Yes, I agree with your comments. The
two most subversive organizations within our
population are the 'American Bar Association" a n d the 'American Medical Association".
You must also add the 'Rand Organization"
a n d many of the think tanks a n d 'pseudo"
intellectual foundations that cover o u r country. The bottom line is 'One World Government".
9. 'Richard Nixon" did not resign because
of Watergate and the falsehoods that h e told
us, nor was it the threat of impeachment. The
real reason h e resigned was the certainty of a
thorough investigation and what would be
found out. It was his idea [to resign].
10. The real reason for the 'Public Utilities
Commision" i s not the threat that is posed to
u s as consumers. It is the potential threat of
blackmail posed to u s as consumers. I t is the
potential threat of blackmail posed to the Government. Government's job a s they view it i s
to remain a monopoly and prevent anyone else
from having the power they have.
11. The committee members that I have
mentioned to date are: A- 16 Barbara Jordan;
A- 1 5 Alexander Solzhenitsyn; A-5 Warren
Christopher; A- 14 Edward Shevardnadze. I
have ordered manuscript #2 of The Death of
Camelot, The Darien Conspirators, to be forwarded to CONTACT.

Ronn Jackson
Bulletin #7

Again, I must apologize as some of my
answers may be dated. (For the most part, I
don't think so.)
1. Regarding Welfare i n this country, there
a r e people who do n e e d help; however,
Government's position i s not to help people.
Government's only position is to make itself
appear that it is helping. To propagate itself
and make Government grow, it must make
new customers. This is the real reason for
Welfare. The Federal Agency must do anything so as to appear t h a t what it is doing is
not what you would do as a n individual. They
are much more intelligent t h a n they are given
credit for. The bottom line is, the Government is usingthe attitudeof indifference of
most citizens of this country against them.
You and I are being used. The Welfare system
is only one way the Government is indenturing u s as citizens. What we need to do as a
nation is change our attitudes, both individually and collectively, or-'Government will be
successful i n their goal of 'One World Order*.
The Government, as it is now, is not your
servant. I t is youf master. Look around youeither you wake up, or accept your bondage.
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2. Usurpations of your rights go on daily do not know if gender i s an applicable term to power ofindividuals, thereby perpetuating the
right in front of you. I can imagine from your 'Hatonn". I can only assume, based on my pyramid scheme being run by our Central
letter, you are able to feed your family, make knowledge, that other beings reproduce. Yes, Bank, known as the Federal Reserve System.
your mortgage and car payment and don't our race on two occasions, reached or sur- (And Government says there exists, 'separawant to be bothered by something that you passed our current level of evolution and in- tion of powers* between the three branches of
Government.) The difference in our existing
feel doesn't affect you. Let me give you an t e l l i g e n c e .
5. The crime that you see on the media is currency and dollars i s that when we had
example that you know about, one that smacks
you right i n the face. Our Commander-In- a problem; however, the main source of the dollars, you had the option to go to a bank and
Chief and President of the United States, 'Wil- problem is in Government's over active imagi- exchange the dollars that you had for the
liam Clinton", doesnot use the terms8America nation. They are using the principles of the equivalent in what backed the dollar, GOLD.
will do this" or 'America will do that"; what he philosopher Hegel on crime, to disarm America. Now, if you go into a bank with FRN, which i s
is using, 'The United Nations i s this or that". The Government of this country i s committed what you have in your pocket, that you call
What you think he is saying is, 'Americais and to creating a 'One World Order", thinking that money, you can change denominations or put
h a s been carrying the load for all these years all of its citizens are stupid. When anyone what you have into a n account. You cannot
and it's time others shared some of the re- uses deceit as their main justification, some- get anything else because that piece of paper
sponsibility". In reality, what he i s saying is, one will always be around to expose their is only that-a piece of paper making you into
someone who is perpetuating a pyramid
'You stupid and ignorant citizens of this fraudulent deeds and they will fail.
countrv, I am aoina to impose mv 'leftist'
6. The People involved in the 'Gay" move- scheme. What Government didn't tell you
philoso~hvoff on YOU,right in front of vour ment are citizens and have the same rights as when they passed the 'Gold Reserve Act of
nose, and install aOne World Order and vou are so you or me. I tolerate their alternative lifestyle 1934", they were going to steal your gold that
God-damn d b l e , you won't know what h a p because it is none of my business; however, if backed your own money and smile all the way
pened until the rulinn Elite has total andabsolute those who practice that lifestyle attempt to to their coffers and did so with your blessing.
impose their choices upon me or my family, Now, the money-people control all the wealth.
control over vour each and evexv action".
All social programs (any legislation that then it becomes my business. Bragging about Let me ask you this: What will happen when
givesyou something for nothing), are designed one's sexual preference is not covered under someone decides that the Constitution is the
with one purpose in mind. Enlarge Govern- the Constitution and I will not tolerate the will supreme law of the land and demands that the
ment and ultimate servitude. George Orwell, and preference of others being stuffed down currency that he has be replaced by gold as
in writing 1984, was not writing a work of my throat. A s to 'AIDS', that disease was not the Constitution states. There i s a law on the
fiction. He was telling future generations created by 'Gay" people, but by a separate books that states that you can be charged with
what to expect. Read it and then tell me that faction in Southern California, which i s dis- 'insurrection". The Government h a s all the
1am wrong. If you do think I'm wrong, you are cussed in detail in book I V of the Death of answers, they think, and when theirs burst or
a complacent fool or part of the system. If you Carnelot. Their purpose, at the direction of the when people decide that they are tired of a n
agree with me, then you are in the awakening Committee (C.O.U.P.E.S.), is population con- unlawful Government, only then will their
trol; however, aids can be transmitted by ex- charade end. A s to the money that you asked
process and ready to kick some ass.
3. The Government i s using, on Treaties, a change of body fluids and micro-organisms. about, continue to use it. We will be back on
1942 Supreme Court decision, 'U.S. versus There h a s been a vaccine since 199 1, that has a gold-backed currency soon.
8. The Women's Movement has been needed
Pink" to justify their actions on 'NAFTA" and been successfully administered and tested.
'GATT". Yes, the Government gave away your The desired effect and purpose h a s not been for a long time and men have brought this
sovereignty and it is not theirs to give. Of completedyet-the totalextinctionofthe Black rebellion onto themselves. A s would be excourse, they are unconstitutional. 72% of all Race. The side benefit of the 'AIDS" virus is pected, some members of the movement took
of Government's actions are contrary to the [reduction ofl the homosexual population as several of their issues to extremes, but I really
stated by the Committee on more that one can't fault the Women's Movement for that.
Constitution.
Women have been oppressed, depressed, and
4. No, there are no civilizations living occasion and overheard by me.
7. The socially accepted definition of dol- distressed for so long, drastic action was
beneath the oceans. 'Atlantis* [or part of it]
was the last one. No, there was not a dome lars, Federal Reserve Notes (FRN) and/or needed to get man's and society's attention.
over it. I do not know the technology that kept money i s described in the books The Social Men have tried running things for so long and
the water off of the city. Yes, the city was on Meaning Of Money or in Goodbye, April ISth, failed miserably. 1 am in favor of a woman
the surface initially. Yes, the configuration of but I will try to answer your question. First, President. What have we got to lose? They
the continents was very different. About money is used for the purchase of service or certainly can do no worse than men have
80,000 years ago the people evolved to their goods. The authorities that we use for our donel
9. Weights and measurements were okay,
maturity and moved into their next level of currency are in many pieces of legislation,
existence. The vehiclesyoumake reference to including the Federal Reserve Act of 1913. the way that they were. I am in favor of the
exist in our plane of reference only. Star Trek Also included in that authority is the collusive metric system where it was used but when it is
is a television program; those speeds are mul- efforts of the Supreme Court when the court forced down my throat by Government, then I
tiples of our terms, and mean, 'times the issued a decision stating that the purchasing don't like it. Government can't take care of
speed of light?. Yes, many vehicles travel power of the FRN did not diminish the buying Government. Leave numbers alone.
great distances and those 'ships", as you refer I
mI
to them, are shaped in saucer shapes and in
Editor's note: The very latest breaking news from Ronn Jackson,
spheres. Again, you are making references to
what you k;owand
have been-taught- They
just as we are going t6 press, is that YOUR letters are working! Even
move in an interdimensiona1,plane and there
are manv entrances and exits in and around
Ronn's lawyer is acknowledging
- that the letters from you readers will
Distance and miles are our terms,
our
probably free Ronn before the lawyers can. And for this Ronn is truly
and only relate to what we know. No, I have
never been abducted or taken a trip with any
grateful and wishes CONTACT to convey that.
beings. (If they have anything to say to me,
Ok,readers-now's the time to really pour it on and let the Goverthey can come here and talk to me.) NO,I have
neierseenaHatonnD. W h ~ w o u l d ~ ~ f e a r h iIm ? nor know who is the servant of whom! Send your letters to:

1

1

)I

II

1

Governor Bob Miller
Capitol Complex
Carson City, NV 89710.
Let's get this man out! The pen IS mightier than the sword!
A reminder: don't get far out into space aliens with your letters;
keep them down to Earth and to the point of Ronn's release.
I
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(REDUCED FOR REPRODUCTION ORIGINAL IS TWO PAGES, LARGE PRINT)
TO:

Each Member of the United States House of Represcntatlves and Unlted States Senate

plterme, the federal government of the United States
of America is constrained by the law of the United States
Constitution, the Supreme law of this country, to limited jurisdiction,
and limited mwer: and
~ l l t r c n e , the federal government of the United States
of America, through unlawful Executive Orders, and through
legislatiion passed without quarum and without proper ratification or
otherwise untawfully enacted under mere color of law by members
of the legisiative.branch, h a m usurped the Constitutional authorlty
of the sovereign states and sovereign citizens of this country, and
laws which are unlawful and unconstitutional have been enacted in
voluminous number which have outrageously exceeded the
boundaries of law and decency; and
~ l p r e s s the
, people of this country have been exploited
and subjugated to an unlawful authority by an unlawful system of
loans from a private banking institution, known as the Federal
Reserve, and been forced, even at gunpoint, to submit to an
unlawful, federal income tax which is not and never has been
within the authority of the federal government to enact or enforce,
all to the benefit of private individuals and corporations at the
expense of the liberty, lives, and property of the citizens of this
nation; and
m1ereas, persons acting under color of law as federal
agents, under the direction of those claiming to be elected officials
operating under color of law, sworn to uphold and defend the
Constitution of ?heUnited States, have infringed upon the rights of
citizens to keep and bear arms, have conducted unlawful
warrantless house to house searches and seizures, have assaulted
and killed sovereign citizens of this country on the false pretense
of 'gun control,' 'child abuse,' 'the war on drugs' and a plethora
of unlawful statutes enacted to unlawfully control the lives and
liberty of the citizens of this country;
PIprtns, elections are now controlled through the
power of committees and lobbies wielding the most money to
obtain electoral wtes or sway the nomination of candidates and
persuade the enactment of legislation that has made it impossible
for the common citizen to participate as a candidate in an election
or for the vote of the common citizen to be meaningful; and
pIereas, through an unconstitutional and unlawfully
enacted 'income tax,' the federal government has created a 'carrot
and stick' that has seduced and coerced the elected officials of the
several states to submit to the unlawful incursion of the federal
government and its agents into the sovereign territory of each
state, as a trade off for the receipt of these ill gotten proceeds;

abrrforr, YOU ARE COMMANDED

to
uphold your oath and duty to the citizens of this country, to uphold
h e Constitution and the rights of the citizens of this country, and
in so doing, you are commanded to personally initiate legislation
and do all things necessary to:
,&peal the Fourteenth, Sixteenth, and Seventeenth
Amendments to the Constitution of the United States and to
publicly acknowledge that the federal government has no
jurisdiction to make or enforce criminal laws outside its territories,
limited to the area of Washington, D.C., and the property a 3
territories actually owned by the United States, which does not
include any State within the several states of the united states; and
$bpral the Brady Bill and NAFTA;
P p e ~ the
l Drug Interdiction Act and any laws which
allow the use of military equipment or military personnel against
United States citizens. Presently, these laws provide a backdoor
method to fund 'national guard' and 'drug enforcement' using
military troops and equipment against U.S. citizens, while claiming
these aren't 'really' military troops, they are 'merely' national

.

'
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guard, or worse, 'federal law~enforcment,' but all are trained in
military tactics, possess military weapons, and military equipment.
These laws must be repealed and you must publicly acknowledge
that the federal government may not, through any means, use
military force, weapons, or equipment against any p e r m on U.S.
soil or gpon the soil of any sovereign state, except in the event of
an actuai invasion by troops of a foreign country within the
boundaries of the Unlted States of America, and only then, against
such foreign troops, not citizens or residents of this oountry; and
~mmcbiatclll remove any and all foreign troops and
equipment and to immedately identify each and every federal
military troop and federal law enforcement or tax enforcement
agent and all equipment now located within the boundades of any
and every state, including all assets of military or task force
'spwial operations' units, CIA, NSA, or any other covert law
enforcement, quasi-law enforcement or military agency or activity;
and
~ e c l x r t that the United States ot America Is not
operating under the authority of the United Nations or if R is, to
immediately renounce and revoke any and all agreements binding
the United States to such authority; and
Fedare the federal debt to the Federal Reserve null and
void, unconstitutional,and without effect and order that currency no
longer be printed by the Federal Reserve or any entity other than
the Treasury of the United States, backed by gold wlthin the
possession of the United States; and
~crlare
that the federal government does not now have
and never has had the legal authority to enact or enforce criminal
laws outside the area of Washington, D.C., or outside its territories
or its own property, such as military bases, and never upon the soil
of any sovereign state, and that all such laws are null and void and
wlthout effect;
Qlo~tfwnea full Congressional inquiry, to be conducted
publicly, by an independent prosecutor selected from a person who
has no association in any way whatsoever with any agency of the
federal government, into the events in Waco, Texas, from Febhiary
28, 1993 through the present, at the property known as Mt. Carmel,
with the special prosecutor to have the full power to convene a
grand jury from the citizens of all the 50 states, obtaln indictments,
and issue subpoenas duces tecum and subpoenas for testimony
before a grand jury, and to prosecute any and all persons.
regardless of their position in government, for any crimes for which
a true bill 01 indictment is returned.
You have until 8:00 a.m.. September 19,
1994, the Monday following the second full week that the Congress
reconvenes in September, to personally initiate legislation to this
effect and to do all things necessary to effect this legislation and
the restoration of a Constitutional government within this country.

s
u
f
k
e
z

If you do not gersonally and publicly attend
to these demands, you will be identified as a Traitor,
and you will be brouqht up on charqes tor Treason
before a Court of the Citizens of this Country.

Linda D. Thompson
Acting Adjutant General
Unorganized Militia of tho United Shtes of America, Pursuant to 10
U.S.C. 5 311 and Articles I and II of the Bill of Rights
3850 S. Emerson Ave.. Suite E, Indianapolis, Indiana 46203
Telephone: (317) 780-5200
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p b e n in the Course of human Events, it becomes necessary for one People to dissolve the Political
Bands which have connected them with another, and to assume among the Powers of the Earth, the separate and
equal Station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a decent Respect to the Opinions of
Mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the Separation.

p e hold these Truths to be self-evident,that all people are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.
a b n f to secure these Rights, Governments are instituted among the people, deriving their just Powers
from the Consent of the Governed, that whenever apy Form of Government becomes destructive of these Ends,
it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its Foundation on such
Principles, and organizing its Powers in such Form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and
Happiness.

Wubence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and
transient Causes; and accordingly all Experience hath shewn, that Mankind are more disposed to suffer, while Evils
are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the Forms to which they are accustomed.

put

when a long Train of Abuses and Usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Objekt, evinces a Design
to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their Right, it is their Duty, to throw off such Government, and to
provide new Guards for their future Security.

sucll has been the patient Sufferance of the people of the several states of the United States of America;
and such is now the Necessity which constrains them to alter their former Systems of Government.

a b e History of the present federal government of the United States of America is one of repeated Injuries
and Usurpations, ail having in direct Object the Establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these States and over
the sovereign citizens within the several states. To prove this, let Facts be submitted to a candid World.

1
Branches, the Executive. Legislative, and Judicial, of the federal government, have refused Assent
to Laws, the most wholesome and necessary for the public Good, the most blatant example of which is the total
contempt in which they have held the Constitution of the United States and the rights of the citizens of this country
protected by the limitations upon government set forth in the Constitution;
e
President and Congress have forbidden state Governors to pass Laws of immediate and pressing
Importance, under inducement or threat of the loss of federal funding, unless suspended in their Operation till their
Assent,should be obtained; and when so suspended, they have utterly neglected to attend to them;

abe legislative branch has refused to pass other Laws for the Accommodation of large Districts of People,
unless those People would relinquish the Right o: Representation in the Legislature, a Right inestimable to them,
and formidable to Tyrants only, as evidenced through the passage of the Seventeenth Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, and the present federal voting system, which is a national sham and disgrace,
and prevents the common man from participating either as a candidate, or by meaningful vote for a candidate of
his choosing in a truly free and open eiection;
mile Congress convenes in a mannei which is inaccessible to the general public who are not allowed to
address the Congress nor to directly supervise the activit~esof Congress, and publishes its business in records not
readily accessible to the People, intentionally obtuse in the construction of both the laws and the publication thereof,
for the Purposes of deceiving and fatiguing the people into Compliance with such Measures. The federal judicial
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offices and congress have set themselves wholly apart from and above the people, immune even from suit for their
transgressions, answerable to none, and responsive to none except those who further their private interests;

%17e federal government, through unlawfully constituted federal agencies which purport to be law
enforcement agencies, and under the color of laws .enacted by the legislature which exceed the constitutional
jurisdiction of the federal government, has repeatedly murdered or incarcerated those who have opposed with
manly Firmness the Invasions on the Rights of the People;

abe federal government has endeav~redto prevent the Population of these States; for that Purpose
obstructing the Laws for Naturalization of Foreigners; refusing to pass others to encourage their Migrations hither,
and raising the Conditions of new Appropriations of Lands; and has endeavored to depopulate the United States,
and for that purpose, has waged chemical, biological, and radioactive warfare upon the people, and encouraged
and funded abortions and acts of genocide upon large populations of the people;
the branches of the federal governmsnt have obstructed the Administration of Justice, by subjugating
the federal courts to the department of Treasury and the Executive Branch, and by refusing Assent to Laws for
establishing Judiciary Powers and the independent investigation of crimes committed by agencies and officials of
the federal government, insulating them from their crimes through executive pardon, legislated and judicially created
immunity from criminal and civil prosecution;

f&e Federal Judiciary have been selected on lhe will and whim of the executive branch and a Congress
inattentive to anything but their own special interests and the will and money of lobbying groups, and the judiciary
is dependent upon them for the Tenure of their Offices, and the Amount and payment of their Salaries;

'@be federal government has erected a Multitude of new Offices, and sent hither Swans of Officers to
harass our People, and eat out their Substance;

abe federal government has kept among us, in Times of Peace, Standing Armies, without the consent of
our Legislatures, or through the seduct~onor coercion of the state legislatures through the mechanism of Yederal
tax monies" offered in exchange for the cooperation of the state legislatures in handing over the sovereignty of each
state;

al1eMilitary has been rendered independent of, and superior to the Civil Power, through the enactment
of laws which wholly abridge the Constitution of the United States and which seek to avoid the effect of the Posse
Comitatus Act through surreptitious and covert methods;
President, officers of the executive branch, and Congress have combined with others to subject us
to a 3urisdiction foreign to our Constitution, and unacknowledged by our Laws; giving Assent to their ads of
pretended Legislation;

g a r quartering large Bodies of Armed Troops, foreign and federal, among us;

a u r protecting agents of the federal government and military, from any trial or by a ~k
Punishment for any Murders which they should commit on the Inhabitants of these States;

Trial, from

z a r regulating and strangulating our Trade with all Parts of tho World;

a u r imposing Taxes on us without our Consent; for failing to publicly acknowledge, more than 60 years
ago, that the federal government was in fact, bankrupt, but instead, concealing these facts from the people and
entering into a fraudulent agreement to finance the bankruptcy, by creating and perpetuating a fraudulent monetary
system, to the enrichment of private bankers, insurance companies, and their stockholders, called the "federal
reserve system", whereby paper notes are created to "loan" to the federal government at interest rates fixed by
these private bankers, and where only a portion of the interest and none of the principal on these loans is paid each
year; a system whereby the payments are extorted from the people through a fraudulent, coercive, unjust and
unlawful federal tax scheme foisted upon the people without their knowledge or consent and through a labyrinth
of licensing agencies and required licenses for all manner of endeavors, which are themselves nothing more than
taxes by another name; all enforced by unbridled terrorist tactics and fear produced by the brute force of an

"'
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unrestrained government that destroys the lives and property of those who do not submit.

a u r depriving us, in many Cases, of the Reneiits of Trial by Jury;

Rar proposing and enacting legislation to federally criminalize, indeed to suffer the death penalty in many
cases o r at the least the forfeiture of property, for the free exercise of the unalienable rights of free speech and free
press, freedom of worship, freedom of assembly, or the ricjht tc keep and bear arms;
a u r enacting legislation to seize the property of the people under a myriad of pretenses. and to imprison
persons on the testimony of unknown, unidentified, and often paid, informants, who become informants to secure
for themselves a more favorable position in a prosecution brought against them, and all within the states where the
federal government has no legal powers of law enforcement;
a
i
r
r abolishing the free System of English Laws in the states, and establishing therein an arbitrary
Government, and enlarging its Boundaries, so as to render it at once an Example and fit instrument for introducing
the same absolute Rule into these states;
a u r taking away oui Charters, abolishing our mod valuable Laws, and altering fundamentally the Forms
of our Governments;

a u r usurping the power of our own Legislatures, and declaring themselves invested with Power to
legislate for us in all Cases whatsoever;

ake federal government has abdicated Government here, by declaring us out of its Protection and waging
War against us;

f&e federal government has plundered our Seas, ravaged our Coasts, burnt our towns, and destroyed
the Lives of our People;
m$e federal government, at this Time, is transporting large Armies of foreign Mercenaries lo complete the
works of Death, Desolation, and Tyranny, already begun, often under the color of the law of the United Nations,
and with circumstances of Cruelty and Perfidy, scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous Ages, and totally unworthy
of a civilized Nation;

f&e government has constrained our fellow Citizens taken Captive on the high Seas to bear Arms against
their Country, to become the Executioners of their Friends and Brethren, or to fall themselves by their Hands;

she federal government has excited domestic Insurrections amongst us;
p n every stage of these Oppressions we have Petitioned for Redress in the most humble Terms: Our
repeated Petitions have been answered only by repeated Injury. A President, whose Character is thus marked by
every act which may define a Tyrant, is unfit to be the Ruler of a free People.

WP,
therefore, the sovereign citizens of the several states of the united states, which now
form the United States of America, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the World for the
Rectitude of our Intentions, do, in our own names and right and by the authority of God Almighty,
solemnly Publish and Declare, that each of the sovereign citizens undersigned are, and of Right
ought to be, Free and lndependent Sovereign Citizens; that they are absolved from all Allegiance
to the federal government of the United States of America, and that all political Connection
between them and the federal government of the United States of America, is and ought to be
totally dissolved; and that as Free and lndependent Sovereign Citizens,, each has the full Power
to levy War, conclude Peace, contract Alliances, establish Commerce, and to do all other Acts
and Things which an lndependent Sovereign may of right do. And for the support of this
declaration, with a firm Reliance on the Protection of d~vineProvidence, we mutually pledge to
each other our lives, our Fortunes, and our sacred Honor.
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The P o w e r f u l 8.3 B o l i v i a E a r t h q u a k e

YOUR SOURCE FOR EARTHQUAKE INFORMATION!

v A great earthquake measuring Mw 8.3
occurred at 933 pm, June 8, about 200
miles north-northeast of La Paz, Bolivia.
The powerful tremor, centered 657 km
(410 mi) below the Rio Beni Valley near
the La Paz and Beni Province border,
rocked buildings throughout Bolivia and
was felt in Peru, Argentina, Brazil and
parts of North America and the Caribbean.
Early reports indicate only minor damage occurred from the quake probably
due to the exceedingly large focal depth.
Buildings shook quite strongly as far
away as La Paz, sending residents
running from buildings and cracking

-

peak energy release was exceptionally
large, lasting over 34 sec. (For comparison, the Northridge duration was only
about 8 seconds.) This was clearly the
largest deep-focal earthquake ever
recorded. The previous record was set on
March 9 of this year in Fiji Islands with a
7.6 at 570 km.
Interestingly, a large area of North
America was also shaken by the quake.
Reports came in from Toronto, Canada;
Omaha, Nebraska; and Sioux Falls,
South Dakota. Reports were also received from Iowa, West Wrginia and Baja
California. North American reports
included descriptions of a rolling motion
with buildings swaying in broad motions,
(Continued on Page 5)
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Northern California
1-2

This week
Prevlous week

101

93

2-3 3-4 4+ 1 Total
0 1134
29 4
0 / 121
24 4

below the Van Duzen River Valley near Griuley
Creek Redwood State Park and a 2.1 event
triggered along the creeping segment of the

of San Simeon near the Hearst Castle.

Source: CDffi; USGS
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TERMS: Transform Faults - are large strike-slip
faults or fracture zones that off-set or terminate
some other major tectonic structure, such as subduction zones or s~readinaridaes. Transform

Southern California

-

Week of May 26 June 1, 1994

The total number of seismic events in
the Southern California region registering 2.0 or greater decreased slightly
from the preceding week:
1-2 2-3 3+ Total
394
This week
333 53 8
Previous week 327 73 3
403
V Activity in the Northridge aftershock
zone decreased to 29 events. A series
of widely felt events in the western
Santa Susana Mountains began with
two tremors measuring 3.2 and 2.9 just
before 8 am Saturday morning. A little
more than 2 hours later, two more
tremors in the 3.0 range triggered in
the same location, the latter measuring
3.7. A Wednesday evening quake

It was centered in the vacinity of the
Agua-Caliente fault- a lengthy structure, extending from Aguanga to the
Anza-Borrago Desert Wilderness
Area The level of activity of this fault
IS not well understood.
A quake measuring 3.3 triggered
along the Coyote Creek fault segment
of the San Jacinto fault zone near
Ocotillo Wells. In 1968, the Coyote
Creek fault ruptured during a powerful
6.4 earthquake, causing substantial
damage in Ocotillo VVells.
A 3.5 quake was recorded east of
Haiwee Reservoir in the Coso geothermal area, and a 2.0 was centered
south of Ridgecrest.
Activity along the Landers Trend

v

v

v

area.

Visalia

156 am

~along~ the
m major
~ $ ~ ~ structure
~ t : $segment;
~ h ~(2,$they~ ~ $ $ ~ t b

away from the ma-oroff-setstructure into
the interiors of tectonic plate. Transform Faults are
the focus of strong earthquake activity. Notable
transform faults include: the Mendocino fault, California, (Pacific and Gorda plates); the Galapagos
fracture zone (Cocas and Nazca plates) Owens
~ ~ t ~ ~ ! ~Sea-Pakistan
~ i ~ ~(Australian
b i a n

MOREINFORMATION:
For information on earthquake safety or
preparedness, call the Office of Emergenc
Sewices at (818) 304-8383 or 1 - 8 ~ . 2 8 6 - J ~ ~ ~ .
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Intermountain Seismic Belt
May 26 -June 1,1994
Seismic activity registering 1.0 or stronger for the
Intermountain Seismic Belt decreased significantly from the previous week:
1-2 2-3 3-4 4+ Total
This week
39 24 1 0
64*
Previous week
70 30 3
0
103"

v The largest earthquake measured 3.3 and
occurred in the coal mining district of central

2*2
am

stronger, with the largest event measuring 2.5.
The lrgest quake in Yellowstone National Park
measured 2.6 and occurred Tuesday May 31 a
few miles north of Norris Junction. It was
followed about an hour and a half later by a 1.6
tremor. A tembler measuring 2.2 was centered in
the northwest corner of the Park and a 2.0 event
was recorded a couple miles northwest of
Madison Junction.
v The largest of three quakes in the Madison
River canyon near the Wolf Creek Hot Springs
measured 2.0. A couple small tremors occurred
south ~f Virginia City, Montana, in the Greenhorn
Range and a 1.4 quake triggered north of Lima
Reservoir.

v

For information or publications on earthquakes, faults and related geology in the
lntermountan Belt region, call:
Idaho Geological Survey (208) 885-7991
Montana Geol ical Surve 406) 498-4174
Utah ~ e o l o ~ i c z ~ u(rdvle\ 467-7970
~
Wyoming Geological Survey (307) 776-2286.
-------",-----

Source: INEL tor DOE; Montana Bur. of Mines & Geol.; Univ, of
Utah Seismograph Stations; U.S. Geological Survey; NElC
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Alaska Mav 26 June 1.1994
The total number of seismic events for
Alaska increased slightly from the
preceding week:
2-3 3 4 4+ 1 Total
41
4
1
This week
Previous-week 33
4
2
V The largest quake measured 4.6 and
occurred along the western portion of
the Aleutian Islands between the Rat
and Near Islands. The mid morning
tremor was centered about 33 km below
the surface near the small volcanic
island of Buildir. A 3.0 occurred north of
the Seamount Province in the Gulf. .

V

Activity in the central Cook Inlet
region continued to be elevated. Most of
the 13 tremors triggered between
depths of 70-90 km, while some of the
more westerly events, were recorded at
depths greater than 100 km. The largest
event measured 3.7 and occurred
between the lniskin Peninsula and
Anchor Point at a depth of 74 km.
V Quakes on the Kenai Peninsula
included: a 3.4 northeast of Sterling, a
2.9 east of Seldovia, and a 2.3 west of
the West Arm of Nuka Bay.
V A tremor measuring 3.0 was recorded
alona the Susitna River about 17 miles

south of Talkeetna. Two minor events
triggered along the southwestern slope
of the Alaskan Range north of Talkeetna.
v Activity was much reduced along the
northern slope of the Alaskan Range
near Mount McKinley. The largest
events were a pair of 2.9s centered
about 15 mile west of Kantishna. Both
quakes triggered between 9-12 km
below the surface, rather shallow for
activity in this area.
V Seismicity was relatively quiet for
northern Alaska. A 2.5 tremor along the
Tanana River west of Fairbanks was the
only quake recorded.

World Events (cont.)

Pancur where 172 people were killed
and 47 remain missing. West of Lumajong, the damage thins out considerably.
Reports indicated at least 12 tidal waves
surged on shore, sweeping everything in
its path. This was Indonesia's worst
tsunamis since over 2,000 were killed in
the Flores Islands following a strong
earthquake and tidal wave in 1992.
V A strong earthquake measuring 6.8
rocked northern Colombia on June 6,
causing a massive landslide. The quake,
which struck shortly before 4 pm, was
located in the Cauca Valley about 185
miles southwest of Bogota. Ten houses
collapsed in Cauca and people rushed
into the streets in both Bo ota and Cali.
The landslide occurre in the Paez
River Valle and tore through the small
village of oez and several smaller en-

campments along the river. At least 253
people are dead, 116 injured and 71 still
missing. The torrent of mud and rocks
came roaring down Paez Valley
sweeping away everything in its path.
Earlier in the week, a 6.2 quake shook
north-central Bolivia and was felt as far
away as Caracas, Venezuela. Minor
damage was reported.
'
I Strong activity continued in the
Taiwan region with a 6.3 on June 5. The
quake caused landslides, minor cracks
in buildings and power outages.

I

plants shifting on shelves and hanging
objects swin ing noticeably. Seismologist at NElC?ml~evewas the first time a
quake in the Southern Hemisphere was
felt in NorthAmerica.
V A powerful quake measuring 7.5 occurred at 1:17 am early Friday morning
about 130 miles south of the southeastern tip of Jawa, Indonesia. The
quake was widel felt throughout the
region but causecl' only minor damage.
Most of the damage came when an 11
meter (37 foot) high tsunamis surged on
to the southern portion of the Jawa
coast, killing more than 218 people,
destroying at least 630 homes and 380
fishing boats. Hardest hit were towns
between the end of the southeastern
peninsula and Lumajong, including

4

g

Oregon
Klamath Falls activity decreased slightly
from last week with 14 earthquakes
registering 1.0 or stronger. The largest
quake measured 2.1 and occurred north
of the aftershock zone near Chiloquin.
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Western Washington

The total number of seismic events for
May 26 June 1, 1994

the Pacific
decreased significantly from the preceding week:
1-2 2-3 3+ 'Total
This week
7
0
0
2
Previous
This was the least activity recorded in
a week since late February.
Two quakes were recorded in the
Dabob Bay area. The largest event
measured 1.9 and was centered about
15 km below the surface and within
upper plate continental rocks. The other
event measured 1.3 and triggered 50 km
deep; well within the subducting Juan de
Fuca plate. Both the powerful 1949 (7.1)
and the 1965 (6.5) Puget Sound
earthquakes triggered in the Juan de

v
v

Fuca plate.

V A 1.2 quake was centered 44 km
below Bremelton and a pair of tremors
measuring 1.4 and 1.1 were recorded
along the Snohomish River east of
Monroe, near SO!:^.
V A weak 1.1 quake was recorded on
the southern flank of Mt. Rainier and a
1.0 trig ered north of Lake Merwin on the
~ower
River.

eowlitz

Northern Nevada
May22-28 1994

The total number of seismic events for
northern Nevada and eastern California
decreased slightly from the preceding
week:
1-2 2-3 3+ Total
This week
19 11 0
30
Previous week 21 13 0
34

PROJECT

v

For the second straight week, significant activity was recorded in the
Monte Cristo Range. Eight events,
including 6 in the 2.0 range, were measured. The largest tremor registered 2.4.
Depthc of the activity were 6-7 km. with
a couple between 12-17 km.
V Mammoth Lakes activity decreased to
9 events. The largest quake measured
2.0 and triggered in the Red Slate
Mountain area - site of an August 10,
1993,4.3 earthquake.
A 2.4 event occurred in the Garfield
Hills, a 2.1 triggered west of Mina, and a
2.0 was measured northeast of Mono
Lake near Mt. Hicks.
Quakes measuring 2.0 and 1.7
triggered within 2 minutes of each other
15 miles southeast of Fallon, near Salt
Wells - site of the July 6 and August 23,
1954,6.4 and 6.8 earthquakes.

v

v
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"1 don't know what it measurd.The
Richter scale is down there."
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New Gaia Products
M!s!x

cellular invaders like viruses. Think of it as a
'pac-mana operation of sorts. However, beWio the molR aadcnt and very bed grain. yond that, the Gaiandriana are capable of
@ 8 h is agrakr ofit.8own unique being. It is the stimulating cellular structural repairs due to
bestfiber-w,aadWlargeamountsofB-17
damage caused by, for instance, free radicals
(anti-.
It b the Cpain OOD gave to the and cumulative levels of so-called 'backwhen humans were placed ground" radiation in our modern environment.
planet am
upon it.
Healthy DNA and RNA within the nuclei of our
Speltwas brought from the Middle East more cells then lead to properly formed and concenthan 9,000 year8 ago; it is awe11tested product. It trated enzymes, upon which healthy cellular
has since spread over the European Continent. function depends.
Veryrecently, SpelthasenjoyedrenemdpopularGaiandriana liquid is made entirely from
ity in Europe asaresultoftranslations ofmystical wholesome natural ingredients.
writings of the 12th century healer, St. Hildegard
of Bingen, who praised Spe2t as the grain best
AQUAGAIA
tolerated by the body. The OId Testament mentions S'ltin Exodus 9:31, 32 and Ezekiel 4: 9.
Complementary to the Gaiandriana prodToday it is used in the West in much the same uct, AquaGaia is also a non-alcoholic health
way as wheat; one main distinction is that the tonic which provides basic "foods" to help
people with allergies to wheat frequently do not cells, weakened by the stresses of modern life,
react to Spen Although Spelt contains gluten, to return to a state of healthy function.
those with gluten sensitivity, even celiacs, can
AquaGaia contains mitochondria. These
usually tolerate it. In addition, Spelt is appreci- are the major biochemical energy "processors"
ated asmuch for itshearty nut-like flavorasfor its within cellular metabolism. First, enzymes
healing qualities.
begin the breakdown process of organic nutriThe grain berry grows an exceptionally thick ents (like fats, carbohydrates and proteins) to
husk that protects it h m pollutants and insects. intermediate substances such as amino and
It is stored with its husk intact, so it remains pyruvic acids. Then, in the next "bucket brifresher. Thus, unlilre other grains, it is not nor- gade" step, these various acid molecules are
d y treated with pesticides or other chemicals. processed within the mitochondria to release
The strong,protective husk may also be a meta- chemical energy recognized a s adenosine triphphorical signature of this grain's capacity to osphate (ATP).
strengthen immunity. SpeZt contains special carAbout 95% of the energy needed to "run
bohydrates (Mucopolyeaccharides) which are an the machinery" that keeps each cell going and
important factor in blood clotting and stimulating healthy i s produced i n the mitochondria.
the body's immune system.
Unfortunately, the mitochondria are particuSpeltisrichly endowed with nutrients. Ingen- larly damaged by free radicals and cumulative
eral, it is high= in protein, fatand fiberthan most levels of so-called "background" radiation in
varieties of Wheat. An important feature is its our modern environment. These compromised
highly water-soluble fiber, which dissolves easily mitochondria, like half-dead batteries, then
and allows for efficient nutrient asskilation by lead to impaired cellular functioning and
the body. S@ also contains essential amino health. Thus is the importance of AquaGaia,
acids, which combine with the protein in Spelt with its aasimilatable supply of healthy rnitochonconstitute a source for human plasma To use dria- like "fresh batteries" for the body's cells.
Speft in baked g o d % cereals and other dishes
The better our cells function, the greater i s
callingfor wheat <rr othergrains, substitute it one the stamina returned to our internal defense
for one. YOU will likely always have to add gluten systems, and the better we can counter the
@om wheat) to give aatiafEbctoryyeast products. constant onslaught of biological and viral inAt a major W c in Konstanz, Germany, Spelt vaders.
has been used as an adjunct in the treatment of
many disorders, e s p i a l l y chronic digestive prob21 11/93 12 HATONN
lems of all kinds, chronic infections(herpes,AIDS),
nerve and bone disorders (Parkinson's disease,
GAIANDRIANA (3s AOUAGAIA
Alzheimer's d i m , arthritis), cancer and antibiotic aide effects.
To help in understanding the workings of
these organic "pac-men" you must realize that
OAIAHDRIABIA
there is a protein covering "cap" on viruses.
The protein cap is centered on a charged zinc
Gaiandrianaisanon-alcOhO1ichealthtonic
atom and is the part of the virus that recogwhich provides basic
help cells, nizes and binds to DNA-in turn allowing the
weakened by the stresses of modern life, to virus to reproduce.
return to a atate of health.
AquaGaia, i n conjunction with t h e
The better Our cellsfunction, the greateris Gaiandriana, knock out the zinc atom (asimple
the stamina returned
Our internal defense "charge" change), which renders the protein
and the better we can counter the ineffective. This is a breakdown of "parts" of
constant onslaught of biological and viral in- the Gaiandriana rnale-female DNA structure
vaders. The end result is a feeling of well- which releases many working variants but
being by, of course, being well.
frees the Gaiandrionettes or "killers" to take
The Gaiandriana
referred to as =that
zinc atom and pass right into the
'chOndrianaD in the
literature) are affected cell. Without the "cap", the virus
capab1e ofintelligent,
attack against cannot reproduce and infect more cells-fur-

ther, the damaged virus feeds the Gaiandriana
unified cells and the circulating mitochondria.
Healthy cells are not affected because they
lack the zinc-centered protein cap on the virus.
These 'Gaiaa compounds have an effect on
cancer cells because they stop an enzyme on
the cancer cells from producing a'messenger"
molecule that blocks a second enzyme from
attacking the cancer cell's DNA. The compounds (Gaia)have been seen to actually take
out leukemia, breast, brain and colon cancer
cells. We have no claim to anything other than
stating that people utilizing these simple and
natural substances do show improved wellbeing and do report feeling generally and,
often remarkably, improved a s to state of
health, thought processes and stamina.
The obvious conclusion is that there might
well be good reports of better health and faster
recovery, following infection by other viruses,
than those mentioned above. Allviruses known
react in generally the same manner.
It is known that many diseases are due to
retroviral DNA and these are the most affected
viruses by the Gaia-chondrianas (living crys
tal forms). We, again, make no medical claimswe are simply reporting in an effort to explain
WHAT takes place within the cellular structures of living organisms.
NOTE
If any product you receive has an unpleasant odor
it is from the finishing culture
process. Leave the bottle open to air and it will
quickly dissipate. Then, depending on taste
and preference-refrigerate after opening and
reclosing.
IMPORTANT: Do n o t m i x t h e two,
Gaiandriana and AquaGaia, together for storage as the AquaGaia (mitochondria) are aggressive and begin t o "eat" the Gaiandriana
for fuel. Once ingested, they go about their
appointed tasks, but in bottle prisons they
are not particularly compatible once the
available fuel supply i s exhausted. Juicer
are excellent t o take with t h e AquaGaia
because t h e mitochondria must have the
fuel derived from same, the most effective
juice being from t h e tropical "Guava" fruit.
Any juice i s fine, however, and i s most
pleasant t o intake. Diabetics should utilize
whatever juices are available o n their food
plan t o keep within t h e safe guidelines for
calories and other requirements.
The most innocuous and easy intake
available i s simply a few drops under the
tongue, both products taken at the same
time or at different times of the day. Once
t h e "initial" program is completed, and the
maintenance level of intake i s being followed, certainly the drops under the tongue
are the least annoying t o any daily regimen.
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GaiaLvte

GaiaLyte is brought forth from Kargasok
Tea. This IS the basic component of MO-GU
tea a s we have used the tea by that name. The
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GaiaLyte i s a fully integrated electrolytic liq- six ounces of Gaiandriana and double up on the nine, aspartic acid,threoinine, serine, glutamic
uid. The 'drink" i s a "concentrate" (3 to 1 GaiaLytj o u will probably note positive response acid, proline, m e , alanine, cystine, valine,
minimum-as much to one as you like maxi- in about an hour. Remember-you are activating methionine, isoleucine, leucine, tyrsine, phenymum). It contains EVERYTHING supplemen- the enhanced immune system and it takes awhile lalanine, ornithine, tryptophan.
tal to Gaiandriana-INCLUDING A GROWING- to accomplish this task.
The suggested daily consumptionis3 grams
PROGRAMMING BASE OF GAIANDRrANA AND
Per
BASIC DRIANAS. I t also contains enough
ALOE JUICE
Carbragaia to equal a full schedule of what i s
(Whole Le8& C o l d P d
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
(with Americtn Ginseng)
Aloe Vera Concentrate)
being used in M exico-(shark-fin cartilage). If
In recent years feu medicinal plants
you are using MO-GU-keep on-it can only
Aheverahasalong and impressive history that have gunered a s much attention 88
enhance your full-rounded intake-but it WILL
NOT be the same. However, the "new" drink spans hundreds of centuries, countries and cul- Echinacea (Echinacea Purpurea and
will supply all you need without it. This is NOT tureq and appears incountless 'folk remedies" as a Echtnacea AngurWolia).
Echinacea is a non-specific stimuA MEDICAL PROGRAM OF ANY KIND. We are plant revered for its healing qualities
Aloe Jdaisawhole-leafconcenmprepared lant to t h e immune system. Claims for
not physicians as in Medical Doctor; we are
not anything-except hopefully, sharers of in- &omthefreshlyharvestedleavesofthe &Irbaden& Echinacea include: stimulation of leukol ~ f r pA
, ~ W Vera plant.
JPI- g u m t e e s a m e s , mild antibiotic activity, anti-information.
The GaiaLyte has a full spectrum of vita- minimumof 1 0 , 0 0 O m g . o f m u c o p ~ d e s p e rflammatory activity, stimulation of the
adrenal cortex, stimulation of the propermins, minerals, Ginkgo, Echinacea, Chlorella, liter.
Oxygenators, Aloe Vera-everything necessary
The nutrients reported in Aloe Vinclude din-complement system, interferon-like
to 'program" the cells in the tea membrane mucopolysaccharides and polysaccharides
stimulatiOn
geneml
AND the Gaiandriana included. This does not (glucomannans),glycoproteins, glucose, mannose, immunity* and
activity* Interreplace the Gaiandriana used otherwise, 'This galactose,xylose, arabinose, tannins, steroids, or- nal preparations are said to
in
i s a PERFECT medium to enhance the ability ganic acids, antibiotic principles, glut-nic acids, alldating
and flu sympto-,
-.pitoand Irthrltl., to n - ~ l few*
of the Gaiandriana you already take to en- enzymes (oxidase,catalase and amylase),trace sugGoldenseal (HydrastisCanadensis)t
hance it self-reinforcement fuel, if you will.
ars, calcium oxalate, a protein containing 18 amino
the
popular herbs In the
You can dilute the concentrate with water acids, gRoundheali& hormones, biogenic stimdaare
AND/or anything you like. May we recom- tors, saponins, vitamjnsB1, B2, niacin, 86,choline, American
numerous,
including
but
not
limited
to:
mend apple juice and/ or Cranberry. The apple folic acid, chloride, sulfate, iron, calcium, copper,
antiseptic,
hemostatic,
diuretic,
laxajuice is to flush out the gallbladder and the sodium,potassium, silicon, manganese, plus many
tive, and tonic/ anti-inflammatory for the
cranberryjuice flushes out the bladder (urine). other metabolism-assistingcomponents.
mucous membranes, hemorrhoids, nasal
You may use as much as you like of either OR
congestion, mouth and gum sores and
CHLORELLA
both and we would hope you would do so on a
e y e afflictions.
continuing basis because of the value of these
Few medicinal plants in t h e world
two products and their focus of use.
ChbrelL is anutritiO~belancedwhO1e
lo* possess Ginseng9snear-legendary status.
We believe you will find it a very tasty and contributesto the health and growth of human Datiq back thousands
its hi.beverage but we ask that no matter how "gooda, cells like no single vitamin or mineral possibly can. tory of use in the
records therajust keep to the 'program" amounts or you
ChloreIlaisextremely highinprotein (60%) and peutic properties so wide ranging that it
may find yourself a bit 'woozy" immediately contains more than 20 vitamins and minerals, 19 of was
dismissed by Western doctom
after intake. This is due more to the Aloe Vera the 22 essential and non-essential amino acids, ,, a
When fatigued, Ginseng
present than the tea itself-but as you know, enzymesand chlorellagrowthhctor. It is one of the reportedly restoms both physical and
even the MO-GU tea can make you quite light- richest sources of RNA and DNA ~IIOWXI and has ,,td
u
fnd,o
l,
to peak efficienq and,
headed. There is no .alcohol in the beverage twentytimesasmuchchlorophyUas~lotimes
use, i m p m e s resistance t o
although you may very well think so as the more than other edible algae including
disease and
American Ginseng's
body rushes to uptake the fuel supply. This is and 10 times more than barley
genus name is Panax QuinquefoIius.
Chb*
is a natural vitaliity edmncer. The
not arnedical-chemical concoction so you could
40,000 s p e d e s of mushrooms
take the entire bottle without damage or haz- vitamins foundin &lorella cells include: vitamin C, exist, many of which are used as medE
ard-but you might well not feel so great for a p r o V i m % B - c a r o t e n e , C h l o ~ p h ~ ~ - % c h l ~ cJnes.
r o ~ h ~ ~o-f parti-1.r
note are such rembit afterward and it i s totally UNNECESSARY B, thiamine (Bl), riboflavin (B2), Wridofie (m), edies as penicillin- and ergot-bued exfor any expected positive response.
niacin (83), pantothenic acid, fogc acid, v i m B- tracts used in migraine treatment, to
This is not like taking an antibiotic with flu or 12, biotin, choline, vitamin K, PABA, lipoic acid, name a few. Eeensive research has been
sore-throat. This is a well-body systemic en- inositol and para-aminobenzoic add. '?w minerals done with one mushroom in particular,
haneemeat. I t sometimes, 'aswith other persons' include: phosphorus, potassium, i h e , magne- n-ely,
Reishi. This mushroom is now
elixir-takes weeks or months to feel any differ- sium, sulphur, iron, calcium, manganese, copper, considered a tried and true immune sysence. ONCE balanced, however, you willnote that zinc and cobalt.
tem fortifier.
The amino acids include: lysine, histidine, a d at onset of infection, cold, etc., if you take around
SUPER OXY TODDY
a-

SPELT FLOUR

Made from pure Aloe Vera juice from
organic Aloe Vera plants, this product i s
oxygen-enhanced with 35%'food grade hydrogen peroxide, minerals, whole Aloe Vera
pulp, 60 colloidal plant minerals (an aqueous solution), and natural flavors.
One ounce of Oxy Toddy contains approximately 20 drops of 35% food grade
hydrogen peroxide. This product contains
no sugar, fillers or starches and is cold
processed to ensure maximum enzymatic
activity

.

To order

3

Hydrogen Peroxide Use For
Water Purification

Gaia-Trim [ s e e 3/ 1/94 CONTACT, p.10,for description]

To purify water (of viruses as well as bacteria and other
critters) for drinking purposes, use 10 drops of 35% Food
Crade Hydrogen Peroxide per gallon of water and agitate
container enough t o mix well.
Locating the 35% Food Grade Hydrogen Peroxide can be
a problem a s the Elite effort to close down everything that
promotes
from products to therapies* FoodHydrogen Peroxide is necessary as the drugstore (3%)
variety contains additives and stabilizers not good for
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New Gaia Products
New Gaia Products,
P.O. BOX 2771 0,
Las Vegas, NV 89 1 26
(Please Print)
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N e w G a i a Product Update
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Since i t will be several weeks before the first of these I
products become available t o order, please keep your e y e on I
this box for
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1994 Order Form
1 (800)NEW-GAIA (639-4242)

Name

Date

Statelprov.
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** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CAI WA, OR, AZ,
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
WY, N V
0
0-100
56.00
$ 101-200
$7.00
$ 201-300
$8.00
% 301-400
59.00
$ 401-500
$10.00
$501-600
511.00

FOR T H E REST O F
CONTINENTAL USA
0-100
101-200
201-300
301-400
401-500
$ 501-600

58.00
$9.00
510.00
51 1 .OO
512.00
513.00

$

5
5
5
S

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE C A U FOR SHIPPING RATES

NQE
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing

Street Address
City/Town

I

Zip Code

for specific rates as rates vary greatly.

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card NO. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.
FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Expiration Date

Signature For Credit Card Orders

ltern

Qty. A m o u n t

H l T A C H l ( H B l O l ) BREAD M A C H I N E

s 149.00

(FACTORY BLFMl'iHFD/REFURBISHED)

IGAIA SPELT BREAD M I X (Pure Spelt)

.

1$
I

4 Ibs. O S1.25Ilb.
I,,
Sll25llb.l

KERNELS lo

2 Ibs. O S1.2S/lb.
4 Ibs. O S 1 .ZS/lb.
8 Ibs. O Sl.ZS/lb.

WHOLE GRAIN
SPELT FLOUR
+

PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE

1 Bottle Caiandriana (1 at.)
1 Bottle AquaCaia (1 qt.j 2 Bottles CaiaLyte (2 liters each)

3.50

i

s.00
12.50
S 2-50
S 5.00
$ 10.00
S 180.00
s 1 50.00

1
I

I
I

I I

subscribers

4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Caiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles CaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

for CONTACT
subscribers
onlv.

CAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND (2 02.)
NICOTINE-CAFFEINEALCOHOL-.
SUCROSE-STARCHCAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

Please make
all checks and
money orders
payable to:
NewG a i a h h c & ,
P.O. Box 2 77 1 0,
as Vegas, NV
89126

TOTAL THIS COLUMN
TOTALFROMOTHERCOLUMN
SHIPPING & HANDLING
SU B TOTAL
SALES TAX

Nevada residents onhl.
add 796

TOTAL ENCLOSED

1

I I

i I

I
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F O R INFORMATION A B O U T
JOURNALS, BOOKS. ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS57. GOD. TOO. HAS A PLAN 2000. PAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST
THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES
CALLED THE PHOENIX JOURMALS
AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST' MAN TO BECOME AWARE O F
LONG--STANDINGDECEPTIONSAND
OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS
SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES. SINGLE
JOURNALS ARE W.00, ANY 4 JOURNALSARE$5.50 EACH, 10OR MORE
JOURNALS ARE
$5.00 EACH
(Shippingextra - see right).
** These marked JOURNALS an out
of stock until further notia.
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA
3. SPACEGATE, THE VEIL R E
MOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
*S.FROM HERETO ARMAGEDDON
%. SURVIVAL I S ONLY TEN FEET
FROM HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9.
SATAN'S DRUMMERS
*lo. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
-1 1. CRY O F THE PHOENIX
*12. CRUCIFIXION O F THE PHOENIX
*13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
**14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE,
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER O F
THE PHOENIX
15. RAPE O F THE CONSTITUTION
*16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
*17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
*18. BLOOD AND ASHES

19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
-0. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
f*2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED
UNIVERSE
-3. BURNT OFFERINGS
-4. SHROUDS OFTHE SEVENIW
SEAL
-5. THE B I T E R COMMUNION
-6.
COUNTERFElT BLESSINGS
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY
NAME: KHAZAPS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOROWNER MANUAL
-8. OPERATION SHANSTORM
-9. END O F THE MASQUERADE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1
4 1. THE DESTRUCTION O F A
PLANET--ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I11
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VI1
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY

-

DIVINE~h
VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
THE PIT O F FIRE
59. 'REALITY ALSO HAS A
DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
6 1. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST O F TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY T O AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NOTHORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS
VOL. I
74. MYSTERIES O F RADIANCE
UNFOLDED VOL. I1
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES
VOL. 111
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND WEKA
79. MARCHINGTO ZOC
80. TRUlW FROM THE ZOGBOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENTREXWWTS
83. POllTICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECFNES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOA137
87. IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN1

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS,
post office BOX 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

1-800-800-5565

Canadians call
1-805-822-9655

(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)
UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add7
Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title. $1 .00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OO ea addl
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title. $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $ 1 ea addl
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add7
Airbook-$4.50 1st title. $2.00 ea addl
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st t~tle,$1.SO ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
805-822-0202

Subscriptionorders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to
1-800-800-5565. Subscriptionrates are: $20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada/
Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 26 issues for W 0 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico);$60
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $75 (US); $80 (Canadahlexico); $1 10 (Foreign).
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on

Copyright Statement
copies of 13 issues(US); $ 135. for 5 0 newspaper for private,non-profit
copies of 1 3 issues (US); $250 for 1 0 0 use is
copies of 13 issues (US); $500 for 1 0 0 long =g
-ry
ti
copies of 2 6 issues (US); or $1,000 for remainabsolutelyunchanged. For
1 0 0 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS post- commercial purposes, reproducpaid Continental U.S. For Alaska, HI, tion is strictly forbidden unless
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or and until permission is granted in
write for shipping charges.
writing by CONTACT, INC.
Single copies o f back issues of CONTACT, THE PWOENlX LIBERATOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are
$1.50 each. Quantity back issue prices are as follows: 1 10 copies $1.50

-

This is a service for
our dedicated readers.
Today's Watch telephone hotline carries
the latest news and
comments from Commander Hatonn's most
recent writings. This is
our way of keeping yqy
informed about fastbreaking n e w s and
events.
The message machine will answer after
2 rings if there are any
new messages for that
day, and after 4 rings if
not. Thus daily callers
can hang up after 2 rings
and save toll charges if
no new message has
been recorded. The
message update(s), if
any, occur by 6 PM Pacific Time.

